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Foreword

The world of our Germanic forebears was a world of life: woods full of deer,
moose, wolves, and bears; seas and lakes seething with whales and fish; sky and
cliffs thick with the calls of birds and the sound of their wings. More than that,
rocks, waterfalls, and streams, ocean and mountain and field, were home to all
manner of beings, whose friendship could bring fruitfulness and wisdom, and
whose anger could lead to sickness and dead cattle or sheep. Unseen much of the
time, these beings could come to speak in dreams, or they might be glimpsed in
the twilight dusk, in the short bright night of Midsummer Eve or with their pale
lanterns in procession through the darkness of the Yule-nights.
Because many god-tales were written down in the Elder Edda and by Snorri
Sturluson in his effort to revive the art of skaldic poetry, and because it was the
way of historians from other faiths and cultures to write only of the best-known
of the Heathen god/esses, we know far more about the great deities whose might
reached all through the Germanic worlds than about the smaller wights who held
a single boulder, field, or berg, and did not go forth to do great deeds in their own
worlds or others. This is not to say that the worship of alfs and land-wights meant
any less to our forebears than the worship of the god/esses: in fact, for day-to-day
needs, fellowship with such beings and small offerings made to them on a daily or
near-daily basis was likely the most common aspect of Germanic religion. “The
ordinary Scandinavian of the Viking Age would probably go to the land-wights
often, as to a neighbor; to the god/esses on feast-days and in times of need or
thankfulness, as to a chieftain (and much more often when a close friendship
existed, in both cases); the Earth herself would be addressed rarely, if at all, just
as the plain farmer or merchant would only on rare occasions deal directly with a
king or queen” (KveldúlfR Hagan Gundarsson, “Mother Earth and her Children”,
Idunna 36, Harvest 1998; reprinted in Appendix I).
This book is written chiefly for the followers of the Elder Troth (Ásatrú; those
who worship the Germanic deities in the ways of our forebears, so far as our
knowledge and the changes of our world allow). It is my hope that it will prove
useful, not only for those who seek to learn more of those early ways for their own
souls’ need, but, to some degree at least, for those to whom the study of Germanic
-xi-
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religion is a purely academic matter. I ask the latter to take the historical information as they need it, and not to be too put off by the suggestions for practical
uses.
While one has to exert great caution in approaching a discussion on Germanic
religion in which folklore recorded in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth
centuries is discussed together with materials dating from the Heathen and early
post-conversion period and mostly recorded between the twelfth and fourteenth
centuries, I have used this method in order to have a chance of presenting a fuller
picture of the various cults and beliefs centering around the elves, dwarves, trolls,
and nature spirits (land-wights) that were known in the Viking Age. Undoubtedly
considerable confusion, conflation, and distortion did occur as a result of the
suppression of the native religion and christian influence on those folk-beliefs
that outlived the practice of the Æsir-faith (most of which did, in fact, deal with
the lesser beings who were apparently seen as having the most immediate influence on daily life in an agricultural society). Nevertheless, many of the latter are
almost certainly, and some demonstrably, rooted in Heathen custom and troth.
Further, this book is meant to be more of a collection and general guide to the lore
of alfs, wights, and trolls than an effort at examining the problems presented by
the variety of source materials. I have, however, referenced all citations as clearly
as possible in hopes that this work may be of use to future researchers in both the
academic and the practicing Heathen fields.
All the translations are my own. I have particularly tried to be as accurate as
possible in regards to magico-religious terminology, providing the Old Norse and
Anglo-Saxon words where-ever there is no clear modern English equivalent for the
benefit of those readers who do not have access to texts in the original languages.
Note that I have in general used the term “alf ” rather than “elf ”, specifically in
order to avoid confusion with either the Elves of modern fantasy or the elves of
Celtic folklore. While there may be some likenesses, in general the Germanic alfs
are quite different from both.

Chapter I
Alfs and Wights: Their Being and
Ground Rules

1.1—Behaviour of and regarding the alfs and wights
Despite the many efforts made to classify the various beings that inhabit the
Otherworlds where they overlap most closely with the Middle-Garth (including
some of mine)—the specific categories seem to exist only in the broadest sense,
and more as a spectrum than a clear set of divisions. As I will show, the distinction
between trolls, etins, and land-wights was always a vague one; it is hardly sharper
between land-wights and the various alfs, or alfs and the dead, and there are even
overlaps between the various sorts of wights and living humans, through marriage,
interbreeding and descent, personal transformation, and individual assimilation
on one side or the other. In some cases, the difference between a troll and a landwight may only be the willingness to befriend a human—whether the friendship
is initiated by one side or the other; the Icelandic tale of Hallgerður of Bláfell
(detailed more fully below) shows how good manners can transform an ill-willing
troll into a weal-willing land-wight.
The key point in dealing with beings of the Otherworlds, especially those closest to us—the land-wights, sea-wights, and alfs of different kinds—is always good
manners. The god/esses have the wisdom, and the knowledge of the hearts of those
who trust in them, which allows them to forgive clumsy words, deeds of ignorance,
reservations born from fear or lack of understanding, and even some offenses. The
description of Hákon the Good coming into Óðinn’s hall in Hákonarmál is a
good example. First (verse 12) he, rather resentfully, questions the valkyrja who
has come for him (“Why did you shape the battle so, Geir-Skögul? Were we not
worthy of better from the gods?”) and receives a straightforward answer (“We
--
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ruled it thus: that you held the field, and your foes fled”). Then (15–17), when
invited in, Hákon states, “I think that Óðinn is ill-willed towards us”, and insists,
even after Bragi assures him of the friendship (grið) of the Einherjar, on keeping
his arms—a rude attitude towards a host, but one that Óðinn overlooks (or, perhaps, appreciates, since Hákon is following the god’s own advice on the subject of
weapons and caution in a strange place). In any case, Óðinn seems to understand
and accept Hákon’s behaviour.
However, the lesser wights of the Otherworlds are much more like humans,
and rather old-fashioned humans, in that they are greatly offended by breaches
of courtesy whether those stem from deliberate rudeness or simple ignorance.
A large number of folk-tales regarding alfs, dwarves, and other wights have the
human protagonist doing the wrong thing by accident, or the right thing by sheer
chance, and either being excessively punished or excessively rewarded.
One thing that is particularly important to keep in mind is that much of
the common lore regarding alfs in contemporary culture is not drawn from the
Germanic tradition, but from the Irish and British Celtic. While the Irish sidhe
have some things in common with the Germanic alfs, in particular the moundalfs (dwelling in mounds—the name sidhe specifically identifies the Irish wights
as hill-dwellers—love of music, the habits of inviting humans to their homes or
leaving changelings in place of human babies, and so forth), the rules by which
one can deal with them as safely as possible are not the same as the rules for dealing with our alfs. According to Irish belief, the sidhe were, for the most part, never
human, but retreated before humanity in Ireland; some of the Irish hero-tales
suggest that even before christianity reached the island, the frith between humans
and sidhe was fragile at best, as seen in “The Adventure of Nera” (Nera, having
married a woman of the sidhe, is warned by his wife to tell the men of Cruachan
to be ready to destroy the sidh on Samhain, or its dwellers will destroy Cruachan;
thanks to the warning, the men of Connaught and Fergus strike first and win.
Cited in Markale, pp. 193–94).
The distinction between mound-alfs, as the dead who have reached a state
of might between the worlds in their howes, and sidhe was known in the Viking
Age: the Old Norse word álfkarl (male elf ) was not translated as sidhe by the Irish,
but as alcaille, “ghost of the dead” (de Vries, Wörterbuch, p. 6). The worship of
the mound-dead goes back at least to the late Stone Age in both Scandinavia and
Ireland, at which time the material cultures were virtually identical: it is possible
that the sidhe and some of the alfs may once have been related, but long-separated.
They certainly seem different to soul-senses, as I and other Scandinavians have
marked: Nordic mound-alfs feel welcoming to their kin; the sidhe feel indifferent.
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Some of the characteristics and dangers of sidhe and alfs may be the same, but
in general, the alfs are much better-disposed towards humankind, and likelier to
ask, as well as to offer, favour to those of us with whom they meet. This does not
mean that they are entirely safe to work with; but they are far less inclined towards
casual malice or deliberate entrapment than are the sidhe.
In practical terms, the biggest difference between sidhe and alfs is that eating
sidhe food is never a good idea, and receiving gifts from them can be dangerous;
whereas not only is accepting food or gifts from an alf usually safe and beneficial,
but refusing them is a cause for great offense. The same is true for the trolls: there
is one tale in which those who have eaten the troll-food are safe, but the man who
refuses it falls into an enchanted sleep (Jón Árnason I, #196).
The basic rules for dealing with the alfs seem to be:
1. Do not refuse food or favours in general. Even a gift that seems worthless may
prove to be of great value.
2. Be very careful about accepting drink given by trolls, which is often too strong
for human flesh to bear, and burns where it touches. The wine of Otherworldly
wights can also be perilous, as it loosens the human mind and/or soul from its ties
to the Middle-Garth and makes it easy to go too deeply into the Otherworld.
The same is true for joining alf-dancing, possibly because of the ecstatic/tranceinducing effect of the dance.
3. If asked to do them a favour, do it wholeheartedly, even if it seems
inconvenient.
4. Be careful to give warning when you light fires outdoors, toss boiling water on
the ground, relieve yourself outdoors, and so forth.
5. Do not ever lie directly to or about the alfs.
6. Be very careful about actually visiting the alfs in their homes or joining them in
their activities, particularly dancing: folk who do that generally do not come back





Here, too, our alfs and wights are unlike the Celtic ones, which are more likely to
make dead leaves or wood-shavings appear as gold; while the other way around is
common for Germanic alfs.
Compare the various versions of the Scandinavian mediaeval ballad “Den bergtagna”,
in which drinking from the mountain-king’s horn causes the young woman to forget
elements of normal life (different things and numbers of drinks in variations of the
song—Jansson, 163–65).
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the better for it (if they come back at all), whether from longing for the alf-world
or whether offense had to be given to get them away. Depression and various
degrees of mental disorder and distraction are common results of spending too
long among the alfs.
7. Shooting or throwing steel over the head of an alf-enchanted person or thing
(alf-cattle, a stolen human, the alf-islands which appear and disappear until they
are fixed by bringing steel and/or fire onto them, u.s.w.) is the recommended
means of freeing them, but the consequences, in the case of humans, can be
unexpected.
8. If you have seen the alfs once, especially with any magical aids, and should
chance to see them again, do not be the first to speak. Norway, Iceland, and
Orkney all have tales of someone who unwisely addressed an alf or like wight
when seeing them in an unexpected place after a previous interaction, and was
either blinded completely or, at the very least, lost soul-sight.
9. Do not boast about favours or gifts you have received from the alfs.
10. Do not, ever, mess with their mounds, rocks, or other dwelling places without
permission. If you have built over an alf-house or on their pathway, apologize and
repair the fault at once.




The Norwegian story of Anne Rykhus is a case in point. Rescued from an alf-bridegroom by a farmer who shot over the heads of the wedding crowd, she heard the
man she had been about to marry say, “‘You’ll see much, but understand little.’” She
could see things invisible to others, and sometimes had to take a stick and drive them
from her path; she also declared that she could see wagons on wheels without horses
going up the valley where she lived, fifty years before the railway came through, and
things like huge birds high in the sky, some years before the first aircraft passed over
the village. “After some years had gone by, Anne Rykhus was no longer considered to
be odd, but wise” (Simpson, pp. 219–20).
Marwick cites the 1911 issue of the Old Lore Miscellany. An Orkney farmer had
opened a big knoll on his fields. The mound’s guardian appeared to him as “an
old, grey-whiskered man dressed in an old, grey, tattered suit of clothes, patched in
every conceivable manner, with an old bonnet in his hand, and old shoes of horse or
cowhide tied on with strips of skin on his feet”; and warned the farmer, “‘Take me
word, fellow, drop working in my house, for if thou doesn’t, mark my word, fellow,
if thou takes another shuleful (shovelful), mark me word, thou will have six of the
cattle deean in thy corn-yard at one time. And if thou goes on doing any more work,
fellow, mark me word, fellow, thou will have then six funerals from the house, fellow; does thou mark me words; good-day, fellow …’ Having said this, the old man
vanished … but six cattle actually died in the corn-yard, and there were six deaths
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11. Do not expect to receive a favour by repeating what someone else has done,
especially out of greed; this only annoys the alfs, and bad things will happen. Do
not ask for gifts from them; they are often generous of their own free will, but
they really dislike and will punish greedy folk.
12. Do not relieve yourself in a place you suspect to be inhabited; this will drive
the alfs away, as shown clearly by the phrase “at ganga álfrek” (to go destroy the
alfs) as a euphemism for an outdoors evacuation.
13. Be careful what questions you ask them; it is easy to offend by being nosy.
Alfs and wights of all sorts are often inclined to visit human dwellings at Yule.
How they behave at that time is a matter of their own being—the wilder ones
can often be quite destructive—and of how they are received. If they are invited,
greeted, and dealt with as should be done, they bring blessing; if not, bad things
can happen. In Iceland, the Yule custom is called “bidding the alfs to home” (bjóða
álfum heima). The house-mother would sweep everywhere, in every corner, then
kindle lights all through the house, where-ever there might be a shadow. She then
went out and around the dwelling, some say three times, and spoke “Come, those
who wish to come; stay, those who wish to stay; and fare, those who wish to fare,
harmless to me and mine (Komi þeir sem koma vilja, veri þeir sem vera vilja, og fari
þeir, sem fara vilja, mér og mínum að meinalausu)” (Árni Björnsson, Jól á Íslandi,
pp. 138–39). By this invitation, the alfs and wights are bound to behave as guests
in return for hospitality. In Norway the Yule-season came to an end on Knut’s
Day (Jan. 13) with “driving out the dwarves”—opening the doors and going all
through the house banging pots and pans to chase out any untoward wights that
might be staying past their time, chanting, “Out dwarf to your bed, in corn and
cow!” In the Shetlands, the key day was January 24; the trows were driven out in
much the same way (Feilberg 2, pp. 303–04).
The alfs and wights also hold the holy-days in their own dwellings much as
we do. In Bárðar saga Snæfellsáss, a Yule banquet is given by the trollkona Hít
of Hítardalar. She invites Bárðr first of all, as he is the most prominent of the
in the household. The teller of the story (the farmer’s son-in-law) was present when
the fourth death occurred, and was told about the mound-dweller and his warning”
(p. 41). The repetition in the mound-dweller’s speech is particularly interesting, as
the dead who speak from their mounds in the sagas are very much inclined to repeat
themselves in poetry; likewise the berg-dweller in Bergbúa þáttr and the alfs on their
álfareið (see ch. VI) repeat the last lines of each stave, suggesting a strong likeness if
not a linkage, and likewise an overlap with the realms of the dead.
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berg-wights, and a number of other etins/trolls/wights; they feast and play games
(which end in wrestling and fighting), and the drink was particularly strong, so
that everyone became drunk (note my remark above about the strength of trolldrink being too much for human flesh); before leaving, Bárðr’s half-human son
Gestr gives Hít a very large gray hound (ch. XIII, pp. 142–45). Lighting candles
and dancing at Yule mean at least as much to the alfs as to humankind (Feilberg,
II, p. 162); and a number of folk-tales in Iceland and continental Scandinavia
describe alfs or trolls at their own Yuletide feastings.
Alfs (including dwarves) and land-wights are all fond of music, and noted
musicians. Like the Sidhe of Celtic folklore, the Germanic alfs are noted for their
singing and dancing: Motz cites the Middle High German albleich, the English
elf-ring, and the Danish älfdans as examples of the wide spread of this belief (p.
98). In Norwegian folklore, dwarves are often heard playing their fiddles in cliffs,
although they are seldom, if ever, seen dancing. After parting from her human
man, Helga, the daughter of Bárðr Snæfellsáss, spends a winter in a concealed
hollow, playing the harp all night (ch. VII, p. 123); as mentioned below, both the
nökk (a Scandinavian water-wight) and the Shetlandic/Orcadian trows are known
to be skilled fiddlers and music teachers. Unlike the sidhe, though our alfs and
wights love music, there are no accounts of alfs stealing humans away for their
musical talents; it is other things that they seek in humanity.
Another characteristic which the wights, “trolls”, and alfs seem to share is their
willingness to mate with humans—through temporary visits, abduction, or by
coming to live in human society. A fair number of Scandinavian families can
trace their pedigrees back to an ancestor of the Otherworld. In some cases, the
inheritance is one of soul and might (the skill of healing, or exceptional luck); in
other instances, there is a distinctive physical characteristic. Marwick mentions a
family from Stromsay (Orkney), descended from a woman and a seal-man, who
were marked by a thick horny skin on the soles of their hands and palms of their
feet, and comments that, “In one of the race, known to the present writer, this was
a greenish-white tegument fully a sixteenth of an inch thick which was cracked
in places and had a strong fishy odour” (p. 28). A similar suspicious physiological analogy, although without a recorded family legend, was found in Iceland in
March of 1983 when a fishing boat capsized three miles of the coast of Heimaey
(a small island to the southwest of Iceland). One man, Guðlaugur Friðþórsson,
survived for six hours in the icy water—five hours longer than anyone else has
ever survived in water that temperature—and made it to shore (slicing his feet
to ribbons on the lava beach and losing a great deal of blood). When he was
examined at the London Hospital Medical College, his body fat proved to closely
resemble a seal’s (Insight Guides: Iceland, p. 221).
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1.2—Warding against ill-willing alfs and wights
The chief means of defense against ill-willing alfs, and indeed most wights of
the Otherworld (with the exception of dwarves, who themselves are great smiths,
and house-ghosts), is iron or steel. Sunwynn Ravenwood has pointed out that
the word “iron” originally meant “holy metal”, which may tell us something of
why iron nails were hammered into the high-seat pillars of the hof described in
Eyrbyggja saga (ch. IV, p. 8). In Denmark, nails are also hammered into doorframes on Yule night to ward against “trolls and dwarves” (Feilberg, II, p. 56).
As dwarves are not otherwise vulnerable to iron, there may be a hint of the hof ’s
reginnaglar (god-nails) living yet in this custom, with power beyond the simple
metal; or it may be (since, as Feilberg observes, this is the only example of dwarves
being specifically warded against at Yule) that “trolls and dwarves” is a generic for
ill-tempered Otherworldly wights.
Iron is one of the best wards against evil spells and sundry wights of ill; iron
knives or sharp-edged tools are especially good for this purpose. Even if one is
caught in the open with no other defense, a knife or pair of sharp iron shears will
do to rist a warding-circle around yourself, through which alfs and trolls cannot
pierce. Lying down and sticking a knife into the ground at your head is another
means of warding yourself from such wights (Marwick, p. 36), though the full
circle is likely to be the stronger. Likewise, warding-runestaves or signs can be
risted or signed with any steel object, just as the christian Thórðr, trapped in a
suspicious cave on a dark and snowy night, rists a cross with a steel spike that he
has with him (Bergbúa þáttr, p. 441). In Helgakviða Hjörvarðssonar 13, Atli says,
“Iron-burgs are round the atheling’s fleet/so no witches may destroy us” (the word
iárnborgir likely refers to iron plating or sheathing on the ships—La Farge and
Tucker, p. 135, or else to the iron bosses of the shields on the sides and iron-clad
beaks—Hollander, p. 173).
However, Peter Buchholz (Schamanistische Züge, pp. 73–74) observes that
iron is also often associated with etins and of the Otherworld in general. He
cites Ironwood, where the hag who bore the wolves that chase Sun and Moon
dwell (and which is a habitation of “tröllkonur” who are called the Járnviðjur, or
Iron-Wood Dwellers—Snorra Edda I, Gylfaginning, ch. 12, p. 58); the dragon
Fáfnir’s iron-bound lair; the iron staffs of etin-men; and the frequent occurence
of “Iron” as a name-element for various sorts of etin-kind. Among these can be
counted Járnsaxa (“Iron Sax”; Thórr’s concubine) and Járnskjöldr (Iron-Shield—
Flateyjarbók I, p. 259). Saami lore includes a man-eating giant called Stalo, who
wears an iron shirt (Grimm II, pp. 554–55); as the Saami themselves had little
iron, and traded for what they had with the Norse, it is quite possible that Stalo
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originally came from Norse lore. In Brennu-Njáls saga (ch. CXXXIII), Flosi has
a dream in which a strange man named ‘Járngrímr’ (Iron-Grímr, or the ‘IronMasked’), wearing a goatskin and carrying an iron staff, comes out of a cave and
calls out the names of several men who are soon to die, then announces his intention of going to the Thing and setting strife between the folk there. Though his
appearance is characteristic for an etin-man, his actions are not: it is possible that
this dream shows Óðinn in one of his oldest and harshest aspects. The bergrís
(mountain giant) who is one of Iceland’s landwight-guardians carries an iron stave
(Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar, Heimskringla I; ch. XXXIII, p. 271). Grimm mentions
that some of the mediaeval German romances show giants armed with steel bars
(stahlstangen—II, p. 533).
The greater etins are fond of iron, but it also seems to be the best means of
slaying them, so long as this is done by concussion rather than cutting (Grimm II,
p. 534). This holds true in the older as well as the later and more fantastic tales:
Bárðr Snæfelláss’ father is beaten to death with iron tongs by his rebellious thurses
(ch. II, p. 105); Grendel cannot be harmed with swords but must be wrestled with
(though here, there is also a strong element of the witch-mother whose weavingspells protect her grown son from sharp edges—cf. Grundy, “Viking’s Mother”,
p. 231); and the most effective weapon against etins is, of course, Thórr’s crushing Hammer. Thórr’s adventure in Geirröðr’s hall, as described in Snorra Edda (I,
Skáldskaparmál, ch. 18, pp. 288–90) shows very clearly this double-nature of iron
as favoured of the etin-kind and something to which they are vulnerable. When
the god enters the hall, Geirröðr picks up a glowing lump of molten iron in his
tongs and casts it at Thórr; Thórr then catches it with his iron gloves (which were
given to him by the etin-woman Gríðr) and lifts it up, while Geirröðr runs to
the shelter of an iron pillar; but Thórr throws the molten iron straight through
the pillar, the etin, and the wall behind him. Mjöllnir itself is made out of iron;
Snorri comments that Thórr’s iron gloves are a great treasure and he must not be
without them when he holds his Hammer’s shaft (I, ch. 21, p. 90).
It is my guess that iron is so effective simply because it is the mightiest of
Earth’s metals, with that strength shining even greater in the Otherworlds than


In fact, in the tale of its forging, we see a steadily growing might with the hardness
of material and the degree of effort on the part of the dwarf blowing the bellows and
the resistance from the opposed might against which he must strive: first a pig-skin
goes in and a fly nibbles slightly on his arm; then gold, and the fly nibbles harder on
his neck; and last iron, and the fly bites his eyelids until the blood runs into his eyes,
so that the hammer has a slightly short shaft and must be grasped in an additional
layer of iron to be used (ch. 35, pp. 341–42).
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in this realm. The great etins are not only able to bear it, but love it because it is
strong enough to withstand their own might; the dwarves have the unsurpassed
skill of smithing, which shapes being throughout the worlds. As with the great
etins, the god/esses find iron a fitting metal to bear the power of their own being,
and it should be no surprise that among God-Home’s dwellers, it is the strongest,
Thórr, who is most often seen bearing iron.
Gunpowder and sulphur are used as Yule-wards for the house against all ill-willing wights and magic in Norway and Sweden (Feilberg, I, pp. 142, 172), together
with steel and/or flint and coals or oven-soot (p. 172). All of these are means by
which the might of fire can be brought to bear on stead, beasts, and folk to ward
off supernatural harm. Fire itself is both holy and a specific proof against ill-willing magic; compare the treatment of Óðinn as a suspected wizard in Grímnismál,
where he is hung between two fires; the vígðan eldr (hallowed fire) of the hof in
Kjálnesinga saga, which was never allowed to go out (ch. II, p. 7), and the description in the Heimskringla version of Hákonar saga goða of how “Fires should be in
the middle of the floor in the hof and a kettle over. A cup [for the hallowed toasts]
should be borne around the fire” (ch. XIV, p. 168).
Rowan (mountain ash) sprigs, particularly with berries, are also useful as a ward
(the mightiest in Danish tradition being from a “flying rowan”, that is, one which
has no roots directly in the earth—Gløb, Brændevinsbog, p. 84). The worth of the
rowan against supernatural threats was apparently known in fairly early Heathen
times. The “medicine-bag” from a Bronze Age grave near Lyngby included a piece
of rowan wood, as did the magical collection in the Maglehøj mound-burial (de
Vries, Religionsgeschichte I, p. 132)
Geirmundr Heljarskinn chose his home-site by the light he saw in a rowangrove, and when his herdsman broke a branch from it to drive the cows with, he
leapt angrily at the herdsman, ordered that all the milk the cows gave that day be
thrown out, and burned the branch (Sturlunga saga, i, 6, pp. 4–5). The rowan
even offers warding against etins’ shaping of natural dangers, as when, on his
way to Geirröðr’s hall, Thórr holds to a rowan to get safely out of the river which
Geirröðr’s daughter Gjálp has caused to rise in a very personal way: Snorri quotes
the saying, “reynir er björg Þórs”, the rowan is the help (out of danger) of Thórr
(Snorra Edda, I, Skáldskaparmál ch.18, p.288). It continued to be considered a
holy tree in Iceland up through modern times (Jón Árnason, I, pp. 639 ff ).


It has also been suggested that the rowan and its protective capacity are associated
with Thórr’s wife Sif (Turville-Petre, Myth and Religion, p. 98); the Finnish thundergod Ukko, who is an understanding of Thórr or at least strongly shaped by knowledge of him, has a wife named Rauni (“rowan”), as does the Saami deity Horagalles,
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Like the rowan, juniper has been used to keep hexery and sickness away since
ancient times (Gløb, Brændevinsbog, p. 34). Holly, also called maretorn (marathorn), can be set about in order to catch unseen alfs, wights, and nightmares
(see the discussion below in ch. V, “Swart-Alfs”) and keep them from doing harm
(Gløb, Brændevinsbog, p. 54). Sunnawort (‘St. John’s wort’, hypericum perforatum),
while it can be used in tines or ointments to open the eyes to the Otherworlds
(particularly the brighter wights), is also a very mighty ward against ill-willing
wights; together with kvan (‘angelica’) and garlic, it is one of our strongest herbs
of magic, weal, and safety from harmful mights. The red pigment that comes
out when the flowers are crushed is well-fitted for reddening runestaves, with or
instead of the vitki’s blood (although it should be marked that all the Old Norse
descriptions of reddening runestaves use blood). It is by far at its best when picked
on Midsummer. Houseleek (sempervivum tectorum), also called Thor’s Beard or
Donnersbart (German), has been traditionally planted on the roofs of Northern
European houses since before the time of Charlemagne; it is a fine ward against
ill-willing berg-dwellers from dwarves to etins, and also protects from fire, lightning, and sorcery (Grieves, p. 422). Being a succulent, its juice is easy to use to
sign the Hammer and/or runestaves above windows and doors, on thresholds, and
so forth.
Red ribbon or thread is often tied on things, steads, animals, or folk which
one wishes to ward, particularly on those brightening holy days when the ways
between the worlds are open, Waluburg’s Eve and Midsummer’s Eve. Woodwights consider caraway seeds revolting (Grimm, II, p. 484) and human excrement will drive the alfs and many wights away (but, just as house-ghosts can work
with iron, untoward excrement only angers them. In fact, the many tales about
difficulty in getting rid of a troublesome house-ghost suggests that they—because
of their closeness to the human world?—are proof against most things that work
on other alfs and wights).



whose name is apparently derived from “Thórr Karl” and who is portrayed with two
hammers or axe and hammer (de Vries, Religionsgeschichte II, pp. 114–15).
The terms laukagarðr (leek-garth) and hvanngarðr (angelica-garth) were both used
in Iceland from saga-times onwards for the gardens in which magic/medicinal herbs
were grown; The older Frostaþing’s law also mentions hvanngarðr eða lauca (angelica- or leek-garth) as a specific type of garden (Guðrún P. Helgadóttir, “Laukagarðr”,
pp. 172, 179): angelica and the alliums were generally thought the mightiest of
herbs for healing, warding, and weal-working, hence the characteristic plants for
such herberies.
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A traditional Scandinavian remedy against the unwanted attentions of
Otherworldly wights, often cited in various forms as having been tricked out of
persistently affectionate alfs or hulder-folk, is woody nightshade (solanum dulcamarae), orchid (orchis maculata), and tree sap, often together with flowering
spurge (tibast—Swedish/tysbast—Norwegian/Tysved—Danish; daphne merezum,
also called merezon. Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, pp. 214–215). The name Tysved,
and its German cognate Zillind/Zwilind, appear to come from ON Týsviðr (Týr’s
wood) or Zio-linta (Týr’s linden—Grimm III, p. 1193)); it seems hence likely
that Týr’s might was originally called upon to separate this world from the Other
in such cases. Tibast and vändelrot (valerian; valeriana officinalis) are also a traditional combination (Lindow, p. 110), as are garlic and tar, sometimes with
grass from the north side of the chimney (af Klintberg, p. 294, note to #18).
Bladder-campion (duve-ägg, “pigeon egg”—cucubalus behen, a type of pink with
white flowers and a much-inflated calyx) is considered one of the strongest remedies against alfs and wights in Scandinavia; they even avoid touching it when
they dance (Norlind, p. 90). A species of willow-herb (Circæa lutetiana) known as
Enchanter’s Nightshade or ælfþone nioþowearde (low-growing alf-thone) is recommended, together with bishop’s wort (wood betony, betonia officinalis), fennel,
lupine (lupinus albus), and lichen from a hallowed crucifix (for Heathens, a holy
stone is better suited; the use of lichen suggests that this may have been the original remedy) against “alf-disease” (Storms, 222–23).
We also have the Old Norse trolla-urt (trollwort—lousewort/red rattle or rhinanthus pedicularus; Cleasby-Vigfusson, p. 641—later classified as pedicularis sylvatica). This name, rather than suggesting that the wort is a specific against trolls
as do some wight-related plant names (for instance, dweorge dwostle—Storms, p.
168), is more likely to suggest that the plant is made by or pleasing to trolls, as
it was believed that sheep who ate it became diseased and covered with parasites;
it is also found on the sort of swampy heaths that some trolls prefer (Grieves, p.
672). Elecampane (inula helenium) is called elf-doc in Denmark and sometimes
elf-dock or elf-wort in England (Grieves, p. 279). The large leaves resemble those
of a dock plant; and elecampane is so closely tied to the alfs that thrusting a knife




Grieves notes that in England, fresh orchid tubers were used to cause love, and withered ones to end lust (p. 603); if you need to break off an erotic relationship with a
wight, it is probably safer to use withered orchid parts than fresh ones, though no
distinction is recorded in the Swedish folklore.
The Anglo-Saxons also used garlic, together with lupine, betony, and “incense”,
bound in a fawn-skin, to protect a man from being ridden by a mare (Swedish
mara—see discussion in section 6.7. Storms, p. 171).
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into an elecampane plant is the key element in one Anglo-Saxon charm against
alf-caused illness (Storms, pp. 222–25).
A person who has been enchanted by a troll can sometimes be freed by punching them in the nose and/or drawing blood (Jón Árnason I, #196). Christians use
the cross; the sign of the Hammer is even more likely to drive off ill-willing wights,
as beings of the Otherworld from the least trolls to the great etins fear the wrath
of Thórr. Drumming (to imitate thunder) may also scare trolls off. A tale common in Sweden, “The Troll at the Christening”, brings out this general theme: a
troll must be invited to a child’s christening, but is not really wanted; so the clever
person giving the invitation says something to the effect of, “Many great people
will be there; St. Peter is coming and so is the Drumbeater (thunder)”. The troll
ignores the christian saint, but says, “Ah, so the Drumbeater (thunder) is coming.
Well, in that case I can’t make it, since I can’t stand the sight of him. He hit me in
the leg the other day, and I’m still limping” (Lindow, p. 88). A similar Danish tale
has the troll enthusiastic about the wedding until he asks what kind of music there
will be; when he is told, “Drum-music”, he says he will not come, for when he was
outside, a drummer (thunder) began to play, then threw a drumstick at him and
lamed him, wherefore he avoids such music now” (Troelsen, pp. 93–94). Lindow
comments in regards to this theme that, “The folk belief behind the tale is that
lightning seeks out trolls and giants, perhaps a reflection of the giant-slaying of
Thor in Old Norse mythology. Many informants have told collectors that the
reason the giants or trolls are no longer populous is the accuracy and efficiency of
the lightning strikes (p. 89).10 A Swedish folk-tale gives us an eyewitness account:
Jonte of Skörhult, who “saw more than others”, took shelter from a thunderstorm
in a crofter’s cottage with the other haymakers. A bolt of lightning struck directly
there; a hole opened just over the baking-oven, and something black as a coal-sack
rolled out. There seemed to be legs kicking about inside the sack. It rolled out
through the door and down to the lake, and lightning struck it a second time and
it vanished. Jonte said afterwards that it was a troll, and that the lightning had first
struck off one of its legs by the chimney, then killed it by the lake (af Klintberg,
#137, p. 142).
One’s own allies of the Otherworld, idises and spae-idises, also stand against
wights of harm. The troll-woman Hrímgerðr admits that, “‘the richly gold-adorned
maid seemed to me to bear strength (afli—or ‘seemed to bear strength against
me’);/here stepped she to land from ship/and made fast thus your fleet./She alone
ruled it that I cannot/be bane to the prince of men’” (26). When asked if it was
10

Friends of Thórr may want to take note of the folk-name “Drumbeater” for the redbearded god in composing rites for him!
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one wight (vættr) alone who guarded the ships, Hrímgerðr describes the band of
thrice nine maidens which Helgi’s warder leads (26–7). Just as warriors’ idises do
battle with one another as their heroes fight (cf. Erste Merseburger Zauberspruch,
where three groups of “idisi” carry out different and possibly opposed activities—
suma hapt heptidun, suma heri lezidun,/suma clubodun umbi cuonouuidi: some
fastened fetters, some hindered the host, some picked at fetters—Bostock, pp.
27–28), they also do unseen battle with ill-willing wights. Grundy suggests (Cult
of Óðinn, p. 76) that human women may have fulfilled the same function in battle
(and hence in other struggles) by magically assisting their men while physically
on the sidelines of the fight, giving direct soul-aid as well as providing verbal
encouragement.11 If that is the case, the same would hold true for battles taking
place entirely in the hidden worlds, just as as is described in the unseen struggles
between Sváva and Hrímgerðr and Sigrún and Rán and her daughters (Helgakviða
Hundingsbana I, 27–30).
Christians, of course, also use church-bells and holy water to drive out the
wights. Even stories written down in christian times suggest that this was as
often a bad thing as a good thing. True, there are a number of accounts of folk
saved from Otherworldly pursuers or rescued from the keeping of alfs or trolls
by church-bells; but there are also many tales in which the wights driven out had
been friends and helpers to humans. The most notable instance of such ingratitude in the sagas is found in an account given in Kristnis saga and Thórvalds þáttr
víðförla: the wight who Koðran of Gilia knew as ármaðr (harvest-man) and spámaðr (spae-man), who had dwelt in a rock near his home and given luck and good
rede for a long time, was driven out by Bishop Friðrekr, who threw holy water on
the stone, causing it to split in two. Luckily, a combination of wild landscape and,
in Iceland, a surprising tolerance allowed many alfs and wights to escape the purge
of conversion. According to Icelandic folklore, one of the early bishops (either
Guðmundr or Thórlakr) was blessing the cliff at Latrabjarg in the west country
when a voice asked him to go no further, “for even the wicked must have some
place to live”; then he stopped, and thereafter when blessing such fells, he always
left some portion untouched (Jón Árnason I, #143–44).
Among the smaller alf-kind, those who are closest to humans (the house-alfs or
house-ghosts) are least vulnerable to iron, and may not only work with iron tools,
but use it against humans if necessary. The ironworks in Ramnäs (Sweden) had a
tomte regarding whom the smiths there in the twentieth century still remembered,
11

As described by Caesar (Bello Gallico I, 51, 2), Tacitus (Historia 4, 18, 2; 5, 17;
Germania 7, 2; 8, 1), and Strabo (Geogr. 294); refs. listed by Bruder, Die Germanische
Frau, p. 136.
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“During the old days, when they used the German method in smelting iron (a
process of refining pig iron with charcoal in a coal furnace, used in Sweden from
the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries) … the smiths got help from
the tomte and he had to get his payment, too”. The story leads to the common
theme of punishment for messing with the tomte’s porridge: an apprentice has
eaten the porridge and defecated on the plate, so the tomte shoves him into the
smelting furnace (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, p. 242).
Perhaps because they are closest to living humans, troublesome house-ghosts
are hard to get rid of by any usual means. Weal-working house-ghosts may leave
because they have been laughed at or otherwise offended,12 or because a wellmeaning human has given them new clothes (common through Scandinavia and
Britain); but even moving house is no way to be free of an ill-tempered one (again,
a common theme in both Scandinavia and Britain). The only means I have heard
of for making a bad-tempered house-wight move out is an Old High German
charm:
“Uuola, uuiht, taz tu uueist, taz tu uuiht heizist,
Taz tu neuueist noch nechanst cheden ‘chnospinci’.”
(Well, wight, do you know that you hight ‘wight’,
that you do not know and cannot say ‘chnospinci’.”)

The wight, rather like Rumpelstiltskin, becomes so furious at not being able to
pronounce the nonsense-word “chnospinci” (chno-speen-kee—the chn is a sneezing sort of sound), that it departs at once in a huff. This charm is only to be used
when all else has failed. In pronouncing the Old High German, the uu is in fact a
w, thus: “Wola, wiht,” and so forth (Braune, p. 90).

12

In both Sweden and Norway, there is a common account of a farmer who is carting his grain in when he sees a tomte or nisse struggling hard with a single straw or
stalk of grain. The farmer says something condescending about how little the housewight’s burden is; the house-wight replies that, if what he carries is so little, there
will be even less; and from that time on, the farmer has no luck: the house-wight has
been bearing all the luck of the harvest in his single stalk (Simpson, pp. 174–75).

Chapter II
Earth-Wights

2.1—Land-Wights
The land-wights (ON landvættir) are often confused, conflated with, and sometimes apparently related to the alfs (álfar) and idises (dísir), and may often act
or appear similar and be worshipped in like ways. Later Scandinavian folklore
combines land-wights, alfs, and “trolls” into the general class of huldra, the “hidden folk”, furthering the sense of likeness among the three. Even in and shortly
after Heathen times, a fair bit of overlap was seen: among the kennings for etins,
for instance, are bjargálfr (cliff-alf ) and álfheims bliku undirfjalfrs kalfr (the calf
of Alfheim’s shining under-hollow, or mountain cave—Meissner, pp. 258–59;
the former from Bergbúa þáttr; the latter from a stanza of the tenth-century poet
Kormákr in Kormáks saga, the poetry from which is thought to be among our
older surviving material—Jónas Kristjánsson, pp. 226–28).
Nevertheless, land-wights and alfs do seem at times to show some difference
of being, or at least origin. This is seen most clearly in the tales of the settlement
of Iceland, which was already swarming with land-wights before any humans
stepped foot on it. As in the tale of Buck-Björn (see Appendix I, p. 93), many
of these wights were willing from the beginning to enter into partnership with
humans; the accounts of land-wights from the Viking Age to the modern era all
seem to show that they prefer to deal with us on a basis of frith and mutual honour when approached with good manners and friendship. Greenland was also full
of wights, but almost all of these are shown as being ill-willing towards men; partially, perhaps, because the landscape itself was so perilous in many places, which
leads to fiercer and wilder wights; but also partially, I suspect, because most of the
Greenlandic settlers became christians early and would not treat with the wights
(an attitude which, in a more mundane sense, led to the death of the Norse colo-15-
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nies three hundred years later as the weather worsened and the christian settlers,
just as they would not deal with the land-wights, refused to adapt to the heathen
Skræling-ways of working with the land and climate that would have kept them
alive).
According to the Heathen law of Iceland, as recorded in Landnámabók
(Hauksbók ch. 268, p. 313), “men shall not have a höfuðskip (a ship with a head
on its prow) in harbour, and if they have, they should take off the head before
they come in sight of land, and not sail to land with open-mouthed head or gaping snout so that the land-wights are frightened by it”. They were probably raised
for the same reason during attacks and raids: they terrified the wights who dwelt
in the defenders’ lands and kept them from lending their aid in the battle. When
Egill Skalla-Grímssonr set his horse-head níðstöng (pole of hate/shame) against
King Eiríkr Blood-Axe and his queen Gunnhildr, he first stated that he turned it
against the royal couple, then faced the horse-head towards in to land and said, “I
turn this nith against the land-wights who dwell in the land, so that all of them
fare wild ways, nor find nor meet their homes, before they drive King Eiríkr and
Gunnhildr out of the land” (Egils saga, ch. LVII). The horse appears as part of a
nith-pole in Gísla saga as well; although the head carved on the pole in that case
is a man’s, its other end is put inside the breast of a slain horse (XXXIV, p. 91).
While the use of a horse may have been common nith-imagery, the spell to disturb the land-wights may have been strengthened by the resemblance of a carved
horse-head to the prow of a höfuðskip—in fact, the remains of a Viking Age shipprow in Denmark’s National Museum can still be made out to have depicted a
wooden horse’s head with a mane of iron curls.
If the land-wights are frightened or angered, all things in the land will go
badly until they are at rest again. The niðstöng episode in Egils saga supplements
the often-discussed matter of Scandinavian kingship in regards to the king’s personal relationship to his land. As well as being seen as husband to the earth (see
Appendix II: “Mother Earth”), one who rules over land, whether it is a single farm
or a whole country, must be at frith with the wights who dwell there, or matters
will go ill with him and his. Egill’s choice of the land-wights, rather than Eiríkr
and Gunnhildr themselves, as a target for his niðstöng is unusual: the expected
practice would be for the vitki (wizard) to aim his curse, the poet his verses of
shaming, and the offended man his trénið (wooden nith)13 at the persons who had
actually done the wrong (cf. Gísla saga, ch. II, p. 10; Vatnsdæla saga, ch. 34, p. 91).
Perhaps the luck of the king and queen, by virtue of their high office, was thought
13

This was legally a more severe offense than a verbal nið—Gulaþing Law #s 133, 138,
in Norges gamle Love, I, 56–7; cited in Ström, p. 4.
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to be such that a curse would not bite straight upon them? If so, Egill can be seen
as having chosen the weakest link in the kingdom’s spiritual power-structure to
attack: Earth herself would clearly have been too mighty for a single man to assail
with magic, nor were king and queen easily subject to such harm; but the landwights, even as a group, could be (and apparently were, as matters turned out)
moved by such a working.
It is needful to get the leave of the land-wights before doing any major landscaping, especially if it involves moving trees or boulders, in which they often
dwell. Land-wights tend to dislike loud noises and are affrighted by the violent
shedding of blood. It can be guessed that they also dislike pollution, large quantities of motor traffic, and littering. They can speak directly to those who are sensitive enough to hear them; to others, they may appear in dreams.
Land-wights and alfs often dwell in singular features of the landscape, most
commonly large boulders. Later Icelandic galdrar also mention smaller stones
called nátturusteinar, which can be used for sundry magical purposes (Matthías
Viðar Sæmundsson, p. 435). The word nátturar (“natures”—borrowed from the
Latin) is used in Eiríks saga rauða as a (frustrating to the student of spae-craft,
since it gives no clue as to whether it suggests land-wights, alfs, ghosts, or god/
esses) description for the beings that are lured to give spae and rede by Thórbjörg
Little-Völva. In the post-mediaeval galdr-texts, the term is used to suggest that
something has an innate might, without direct hint of any conscious being dwelling within. However, some of the uses, particularly the use of such stones for
andagaldrar (spirit-charms) suggest an earlier cultic connection: for example,
dropping such a stone in a lake in order to see spirits (andar—Matthías Viðar
Sæmundsson, p. 435) is reminiscent of the Skåne practice of dropping stones
into bodies of water as offerings at certain times of the year (Olrik and Ellekilde,
p 374).14 Whether andar or sentient nátturar may actually dwell in such smaller
stones, or whether the stones simply make opening the way to see and deal with
them easier, is unclear; I think it possible that sometimes nátturusteinar may have
served the same use as the small god-images that some Heathens carried on their
persons (hlutir—the same word that is used for the lots through which the gods
and Urðr showed their will or gave rede, and also for the hlaut-teinn, “lot-twig”,
with which the blood was sprinkled at blessings—Cleasby-Vigfusson, pp. 269,

14

Chalk or other soft stones which have been shaped into a round by water are called
alf-stones or näck-stones in the middle part of Sweden (Norlind, p. 84).
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273), through which the might of the god reached and to which offerings might
be made.15
Land-wights most often show themselves to humans in dreams when they have
something to say. The famous story of the building of Keflavík Air Base is a good
example: the day before a large boulder was to be moved, the Icelandic foreman
had a dream in which a woman came to him and asked that he give her time to
move her family out. Despite a certain amount of complaint from the Americans
involved, the Icelanders left the boulder alone for two weeks or so, after which the
foreman had a second dream in which the same woman thanked him and told
him that he could go ahead and get rid of the rock.
Land-wights can also be seen in Otherworldly farings, particularly when roused
to ward their lands. In Heimskringla (Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar), a wizard goes to
Iceland in whale-shape to see if it can be invaded. When he tries to go ashore,
the four guardians of the land—dragon in the east-northeast, bird in the north,
bull in the west, and mountain giant in the south-southwest—each with a host of
smaller beings in the same shape following them, attack him. He returns to report
to King Haraldr Gormsson that Iceland is too strongly warded for an invasion to
be successful (ch. XXXIII, pp. 271–2). These warders still appear on the back of
Icelandic kronur.
Most of the frequent references in later christian laws and by deploring christian priests to offerings made to streams, rocks, trees, and so forth probably refer
to an enduring cult of the land-wights: for instance, the General Admonition of
Charlemagne, ca. 787, and his Special Capitulary for the Missi, ca. 802, and the
Sermon VI of the False Boniface, ca. 800 (Chisholm, Grove and Gallows). The
Canons of Wulfstan include the prohibition of both magical and religious works:
we forbid the veneration of springs and magic involving dead bodies and
omens and charms and the veneration of human beings and the evil that
people perpetuate through various spells and at common sanctuaries and near

15

Cf. the accusation that Hallfræðr vandræðaskáld, after his alleged conversion, has ‘in
his pouch a likeness of Thórr made of a tooth’ (Flateyjarbók I, ch. 274, p. 329), most
likely a walrus-tooth; also the silver Freyr-image carried by Ingimundr inn gamli in
Vatnsdæla saga (ch. X, pp. 29–30; ch. XII, 33–36), and the divinatory “hlutir sem
fornmönnum uar tijtt at hafua” (“hlutir such as ancient men were used to have”)
given to Einarr skálaglamm (Jómsvíkinga saga; Flateyjarbók I, pp. 188–89).
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elder trees16 and also near various other [kinds of ] trees and at stones and in all
sorts of errors in which people persist the more they should not.

(Griffiths, p. 98). The worship at “trees and stones” was usually characterized by
bringing food and drink to the place, then eating it in the name of the dweller there
and/or leaving a share of it at the holy stead. The survival of the belief in wights
attached to landscape features also appears in Scandinavian folk practice, though
here we also see the overlap between the alfs and the land-wights: sometimes it is
a stone or tree on a mound which is not to be disturbed for fear of angering the
in-dweller (an alf ), while sometimes the stone or tree stands alone (a land-wight).
Jón Árnason cites a clear case of the latter: a solitary birch (the only full-grown tree
in the area) near Hörgsdal in the Skaptafell region is known to be one that must
not be molested; when a woman broke a branch from it to strike a troublesome
cow with, the animal fell and broke its leg as soon as the branch touched it. “And
that was known to be because she had struck her with a branch of this tree which
must not be touched for any reason” (I, p. 466 [482]). The account of Geirmundr
Heljarskinn’s wrath at his servant for breaking a wand from the holy rowan-grove
to drive the cows with (Sturlunga saga I, ch. 6) has already been mentioned; here,
there is no clear mention of in-dwellers, but the light Geirmundr saw over the
rowans and his unwillingness to use the day’s tainted milk suggest more than the
ordinary belief in the rowan as a holy/warding tree.

2.2—Trolls
As mentioned above, the distinction between land-wights and trolls is not an easy
one to make. In fact, the word “troll” itself is problematical. It is often used as a
generic term for magic as well as for sometimes unfriendly Otherworldly wights:
the words trolldómr and trollskap are synonyms for magic, though the fairly common phrase “Trolls take you!” or “Trolls have you!” and quite a number of individual references and descriptions make it clear that wights like the trolls of later
Scandinavian folklore were also known in Heathen times, or at least that the word
was applied to members of the etin-kind. In the Faroes, the word is used both
for a magician and for a revenant (the latter also being one of the meanings in
Middle High German); the Danish cognate trold can indicate a dwarf (Ásgeirr

16

The mention of elder trees in particular here is interesting because of the association
of elder trees specifically with the alfs in later Scandinavian folklore.
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Blöndal Magnússon, p. 1067).17 The ambiguous word trollaukinn (literally: trollaugmented) is used several times in descriptions of folk in the sagas, but never
with a clear explanation attached. The possibilities range from “possessed by a
troll” (one may wonder if the curse “Trolls take you” could likewise refer to possession of some sort, as well as the more obvious reading that the speaker wishes
the object of the remark to be carried off by trolls) to “made greater by magic”.
In Kormáks saga, the word is applied to a giant (rís) in the context of a struggle
of strength between the giant and the hero (ch. XXVII, p. 299); it is almost certainly used in the latter sense here. We may compare trollaukinn to the description in the Icelandic and Norwegian rune poems of maðr (a human) as “moldar
auki” (Griffiths, pp. 215, 218), the augmentation of dust. Here, auki seems to
be those mights given to humans by the gods at our making (Völuspá 18): önd
(breath/life), óðr (the excitement of mind/soul), lá and litr (vital warmth and fair
appearance); being trollaukinn in addition implies a strong magical/spiritual augmentation to the awesome gifts already given. It is also possible that this term
could sometimes refer to the close personal relationships that occasionally occur
between humans and troll-like landwights or even troll-like fylgjukonur or idises.
Interestingly, both Helgi Hjörvarðsson’s spae-idis Sváva and Jarl Sigurðr’s family
idis Thórgerðr Hölgabrúðr (Jómsvíkinga þáttr, Flat. I, p. 192) appear, on occasion,
as troll-women; and other tales (which I speak of later) show such a relationship in
various stages of potential formation.
Jacqueline Simpson cites the Icelandic proverb, “tryggr sem tröll”, trusty as a
troll (Icelandic Folktales and Legends, p. 87—note that troll is thought to be the
older form, tröll a later variation—Cleasby-Vigfusson, p. 641) in connection with
the well-meaning etin Bergthór of Bláfell (whose name itself, “Mountain-Thórr”,
reminds us of the close connections of friendship and kinship as well as enmity
between Jörð’s strongest son and the etin-kin). Jón Árnason tells us that “Bergthór
did no harm to men if no cause was given him, and he was thought to be foresighted and greatly wise” (I, p. 202). He also, at one point, asks a farmer for a
drink; while the man is fetching it for him, Bergthór chips a hollow in a stone,
which he instructs the farmer to keep sour whey in, saying that no water will ever
mix with the whey there nor the winter freeze it, but that if the farmer does not
use it, misfortunes will come on his household. This description is reminiscent of
17

And in modern Internet-English, the new verb “trolling” is used to mean the act of
posting, usually anonymously, in order to stir up fights; someone who does this is a
“troll”. While this is basically unenlightening regarding early Heathen beliefs, it does
seem somehow an appropriate use of the word—an unseen, ill-willing wight seeking
to cause disasters in a realm of consciousness.
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the Swedish “alf-cups”, Bronze Age stones in which small hollows were carved; it
also strongly suggests the worship of the land-wights which is characterized by the
sharing of food, and the danger of refusing gifts from alfs. One may compare also
the milk-offering at “Wilkie’s Knowes” in Orkney and the stone with an offering-hollow from the hof at Þyril, both described further in ch. IV; in the latter
case, especially, the being speaking from the stone may have been either an alf or
a land-wight.
It is likeliest that, as the native Heathen lore was carried only partially through
the generations, the understanding of the land-wights became assimilated to alfs
on one hand and trolls on the other. Notably, Jón Árnason’s collection of Icelandic
folktales includes a number of alf-, troll-, and merfolk stories, but the term landvættr does not appear, though Icelanders use it to this day.
Lindow cites a Swedish tale in which a wight who is identified as a “giant”,
again, seems more like a land-wight. The “giant”, Old Man Klasa, owns Lake Mie,
and only his human friend Sven, who farms nearby, is able to catch anything in
the lake. Sven repays the kindness by brewing Yule beer for Old Man Klasa every
year and lending the giant his silver pitcher whenever his brother comes to visit.
Eventually, however, the press of christianity causes Klasa to decide to move, and
one night some fishermen see a long procession driving across the water. They
understand that it is the “giant” moving out, leaving the power over the lake to
whoever will take it (p. 80). The moving procession is common to alfs, trolls, and
land-wights alike, as is the suggestion of retreating when or just before the christians drive them away.
The occasional trust in berg-wights survived at least into the eighteenth century. A Icelandic manuscript from that time describes how, in a famine, folk went
to a large cliff and bade the dweller, “Láttu reka reyður”, that is, “Let thou a whale
be driven to land”. And indeed, a day later, a large whale came to land, enough
to provide good nourishment for many people (Guðrún Bjartmarsdóttir, p. 43).
This occurrence is reminiscent of Thórhallr’s whale in Eiríks saga rauða (when
the colony is starving, Thórhallr goes up on a crag alone to make his bidding)
although Thórhallr specifically attributes his success to the praise-verses he has
made to Thórr (ch. VIII, p. 224).
The level of respect which Icelanders sometimes felt for the greater wights,
ironically, appears in a very serious insult: in Brennu-Njáls saga, Skarp-Heðinn
accuses Flosi of being “brúðr Svínfellsáss” (bride of the Svínfell-Ase), and used as
a woman by him every ninth night (ch. CXXIII, p. 314). The context suggests
that the “Svínfelláss” is a troll or mountain-dwelling landwight, but the Ase-word
also suggests great might and perhaps that he receives some form of worship or
offering—like, perhaps, Bergthór of Bláfell and Old Man Klasa. The description
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of a greater land-wight as an Ase is also found in Bárðar saga Snæfellsáss. In the first
chapter, the name “Snæfell” (Snow Crag) is attributed to Bárðr’s fair skin; however, when he has settled in Iceland, he was given the name “Snæfellsáss” “because
they belived that he was near there on the headland [Snæfell] and had him as a
heitguð [god to whom one makes a vow]; he was the greatest berg-wight among
many” (ch. VI, p. 119). Certainly the great etins, like the god/esses, have a soulmight that reaches through the worlds. In general, the greatest and wisest of them
are the most remote; but there are certainly others who, while of awesome might,
are willing to work directly with humans. Kormáks saga, which is probably one of
the earliest sagas (thought to have been written ca. 1210–20 and have preserved
an unusual mass of tenth-century poetry—Jónas Kristjánsson, p. 228), uses the
term blótrís (blessing-giant) for the giant Skota, who dies in killing the hero (ch.
XXVII, p. 299). No further explanation is given, but it is mentioned that Skota is
trollaukinn, suggesting perhaps a link between the receiving of offerings and the
greater might.
There is also some question (de Vries, Religionsgeschichte II, pp. 340–42) as to
whether Jarl Hákon’s family patrons, Thórgerðr Hölgabrúðr and her sister Yrpr,
might have begun as local goddesses/greater landwights who became attached to
the family line and in due course, as described in both Jómsvíkinga þáttr and
Brennu-Njáls saga, received worship together with the other gods in the usual
manner, including wooden idols in the hof to bear their might (and eventually
were treated with by Óláfr the Traitor in the same shameful manner as he treated
the greater gods, which suggests how very seriously they were considered in their
land—Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar, Flat. I, pp. 407–08). In “Giants as Recipients of
Cult in the Viking Age?” Gro Steinsland also makes a very good argument for
the mörnir of Völsa þáttr—referred to in the constant refrain, as the hallowed
horse-phallus is passed about, “May the mörnir receive this blót” (Flateyjarbók II,
pp. 334–35)—being etin-women (pp. 215–16), and for some degree of a general fruitfulness-worship of etins, particularly etin-women, from Skaði and Gerðr
down to more local wights. The former, in fact, show that some of the distinction
between the great etins and the god/esses may be as much one of general worship
as anything else (especially when we consider that all the deities whose family lines
we know are very close kins to the etins either by blood or marriage); while that
between the lesser etins/berg-wights and the greater is a matter of the range over
which their might reaches.
Bárðar saga is particularly useful for those who wish to understand the lives
and thoughts of the land-wights, especially those who verge most closely on being
dwellers of the Outgarth. The saga itself deals entirely with land-wights and trolls;
although its style and descriptions are somewhat more reminiscent of the fam-
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ily sagas than the fantastic fornaldarsögur, it is considered to be “put together
from passages in Landnámabók, various märchen motifs, and place-name legends”
(Jónas Kristjánsson, p. 288), and is generally believed to belong to the fourteenth
century. Barðr is described as the son of a king who was born of giant-kin on his
father’s side (af risakyni) and troll-kin on his mother’s (af tröllaættum); this king
was like his father’s side in his beauty and fair dealings, like his mother’s in his
temper, and like both in his strength, and therefore became king over all the giants
and trolls and óvættum (“unwights”; a generic for the more hostile beings); as with
his son Bárðr later, the phrase, “he was the greatest berg-wight” (var hann inn
mesti bjargvættr) is used to describe his kingship.
This saga gives a clear picture of the strife that seems common between etins.
Bárðr’s father is killed by rebellious thurses; Bárðr himself, although the saga presents him as good-tempered overall, has to slay several of those wights who came
with him from Norway to Iceland, in one case over the typical Icelandic cause (as
likely for humans as for troll-kin) of scavenging rights on a stranded whale (ch.
IV, p. 113). The skald-staves spoken by the berg-dweller in Bergbúa þáttr (see
Appendix II) likewise seem to suggest strife among the etin-kind, as well as their
old grudge against Thórr.
Bárðar saga is also enlightening in regards to the migration of wights from
ancestral lands (Norway) to newly settled lands (Iceland and Greenland; the habit
of migration, common to alfs, wights, and trolls, is discussed in Chapter VI).
Upon arriving, Bárðr and his crew come to a large rift in the cliffs, “there they
made a blessing (blót) to their heill; that is now called Trolls’ Church” (ch. IV,
p. 111)18. Also of particular interest is the account of Bárðr’s daughter Helga:
chased out into the harbour by the son of another of Bárðr’s followers, she floats
to Greenland on an iceberg. This takes place shortly after Eiríkr inn rauði (Eiríkr
the Red) has settled there. On her arrival, Helga is thought from the beginning
to be a troll because of her means of transport; is supported by general charity as
18

Who or what was thought to receive the blót is not mentioned; my best guess is that
it may have been an offering to the etin-kin as a whole, either as a cult of the forebears or as a relationship like that of the god/esses and humans, where all are alike
in kind and blood, but vary greatly in degree. The thought of etin-worship appears
again in the Norwegian jyvrikling, a word for a type of slaty stone regarding which
the jygri (giantess; probably cognate to ON gýgr) “is said to have smeared it over with
butter, and you may see the dint of her fingers on it” (Grimm, II, p. 546). Grimm
theorises, in the context of a possible cult of the etin-kind, that “the buttered stone
… may have been smeared for the giantess, not by her” (II, p. 557); I think that
either is quite possible.
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she wanders about the Greenland settlements, and “She spoke all the truth on her
travels.” Eventually she is taken in by a man called Skeggi, who “hafði við hana
fylgjulag” (made a fylgja-contract with her).
“Fylgjulag” is a somewhat ambiguous word. In a mundane sense, and in the
context of the saga which casts the wights in very human terms, it refers to concubinage; in a more spiritual sense, it suggests that he might have taken her on
as a personal fylgja similar to the fylgjukona in Hallfræðar saga, who, although
she passes along in the family line, must be received by the choice of the man
to whom she attaches herself (ch. XI). When a trio of “tröll ok óvættir” come to
Eiríksfjörð and do great harm to men and ships, Helga aids him and all but saves
his life. After that Skeggi travels to Norway, then Iceland, with Helga accompanying him.
It is commented that Helga and Skeggi have no children, which reinforces
the human interpretation of “fylgjulag” (ch. V, pp. 114–17). However, a strong
sexual element between a man and his female guardian is not unknown: one may
think on the Helgi cycle, for instance, which offers a very close comparison.19 This
is emphasized when Bárðr reclaims his daughter after Skeggi gets married (ch.
VII, p. 122): so close a relationship between a man and his spae-idis cannot survive another love. Helga becomes more and more preternatural after her parting
from Skeggi (while another of Bárðr’s daughters, Thórdís, marries Bárðr’s human
friend and foster-son Oddr, lives as a human, and mothers the line of a successful
Icelandic family). However, Barðr goes in disguise to seduce Skeggi’s daughter.
After the child is born, Helga comes back to claim and raise him (ch. XI, p. 140),
returning him at the age of twelve; he grows to become a notable hero.
The transformation from fierce troll to friendly land-wight appears most clearly
in the Icelandic folk-story of Hallgerður of Bláfell (one may wonder if she were
related to Bergthór originally). A man named Óláfur, from an isolated settlement,
is going to find out when Christmas Day will fall. At dusk, he sees a large and
frightening she-troll standing on the mountain Bláfell near the road. She shouts
insults and threats at him, calling him Óláfur Big-Mouth (a by-name which sticks
all his life), but he replies by saying politely, “Sitji þér heilar á hófi/Hallgerður
á Bláfjalli” (roughly translated, “Hail and be well, Hallgerður of Bláfell”). To
these kind words she responds, “Few speak so fairly to me; fare you well, dearest beloved”. When Óláfur comes back from his errand, Hallgerður addresses
19

In fact, none of the Helgi-incarnations manage to sire a child on their spae-idises, and
there is some reason to question the Völsunga saga/Ragnars saga loðbrókar account of
Sigurðr fathering a daughter on Brynhildr; at least, Aslaug is not mentioned in any
of the older sources.
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him again, “and she seemed to him not so terrifying as he had remembered her”,
and gives him the calendar which is known as the She-Troll’s Calendar, with the
words, “Had Christ Mary’s-son done as much for us trolls as you say he has done
for men, we would not have forgotten the day of his birth” (a comment which,
while possibly meant on the surface as a christian rebuke, also harks back to the
proverb “Trusty as a troll” and emphasises the willingness of trolls to return good
for good—Jón Árnason, I, pp. 150–51).
Had Óláfur continued to visit Hallgerður, he might well have completed her
shift into his own félaga or perhaps even fylgjukona, with the corresponding change
from frightening to fair. By addressing him as “dearest beloved”, she appears to be
stating her willingness to grow very close to him indeed.
Berg-women often have a strongly erotic nature: Jón Árnason quotes several
Icelandic stories about them kidnapping human men for mates. The Swedish
stones known as “kvindesten” (“woman-stone”—stones which are naturally or
were in very early times shaped so as to display the feminine genitalia—Olrik and
Ellekilde, pp. 343–44) emphasize this quality; see also section 3.2.
Like land-wights, trolls can come to speak to humans in dreams, as seen in
Flóamanna saga, where a woman (who is apparently a troll-queen—Perkins,
p.221) tells Thorgils that he and his men, who have lately been out gulls-egging
in the cliffs, have come into her stronghold, and two of her servants are taking
his boat; Perkins cites other incidents of troll-women stealing boats as well (Ketils
saga hængs, ch. 2; Gríms saga loðinkinna, ch. 1). The dream also includes elements
suggesting the imminent death of Thorgils’ son Thórfinnr: a pale or guttering
[fölr] candle represents the boy’s life; and the woman tells Thorgils that he and his
companions should not have eaten Thórfinnr’s gull-egg,20 a perceptive, if belated,
spae-statement of the sort common to land-wights, trolls, and alfs (ch. XXIV, p.
204).
According to Scandinavian folklore, trolls can sometimes take the form of
cats. Both Denmark and Sweden have a form of the widespread story in which
a cat moves into a farmstead and stays until the day when a voice is heard calling from the mountain, “Tell Mäns to go home, Kasserikus is dead!”/a troll says
to the farmer, “Tell your cat Knurremurre is dead”, at which point the cat flies
out the window without a word/stands up on its hind legs and says, “What, is
20

The saga states in the account of the incident that Thórfinnr has chosen to save half
his egg; the older men eating it is only mentioned in the dream. Perkins reads this
in the context of eggs as an emblem of life and luck, suggesting perhaps—because
Thórfinnr does not eat the whole one, or his grown companions take it from him—
that his life, but not theirs, is cut short (p. 222).
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Knurremurre dead? Then I must hurry home!” (Simpson, Scandinavian Folktales,
pp. 189–90). In the Danish story, the cat is specifically described as a ginger tomcat; it may be worth noting that in the Scandinavian-settled parts of Ireland and
Scotland, ginger cats are thought to be especially lucky (my wife Ságadís and I can
verify this belief; we own several, and have had locals comment on this a number
of times). “Cat” also appears as an etin-heiti in the þulur.

2.3—Skogsrå
While most land-wights dwell in a single feature, there are others who hold a
greater range, most notably the maiden (or maidens) known to the Swedes as
skogsrå (forest-ruler). The custom was to give a piece of silver to the skogsrå upon
beginning a hunt, tossing it into the woods with a prayer in hopes of her favour
(I myself bought a bag of old threepenny pieces from the days when they were
made of real silver for this purpose; small bits of silver jewelry are also good).21
The skogsrå’s favour could also be gained by other means: af Klintberg cites several
instances of these. In one account, two hunters helped a pair of women as one of
them gave birth, and the mother told them, “Tomorrow one of you will shoot my
dog, and the other my cat”; the following day, one shot a wolf and the other a
lynx” (#24, p. 89). In another, a man by the name of Jan Nilssen spent the night
with a woman who was beautiful from the front, but seemed covered in bark
from behind; the next morning, a large bear came out and lay down in front of
his barn to be shot (#25, p. 89). Another man, Olle Skytt, was known to be the
best hunter ever; and when he died, as his widow was grieving and worrying about
what would become of herself and her three children, a woman with a long green
skirt came in from the wood and said, “Don’t you cry. It’s far worse for me, for I
had seven children by him” (#28, pp. 90–91).
While I have never had so close a relationship with a skogsrå myself, I have seldom failed to get a shot at game since I began giving her silver. There is one point,
however, to remember when making an offering to the skogsrå: you need to be
very specific about what you want, because she is not always clear on legal seasons.
The first time I gave her a coin, I was hunting roebuck in August when nothing
21

Alfs and wights seem to be particularly fond of silver, though they own both silver
and gold. The gifts they give to humans, which often bear weal-might as well as
being beautiful and precious, are most often silver; a Norwegian tale also mentions
an alf ’s table made of silver (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, pp. 227, 231). The sea-folk
around Orkney and Shetland, when in ill-mood, can be distracted by throwing them
a piece of silver, which they treasure highly (Marwick, p. 25).
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else was in season. First a cow elk (moose, to Americans) and her calf walked up
and stood no more than ten metres from me; then the bull elk came out and
posed broadside at sixty yards for several minutes. I spent a long time apologising
to the skogsrå and trying to explain why I hadn’t been able to accept that particular
bounty of hers. She did forgive me, and my hunts have been successful since.
The skogsrå, unlike many wights of the Otherworld, is also surprisingly adept
with the modern technology of her field. Af Klintberg quotes a story in which the
teller’s uncle was hunting with a comrade; at nightfall, the skogsrå came into their
cabin “and took up my uncle’s rifle and said, ‘Fine rifle, this here’. And so she took
up the other one, and then she said, ‘Bad rifle, this here.’ and after that my uncle
shot bird after bird. But the other man got nothing” (#22, p. 88). She may also
choose to protect certain beasts or birds at certain times; a tale from Härjedalen
describes hunts in which no one, no matter how well they shot, was able to touch
birds of particular types (af Klintberg, #21, p.88). This does not seem to have
been a case of her being angry with the hunters, as no one had offended her; it is
likelier that she felt that the two species needed to be off-limits that season for the
sake of their well-being.
If angered, as well as denying game, the skogsrå can cause folk to become lost
even on well-known paths through the woods. The way to break her charm is to
take off one’s coat, roll it up, and put it on the ground near the roots of a spruce
tree, using it as a pillow for a few minutes; or else to simply reverse one’s outer
garment and put it on backwards (Lindow, p. 107). The latter is a common means
of dealing with Otherworldly wights of various sorts who have caused one to
become lost; it is possible that the change of a garment’s direction serves as a temporary disguise of one’s hide, so that the wight no longer recognises the person it
thought it was tormenting.

2.4—Wood-wives, huldrafolk, and plant-wights
Wood-wives are found in German folklore, where they teach humans herb-craft
and help with milling and other such tasks; it was customary to bake a little loaf
for them with each lot of bread, and to leave it out in the wood, and they would
answer by leaving cakes of their own on the plough or in the furrow. They highly
dislike bread flavoured with caraway seeds, as do several other sorts of huldfolk.
There are also male wood-wights, the Schrats, but they are more retiring and less
good-natured (Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, II, pp. 478–81, 483–85).
Huldfolk (hidden folk) is a term used in continental Scandinavian folklore.
They often overlap with both the Dark Alfs and the land-wights, and in the later
folklore the term is applied generally to all those who cannot usually be seen by
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human beings, particularly the mound-dwellers. One of the most typical characteristics of huldfolk is that they appear as beautiful human beings, but have animal
features such as cow-tails or hooves; or else their backs are hollow or overgrown
with bark. They try to keep these things hidden, as they take particular delight in
seducing and even sometimes marrying human beings.
The belief that plants of various sorts had their own wights is not mentioned
in the Old Norse sources (unless one takes the rowan-reference in Thórr’s faring to Geirröðr as such), but does appear in German, English, and Norwegian
folklore. Grimm mentions some names of “witches’ devils” from the sixteenthand seventeenth-century trials: Wohlgemut (oregano), Schöne (daisy), Peterlein
(parsley); Rautensrauch (rue), Hölderlin (elder), and so forth, which he compares to Shakespeare’s “elves” named after woodland herbs such as Peaseblossom
and Mustardseed (III, p. 1063). While distinguishing reality from fiction in
Shakespeare is not a simple task, in this case there seems no particular reason to
think that this was pure poetic fancy rather than (like his use of Puck and his references to elf-knots, changelings, and other beliefs) an attempt to lend plausibility
to his elves by the use of genuine folk tradition.
The folk-rites concerning elder trees also suggest such a belief. In Denmark, it
was said that if a child were put in an elder-wood cradle, “Hylde-Moer” (ElderMother) would come and pull its legs, and that before elder-wood was cut, HyldeMoer must be asked for permission to do so. In England, one cutting elder-wood
had to stand bare-headed with partly bent knees and folded arms, and say, “Lady
Ellhorn, Lady Ellhorn, give me some of thy wood, and I will give thee some of
mine when it grows in the forest” (Grieves, p. 266).
Similarly, and even more directly telling in regards to the likelihood of vættir of
specific plants, Jan Vindheim notes, “In the Norwegian valley of Gausdal, people
in the nineteenth century would lift their hats in greeting as they approached a
field of hemp. The plant was known to house a vette (modern Norwegian; ON
vættr), a nature spirit best treated with respect” (p. 89). In regards to hemp and/or
flax, the word which is used interchangeably for these two fibre plants, hörr (there
are also separate words for each, hampr and lín) appears, as well, as a dwarf ’s name
(Snorra Edda I, Gylfaginning, ch. 14, p. 66); the feminine Hörn is found as a name
for either Freyja (Snorra Edda I, Gylfaginning, ch. 35, p. 114; Einar Skuli cited
in Skáldskaparmál, ch. 37, p 348; poetic list of names in Skáldskaparmál, ch. 75,
p. 557) or an etin-frowe (Skáldskaparmál, list of troll-wife names, p. 552), all of
which suggest the direct being of a wight manifest in these holy plants.22
22

The possible tie between Freyja and hemp, in particular, is of great interest, and will
be dealt with at length in the next book in this series, Amulets, Herbs, and Stones.
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In modern times, the Findhorn foundation has done amazing work with their
gardens—in a part of Scotland known for its bad soil and the wrong climate
for growing most of what they have—by seeking to speak with and listen to the
plant-wights. Although their work is not in a Germanic context (they call the
plant-wights devas), it is well worth studying as a guide to basic techniques, no
matter how off-putting the New Agey presentation may be. My wife Ságadís and I
have both had good results in dealing with specific plant-wights, and she was even
spoken to by one in a dream this spring and given rede regarding some seeds that
would sprout later than usual, hence should not be given up on (this proved to be
true, and we are getting the largest crop we have had yet).

2.5—Wights, trolls, and etins as teachers of lore
One of the main reasons for seeking wights out is to learn lore or magic from
them. In “Then the marbendill laughed”, the farmer keeps the sea-wight captive because “he would not teach any of his lore to the farmer” under duress.
Bergthór’s foresight (forspá) and wisdom are a clear example of the knowledge
characteristic of these beings; Kristni saga and Þorvalds þáttr víðförla also speak
of how a chieftain brought sacrifice to a rock-dweller called his ármaðr (harvestman) or spámaðr (spae-man) until the wight was driven out by holy water splashed
on the stone. The names given to the rock-dweller show that not only do landwights bring fruitfulness to their friends, but they also give wise, foresighted rede.
Hallmundarkviða, the poetic section of Bergbúa þáttr, consists largely of a warning fore-spae. In Jómsvíkingadrápa, the Orkney bishop Bjarni Kolbeinsson (died
1222) confesses that “Varkak fróðr und forsum/fórk aldrigi at göldrum”: “I did
not become wise under a waterfall; I never fared after galdr-spells.” Sitting under a
waterfall was likely a means of gaining lore from the indwelling wight, just as the
Swedish stream-wight called the näck was known for teaching musical skills. Both
the näck and the Shetland trows (trolls) are lovers and teachers of fiddle music,
and a number of Shetland fiddle tunes are said to have been learned from the
trows (Marwick, p. 34); Reichborn-Kjennerud cites the Romsdal folk belief that
many musicians have learned their craft from the mountain-dwarf (p. 286).
The skogsrå also seems to have a knowledge of herbs and charms: there are several stories in which she is tricked into giving advice against her own best interest,
either to free a man from her spell or to allow him to shoot things that cannot
otherwise be shot, such as herself (in the former case, the way for a wife to keep
her husband from roaming at night was to give him garlic, tar, and grass from the
north side of the chimney; in the latter, the hunter was to “take bulbs and roots
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and grass from the north side of the chimney and mix it in with gunpowder. Then
you can hit things you otherwise can’t shoot”—Lindow, pp. 111–12).
In Bárðar saga Snæfellsáss, Bárðr first, in disguise, introduces himself to a man
named Oddr and invites him to visit, then reveals himself. Oddr stays over Yule,
then, “Barðr bade Oddr to stay the winter, and he did that. Then Bárðr became
foster-father to Oddr and taught him lawspeaking over the winter; afterwards
he was called a law-wiser man than other men” (ch. X, pp. 134–135). Likewise,
Bárðr teaches both lawspeaking and genealogies to a man named Eiðr whom he
guests with over the winter, and “Eiðr became law-wisest of all men, so that he
was called Law-Eiðr from that” (ch. XI, pp. 139–40). Bárðr also has prophetic
dreams (ch. I, p. 104), including the one that tells him he must move to Iceland
and stay there all his life (ch. III, p. 107).
Most of the advice gained from the lesser land-wights is very practical and
answers an immediate need: the “She-troll’s Calendar” given to Óláfur Big-Mouth
by Hallgerður of Bláfell, for instance, or the advice on sewing sleeves onto a shift
given by a mound-dweller to a young Danish woman of limited tailoring skill
who was trying to make her garment beside a howe, “Sleeves right side out/but
the body left” (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, p. 224). Koðran of Gilia mentions that
his ármaðr/spámaðr “tells me many things that will happen … and gives me warning of what to do and what not to do, and therefore I put trust in him and have
worshipped him for a long time” (Kristnis saga 2; Thórvalds þáttr víðförla 2).
Hallmundr, the berg-dweller in Bergbúa þáttr, lies between the extremes of
the simple, practical redes of the lesser wights and the world- and time-spanning
lore of the greater etins. This wight foretells great earthquakes and storms to the
men who have taken refuge in his cave; the one who remembers the staves as
Hallmundr commands lives a long and happy life, but the one who forgets them
dies at the same time the next year (p. 450). The berg-dweller also speaks of his
travels down to the third world below, in contrast to the nine worlds mentioned
by both the Völuspá völva and Váfþrúðnir: he has some might and lore, but it
is less than that of the great among the etin-kind. However, his kenning for his
spae-poem, “the well of Aurnir”, may show one of the mightiest sources of etinlore. “Aurnir”, as an etin-name, may be a poetic substitute for “Mímir”. However,
“Aurnir” means “the stone- or gravel-dweller” and is also a snake-name (de Vries,
Wörterbuch, pp. 20, 688).
This, together with Hallmundr’s mention of faring to the ur-old river Élivágar,
which the etin Vafþrúðnir describes as the source from which Ymir sprang
(Vafþrúðnismál 31) and Snorri mentions as both the churning streams flowing from Hvergelmir into Gingunnagap before the worlds’ beginnings (Snorra
Edda I, Gylfaginning ch. 5, p. 42) and the border of Etin-Home (Snorra Edda I,
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Skáldskaparmál ch. 17, p.276; also supported by Hymiskviða 5, which mentions
the etin Hymir dwelling east of Élivágar), suggests access to Wyrd’s well at its
deepest level, where Níðhöggr and the other wyrms abide.23

23

Alternatively, “Aurnir” could be taken as referring to Óðinn’s theft in wyrm-shape—
an etin’s-eye perspective on the mead of poetry. The possibility of the name being an
Óðinsheiti may also be, though quite tentatively, strengthened by the self-description
of the valkyrja-like wolf-riding troll-woman in Haralds saga Sigurðsonar as “bride of
Aurnir’s offspring” (ch. LXXXI, p. 171).

Chapter III
Etins, Rises, and Thurses

3.1—The nature of the etin-kinds
The greatest of all the etins, of course, was Ymir, from whom sprang all the forebears of the etin-breed, and many of the forebears of the god/esses. Ymir’s doublesexed nature is emphasized by the results of his death: Óðinn and his brothers
shaped Ymir’s body into the Earth (Jörð; a definitively female being) and his
blood into the sea (embodied chiefly as the male etin Ægir), though both, apparently, were still able to bring forth life afterwards: dwarves and land-wights from
the Earth, water-wights from the sea. The greatest etins, however, stem directly
from the bloodline of Ymir before he was slain and divided, and therefore carry a
larger portion of the raw might of mingled fire and ice, as well as the eldest lore
of the worlds, as the Völuspá seeress proves (“I remember the etins, early kin,/that
in ancient times raised me up/I remember nine worlds nine inner branches,/the
well-known measure-tree beneath the mold”—st. 2).
The three main terms for the etin-kind are rísi (with cognates in Old High
German, but not Anglo-Saxon; stems from *wrisi, “mountain-peak”, suggesting
either mountain-dwelling or mountainous size—de Vries, Wörterbuch, p. 447) and
þurs (cognates in Anglo-Saxon and Finnish, but not German; probably either from
a root meaning “swift-moving and noisy” or one indicating strength and size—de
Vries, Wörterbuch, p. 627); jötunn (either “eater” or an ancient tribal name) also
has cognates in Anglo-Saxon and in Dutch, but is limited to Scandinavia and the
North Sea area (de Vries, Wörterbuch, pp.295–96). Efforts have been made to
distinguish between them: Edred Thorsson, for instance, identifies the etins as
ancient, wise, and mighty, but uninvolved in the “war” between Æsir and thurses;
the rises as huge, but often beautiful and weal-working, and inclined to mate with
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humans; and the thurses as the stupid, but powerful foes of the forces of consciousness (Runelore, pp. 188–89).
Unfortunately, there is no suggestion of a clear distinction in any of the historical sources except Bárðar saga, in which rises and thurses are identified as different races and political bodies; and that seems to be at least as much a matter
of making the plot fit a human pattern as anything based on a genuine Heathen
awareness of differences between the terms. In the older materials we see that
the Norns, wisest and mightiest of all, are called þursa meyjar (thurse-maids) in
Völuspá 8; Thrymr, described as þursa dróttin (warband-leader of thurses), orders
his servants, “Standit up, iötnar oc stráið becci! (stand up, etins, and strew the
benches). Ymir himself is called both hrímþurs (rime-thurse) and iötunn (etin)
in the same verse, which itself describes his generation of all the giantish kind
(Vafþrúðnismál 33). To blur the matter further, Thórr tells the dwarf Alvíss that he
looks like a thurse (Alvíssmál 2), and Reginn, a human who becomes a dwarf, is
called “the rime-cold etin” (Fáfnismál 38).
“Thurse” does seem to be used in the context of directly stating ill-will slightly
more often than the other names for Ymir’s kin; it is found as an element in curses
(cf. För Skírnis 30–1, 35–6 and the “skag-valkyrie” rune-stick from Bergen—
Liestøl, p. 47), but this is as likely to stem from the stave-name þurs making
it the obvious term to use in a risted working of harm (relevant in regards to
both of the above curses). The word “etin” is as likely as “thurse” to be used for
deformed and horrible wights: compare the hundred-headed mother of the jötunn
Hymir (Hymiskviða 8) to the three-headed thurse of För Skírnis (31), Starkaðr’s
eight-armed grandfather the hundvíss jötunn, “very wise etin”(Gautreks saga), etc.
However, although þurs and jötunn are used interchangeably, there are a couple of
instances where þurs seems to be a more insulting term among the etin-kind themselves: Skírnir threatens Gerðr with marriage to the three-headed thurse (although
he also uses the phrases “etins’ garth” and “rime-thurses’ hall” for the same place in
a single cursing-stanza—För Skírnis 30). When Óðinn wishes to insult the Baldrs
draumar seeress, he calls her, “no völva nor wise woman, but mother of three
thurses” (st. 13)—though this may be a subtler insult than it seems, likening her
to the hags of Ironwood.
Having said that, the most frightening and destructive wights among Ymir’s
kin, the eagle Hræsvelgr and the wolves who chase Sun and Moon, are all identified as etins rather than thurses; while in the case of Gerðr, Paul Bibire suggests
that Skírnir’s curse is rooted in her own nature, as all the things he threatens her
with are potential characteristics of etin-women. As an embodiment of the might
of the earth, she can choose to become fruitful as Freyr’s wife, or she can choose to
be barren, and therefore be a dwelling for the worst of wights; as Dronke puts it,
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should she reject Freyr, “She is regarded as a menace to human prosperity, like a
thistle in the corn”, hence the image in the curse (st. 31) of her being crushed like
a thistle at the end of harvest (“Art and Tradition”, p. 296).

3.2—Etin-women
The dual being of etin-women can be seen quite clearly when the etin-goddesses
are set against the most threatening foes in the Germanic hero-stories, the old
mother-trolls. In Beowulf, Grettis saga, and Thórsteins þáttr uxafóts, the hero’s
greatest challenge is not the etin-family’s son in the prime of his life (Beowulf and
Grettis saga) nor the patriarch (Thórsteins þáttr uxafóts), but the mother. This can
be seen as the Etin-Home’s reflection of the many saga-instances in which grown
sons are guided and warded (often magically) by a mother who, though her son
may wield a sword at her bidding, is in fact the dominant and most dangerous
member of the family, as well as the one who is likeliest to use some form of spellcraft (Grundy, “The Viking’s Mother”). The etin-women breeding in Ironwood
seem to fit this pattern as well, and the “mother of three thurses” insult may
bear an implied relationship. Thórr makes a special effort (not very chivalrous,
but superlatively practical) to wipe out females of the etin-kind whenever he can.
The majority of the etins he is listed as slaying in the praise-poems of Vetrliði
Sumarliðason and Thórbjörn dísarskáld are female (two giants and two giantesses/
two giants and six giantesses, respectively)24. He explains himself in Hárbarðsljóð
23: “great would grow the ætt of etins, if all lived; men in the Middle-Garth would
grow few” (while Óðinn, in contrast, is boasting about seducing supernatural
women of various sorts). The strong physicality of berg-women (see 2.2, above)
easily becomes threatening: while the thurse is “the torment of women” (Icelandic
Runic Poem, Griffiths, p. 213), and the lusty males of that breed do pose a threat
to women and goddesses, it must be said in all fairness that the she-thurses could,
in the same manner, be described as “the torment of men”. In Thórr’s faring to
Geirröðr’s hall, the scene where the river is swelled by the urine or menstruation
of the etin’s daughter Gjálp (Snorra Edda, Skáldskaparmál ch. 18, p. 286) suggests the destructive potential of this wild female might, also expressed in other
places by the flowing of untoward fluids: Loki’s insult to Njörðr, that “Hymir’s
maids had you for chamber-pot/and pissed in your mouth” (Lokasenna 34), and

24

Celander also suggests that the group of “Wild Hunt” stories in which a single
hunter pursues a supernatural female may preserve a memory of Thórr’s efforts to
cull the female etin population (“Oskoreien ok besläktade föreställningar”).
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the Otherworldly might of the troll-woman’s spew in Thórsteins þáttr uxafóts
(Flateyjarbók I, pp. 259–60).
The fear of castration by female powers is also seen in the context of Ymir’s
daughters. One of the insults in the flyting from Helgakviða Hundingsbana I is,
“You were not father to Fenrir-wolves (presumably etin-wolves) … since you were
gelded before Gnipalundr on Thórr’s Ness by thurse-maids” (40). Loki comes
very close to sacrificing his testicles in order to mollify Skaði’s wrath with laughter.
Likewise, the offering of the stuffed horse-penis to the “Mörnir” (see section 2.2),
with the accompanying ribald verses, suggests that the predatory lustiness of etinwomen may be transformed into a more fruitful and helpful character by means
of a willing offering of the male parts together with humour—or love, as is the
case with Freyr’s wooing of Gerðr, where he must give up stallion and sword (if
not directly to Gerðr herself, at least as a needful means of winning her) in order
to thaw her.

3.3—Eaters of the dead
Karl Helm suggests that the likely etymology of jötunn as “eater” refers to a belief
that they devour the dead (I, 210–11). The name Hræsvelgr (“corpse-swallower”)
for the etin in eagle-hide who sits on Yggdrasill’s eastern branch and stirs wind up
with his wings (Vafþrúðnismál 37) supports this argument; Völuspá 50, “The eagle
beats up the waves, the eagle screams,/the pale beak rends corpses”, almost certainly also refers to Hræsvelgr. When etins are seen in beast-shapes, they usually
become eagles (Suttungr, Thjazi, Hræsvelgr) or wolves, as in Völuspá 40–41:
East sat the old woman in Ironwood
and brought up there bairns of Fenrir
of them all one there will be
the sun’s destroyer in troll’s hide.
Fills himself with life-flesh of fey men
reddens seats of the gods with red blood …

Völuspá 39 also mentions, in the description of Nástrand (Corpse-Strand), “there
Níðhöggr sucks fore-gone corpses/the wolf rends men”. These two choices of hide
are significant in that eagles and wolves are two of the three “beasts of battle”
(the third is the raven), so called specifically because they are known to feed on
the dead. As Snorri says (Skáldskaparmál ch. 58, p. 476), “Vargr hight an animal,
which it is the custom to speak of in kennings with blood or corpses, to call them
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its food or drink … Vargr is also called wolf … (ch. 60, p. 480) Two are those
birds, which need not be called in kennings in another way than to call blood or
corpses their drink or food, that is raven and eagle”.25 The wolf Fenrir, though not
specifically defined as an etin himself, can certainly be classed as one, being the
son of Loki and the etin-wife Angrboda; Vafþrúðnir identifies him with the etinwolf that devours the sun (Vafþrúðnismál 46–47). The steed of the troll-woman
dreamed in Haralds saga Sigurðarsonar (Haraldr harðraði) is also probably an etin:
it is certainly unnaturally large:
Before the host of the land-men rode a great troll-woman and sat on a warg,
and the warg had a man’s corpse in its mouth, and blood fell from its jaws, and
when it had eaten that one, she cast another one into its mouth and afterwards
every other, yet he devoured every one. She said,
Skóð (scathe) lets the red shield
shine, when battle draws near.
The bride of Aurnir’s offspring sees
ill-faring for the king.
To swinging jaws the lady
throws the flesh of men.
The eager woman dyes within
the wolf ’s mouth with blood,
the wolf ’s mouth with blood.

(ch. LXXXI, p. 177). When “wolf ” appears in a kenning, it usually means
“destroyer”: for instance, the name Beowulf = “bee-wolf ” = destroyer of bees, a
bear.
The last beast-shape taken by Ymir’s kin is that of the wyrm. Fenrir’s brother
Jörmungandr, like the Wolf, is never directly named as an etin, but his lineage
is as clear as Fenrir’s; Reginn calls his wyrm-shaped brother Fáfnir “inn aldna
jötunn”, the age-old etin (Fáfnismál 29). Like eagles and wolves, wyrms have
strong associations with the dead (likely stemming originally from the same
observations of natural behaviour—cf. Barber, pp. 90–95) in Germanic art and
25

We may also mark another likeness to Óðinn here, in that he, too, takes on an eaglehide; many of the Óðinn/raven kennings probably refer to the ravens as beasts of
battle, and Óðinn’s wolves are most certainly devourers of the dead—Grundy, “Cult
of Óðinn”, part I, sections 5–6; he also takes a snake-shape to enter the Underworld
and shares heiti with the wyrms of that realm—“Cult of Óðinn”, part III, sections
2.1, 3.3.3).
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literature, for instance: the dragons carved on the coffins of the Alamannic cemetery at Oberflacht (Ellis-Davidson, Gods and Myths, p. 162); the kenning grafseiðr, “grave-herring”, for a snake (“Icelandic Rune-Poem”; Dickins, p. 28); and
the snake-names Grafvitnir, “grave-wolf ” (that is, “devourer of the dead”) and
Grafvölluðr, “grave-ruler” (Grímnismál 34), among many other examples.

3.4—The wooing of goddesses
The being of etins also shows itself in the several attempts made by male etins to
win away the goddesses most associated with renewed life, Freyja26 and Iðunn.
The basic motivation is expressed in varying degrees and with varying degrees of
humanity. Thrymr, for instance, is shown as a rich man considering his possessions and deciding, as any nobleman of the Viking Age might do, that the one
thing he lacks to make his life complete is the fairest of females. Hrungnir is a
badly-behaved guest, coming under truce, then getting drunk and avowing his
intention to ravish the women of his hosts (the men of warbands probably all
knew guys like that). Thjazi’s motivations are never explained, but the failing of
the gods without Iðunn and her apples suggests a desire for the life she bears, an
attempt to weaken the gods, or, quite likely, both together. Finally, the mason who
builds Ásgarðr’s walls demands not only Freyja, but the Sun and Moon, suggesting his kinship to the etin-wolves Sköll and Hati: he would take all the sources of
light and life away from the worlds of god/esses and men. Skaði’s desire for the
bright god Baldr may be classed in the same category as the male etins’ desire for
Freyja, just as may Hel’s enjoyment of Baldr’s company (Saxo refers to him dreaming that she appears before him when he is mortally wounded, saying that in three
days she will clasp him in her arms—III, 7, 22–23). Fundamentally, beings of
cold and death seem to be drawn to warmth and life (see also ch. VI, section 6.2).
When, like Skaði, they are willing to be thawed and bring their might into the

26

Cf. Dronke’s discussion of the war between the Æsir and Vanir in Völuspá, where,
she suggests, Freyja revives the Vanic warriors to new life on the battlefield: “This,
then, is the deadlock that ends the Æsir-Vanir war: the unfailing killing power of
Óðinn meets the unfailing regenerative power of Freyja. The perpetual battle that
Freyja sustains by her spells is the contrafactum of the perpetual cycle of the seasons
sustained by the magic rituals of her cult. From deep experience, it would seem, the
Viking generations have idealized the return of the new year and of peace—ár ok
friðr—in precise terms of war” (“War of the Æsir and Vanir”, p. 231)
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god-worlds,27 all is well; but when they drag the sources of life into the cold and
dark realms of the Otherworlds, the effect is disastrous.

3.5—The geography of Etin-Home
The mightiest of the etin-kind—the ones whose strength and wit is even a challenge for the gods, and about whom many of the holy tales are told—seem to
abide wholly in the Otherworldly Etin-Home, which may overlap in places with
the wildest steads of the Middle-Garth, but is clearly stated to be a world of its
own, eastward of God-Home and parted from other realms by the mighty river
Élivágar (Hymiskviða 5; Snorra Edda), over which even Thórr, who is well-able to
wade strong streams (Grímnismál 29) sometimes needs a ferryman’s aid to cross
(Hárbarðsljóð). The water-border is a common marker of the lands of the dead in
Indo-European culture as a whole (cf. Neckel, Walhall, p. 51); in the Norse beliefs,
the dead are constantly characterized as having to cross water to reach their final
destination, whether by ship (the Gotlandic picture-stones), bridge (Eiríksmál,
Hermoðr’s ride to Hel), or ferry (Fra dauði Sinfjötla; Grundy, “Cult of Óðinn”,
pp. 114–15); and Élivágar, as discussed below, is particularly characteristic in its
headwaters and course of such a flood.
Otherwise, we know that much of Jötunheimr is mountainous (from the
account of the wedding of Njörðr and Skaði, and Hárbarðsljóð 23; the high
mountains also seem to be where Etin-Home touches the Middle-Garth most
often) and that part of it is the Ironwood where etin-wives breed (Völuspá 39).
In listing the dwellings of the gods, Óðinn mentions that Skaði now dwells in
Thrymheimr (Noise-Home) where her father the etin Thjazi lived (Grímnismál
11); this hints that her marriage into the godly kin, and perhaps the worship she
receives from humans in her vés (holy enclosures) and hallowed fields (Lokasenna
51), has brought Thrymheimr into or closer to the god-worlds. Skírnir’s threats
to Gerðr do suggest that some parts of Etin-Home are worse neighborhoods than
others, particularly those which are nearest to Hel (stanzas 27, 35).

27

Skaði’s being is not changed by her wedding, however; only human perceptions of it,
based perhaps on a shift from unhelpfulness or harm as an etin to helping as a goddess, seem to be. One of our oldest skaldic poems, Bragi inn gamli’s Ragnarsdrápa,
also calls Skaði öndurdís (“snowshoe-goddess”); and she is spoken of as “öndurgoð”
(snowshoe-deity) in Haustlöng and Háleygjatal; she is clearly willing to give aid to
winter-farers. Snorri tells us in his Edda how she “fares greatly on skies and with a
bow, and shoots animals”.
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Etin-Home and its dwellers seem to be close to the Underworld in many ways.
In Helreið Brynhildar 1, Brynhildr is challenged on her way to Hel by an etinwoman who says, “You shall not go your way through my rock-upheld garth; it
were better for you to stretch fabric on a weaving-frame than to visit another’s
man (the dead Sigurðr)”. There is no way to tell whether the road to Hel simply
runs through Etin-Home, or whether the etin-maid of this poem is the same person as Móðguðr, the woman who, according to Snorra Edda (Gylfaginning ch. 49,
p. 178), guards the bridge to Hel.
The phrase “niðr ok norðr” (down and to the north) for directions to Hel
is used in Snorra Edda (p. 174); in Bergbúa þáttr 7, the berg-dweller says, “ferk
norðr et nyrðra niðr” (“I fare north on the northern way down”) describing his
way to Élivágar and the “third world”. Élivágar itself seems to flow originally from
Niflheimr, which is likewise in the far north (Snorra Edda, Gylfaginning chs. 4–5);
and Snorri mentions Thórr wading across Élivágar from the north (Skáldskaparmál
ch. 17, p. 286). In Baldrs draumar, Óðinn rides “niðr … Niflheliar till” (downwards to Niflhel—st. 2), but to speak to the dead etin-seeress, he must go around
“fyr austan dyrr” (before the eastern door—st. 4).
Ynglingatal 2, describing the death of the Yngling king Sveigðir, states, “Yet the
day-cloud hall-watcher of Dúrnir’s descendents deceived Sveigðir, that the proud
kinsman of Dusli ran after the dwarf into the stone, and the bright, jötunn-settled hall of Sökmímir and his folk opened for the ruler-boar”. The dwarf ’s name,
Sökmímir (Sunken-Mímir or, possibly, Swamp-Mímir), is likely to suggest his
underworldly dwelling-place (one may compare this also to “Surt’s sunken dales”
as a kenning for Etin-Home in Háleygjatal 2), and Sökmímir or Sökkmímir is also
an etin-name (Ásgeirr Blöndal Magnússon, p. 1018); while the description of the
hall as “jötunn-settled” emphasises the connection of both with the realm of the
dead. Other such instances tying dwarves and etins together to the Underworld
and the dead include Álvíssmál 2, where Thórr says to the dwarf, “What is this
being, why are you so fallow about the nose,/were you with a corpse in the night?/
like to thurses it seems to me you are”; and the tale of Óðrærir.28

28

Both the Óðrærir tale and the Ynglingatal reference also strengthen the connection
of Óðinn to dwarves, etins, and the dead. As well as the offer made to Sveigðir by
the dwarf, that he will meet Óðinn within the stone, Sveigðir is also an Óðinnsheiti
(Grundy, Miscellaneous Studies, p. 78); so that there may be resonances of Óðinn’s
own life-offering of self to self in Ynglingatal, especially considering the particularly
mythological character of the earliest Yngling rulers.
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3.6—The etins as a source of lore
The gods themselves go to the greater etins in search of lore. Hyndluljóð describes
Freyja bringing her lover and worshipper Óttarr to the etin-frowe Hyndla in order
to learn the lines of his forebears, that he may claim his inheritance. The first
stanza seems a fitting address to any of the etin- or troll-kind, whether dwelling in
the rocky places of the earth or altogether in another realm; mark the high degree
of good manners, even from one of the great goddesses: “Wake, maid of maids!
wake, my friend,/Sister Hyndla, in hollow cave dwelling!/Now twilight darkens
we two shall ride/to Valhöll and to vé hallowed”. Hyndla, with the wisdom of her
kind, immediately sees through Óttarr’s disguise as a boar, and foretells that Freyja
will bring about his death (“for you have your man, Óttarr the Young, on his
slain-ride”—6); but she also answers the question, and adds a good deal about the
gods as well. However, when Freyja pushes Hyndla’s good nature too far by ordering her curtly to bring Óttarr the ale of remembrance, Hyndla loses her temper,
insults the goddess, and they part on very bad terms. The seeress of Völuspá also
seems to be of etin-kind, and quite likely dead as well; the völva of Baldrs draumar
is certainly both (Óðinn calls her “mother of three thurses” when she reveals her
recognition of his identity—st. 13).
In Vafþrúðnismál, Óðinn questions the etin Vafþrúðnir about the ørlög of the
gods and worlds at length, escaping by a trick question in a manner similar to
some of the folk-tale heroes who trick answers out of wights and get away safely.
Likewise, the role of Suttungr and Gunnlöð in guarding the mead of poetry is
characteristic of the great etins, who, in contrast to Óðinn, prefer hoarding their
lore to sharing it; and again, the series of deceptions by which Óðinn gains Óðrærir
and his hairsbreadth escape are typical of a clever folk-tale hero dealing with bergfolk of ill-mood. The most notable wise etin, of course, is Mímir, rede-giver and
teacher (and mother’s brother, according to Hávamál 140) to Óðinn himself.

3.7—Etins and gods: foes and friends
As the discussions above show, relationships between the dwellers in Etin-Home
and the god/esses and humans are wildly varied. On one end of the spectrum, we
have the ferocious eaters of the dead,29 who achieve at least a temporary triumph
29

It should be marked, however, that there is little to no Viking Age or saga-period
evidence of etins eating the living, though the trolls of later Icelandic and Norwegian
folkstories do. Grýla, who goes about at Yule with her bag to catch bad children for
her pot (Árni Björnsson, Vættatal 50–51) does date back to at least the thirteenth
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at Ragnarök, not to mention Loki’s etin-children Fenrir and Jörmungandr. The
females against whom Thórr does battle also seem to belong to the class of the
wildest of Ymir’s kin; the curse with which Skírnir threatens Gerðr likewise speaks
of those who, unlike Gerðr’s own noble line, seem to be wholly destructive and
highly unpleasant (För Skírnis 27–36). At the other end of the range, we have
the kin and friends of the god/esses, several of whom receive worship in their
own right: Óðinn’s mother Bestla, his mother’s brother Mímir, and his bloodbrother and Thórr’s “greatly trusted companion” Loki (Haustlöng 8); Thórr’s
mother Earth, his concubine (and mother of his heirs) Járnsaxa, and his ally in
Etin-Home, Griðr; Týr’s father Hymir (albeit a more ambiguous figure); Njörðr
and Freyr’s brides Gerðr and Skaði; Gefjon’s etin-lover who fathered her oxensons with whom she ploughed out Sealand; and the etin-maid who aided with
launching Baldr’s funeral ship (Húsdrapa 11—identified as Hyrrokkin by Snorri,
Gylfaginning ch. 49, p. 178).
Between those extremes are figures such as Vafþrúðnir, Hyndla, and ÚtgarðaLoki, who, while not particularly friendly, seem to bear the Ase-Garth’s dwellers
no active ill-will; and those of the etin-kind who, while striving against the gods
in what can almost be described as a political manner (particularly for things
or persons of power: cf. Thjazi’s kidnapping of Iðunn, Thrymr’s theft of Thórr’s
Hammer in order to get Freyja as a bride, Geirröðr’s attempt to trap Thórr into an
ambush, and so forth). While, as discussed above (section 3.1), the fundamental
urge expressed in the Freyja-etin stories seems to stem from the darker side of
their nature, it is a long way between Thrymr negotiating openly for his hopedfor bride in a very human manner and the monsters who devour the dead, pursue the sun and moon, or wait for their chance to slay Thórr and Óðinn. These
differences seem to be to a considerable degree a matter of individual character
and experience: for instance, two of Loki’s children (Fenrir and Jörmungandr),
are among the greatest foes of the gods (though Fenrir, at least, has good reason
to be angry at his betrayal and long imprisonment when he had done no harm);
one (Hel) shows them neither favour nor hate, but is willing to bargain when
approached; and one (Sleipnir) is Óðinn’s trusted steed.

century and probably earlier. Her name is used as a generic for troll-women in the
þulur (Grýlu heiti) and also listed there; the description of her fifteen tails has been
consistent at least since the writing of Sturlunga saga, which includes the stave “Here
fares Grýla to the garth above/and she has fifteen tails” (I, vii, 44, p. 246). However,
her cannibalistic activities are probably later, and should rather be classed as a typical
child-behavior modifier than a genuine survival of Norse etin- or troll-beliefs.
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Skaði, too, exhibits the full range of possibilities shown by the etin-kind. Her
name, which likely stems either from “scathe” or “shadow” (de Vries, Wörterbuch,
p. 480), suggests the most woe-bringing side of the etin-kind; she apparently
shares it with the wolf-riding etin-woman of Haralds saga Sigurðarsonar.30 She first
treads into the tales of the gods as a foe in the manner of an earthly feud, seeking
vengeance or weregild for her father’s death (and, in both her sense of humour and
her specific demand for Baldr as husband, showing elements of the same aggressive sexuality as many other troll- or etin-women); and yet she becomes a goddess
with a significant cult, as shown by the very considerable number of Skaði-compounded place-names (including a good many compounded with vé, as she mentions in Lokasenna) in Sweden and southeast Norway (de Vries, Religionsgeschichte
II, 337–40).
The fundamentally personal ambiguity of the relationships between Ymir’s kin
and the gods shows up particularly clearly in the tale of Starkaðr. He is hated by
Thórr—not, according to Gautreks saga (Valdimir Ásmundarson, Fornaldar sögur,
III; ch. VII), because of his giant-blood as such, but for the extremely personal
reason that his human grandmother preferred his eight-armed etin grandfather
(also called Starkaðr) to Thórr himself, and the younger Starkaðr appears (by
both his name and the scars he bears where the god ripped off the elder’s extra
arms—Víkarsbálkr 24)31 to be the elder reborn (Ellis, Road to Hel, p. 140). At
the same time, he is fostered and blessed by Óðinn, and where-ever he appears
in the heroic stories of the North (even having a brief walk-in in Beowulf, lines
2041 ff.), he bears the might and will of the god. The descriptions of him as grayhaired (Víkarsbálkr 25), the eald æscwiga “old ash-(spear) warrior” (Beowulf 2042),
and so forth, as well as his continuous actions as a stirrer of strife, make him, if
not a manifestation of Óðinn himself, certainly an Óðinnic figure. Starkaðr “has,
in fact, become the battle-loving god’s representative in the world of humans”
(Grundy, “Óðinn and his Heroes”, p. 85); and both the saga and the older sources
on which it is based seem to suggest that Starkaðr is particularly suited to this role
precisely because of his etin-blood, the vehicle through which, by both Thórr’s
curses and his own nature, he is separated from the general run of humanity and

30

31

“Skaði” is a masculine form, “Skóð” a feminine. There has been a lot of discussion
about why the goddess should bear a definitively masculine name, with no really
satisfying conclusions drawn.
Saxo leaves out the ancestral enmity, instead describing Thórr’s act of multiple
armectomy as a sort of cosmetic surgery done for the benefit of the younger Starkaðr
(Gesta Danorum VI, 156–7).
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therefore able to serve as a catalyst for Óðinn’s function as strife-stirrer/social disruptor (see also discussion in ch. VIII, section 8.2).

3.8—Surtr
The least-known and most woe-willing of the etin-kind is Surtr, the starkest foe
of gods and men and the one who can most truly be said to be altogether and
always our enemy. In Háleygjatal 2, Eyvindr describes Óðinn flying with the
mead of poetry out of “Surts sökkdölum” (Surtr’s sunken dales); Hallfræðr vandræðaskáld also mentions “sylgr Surts ættir” (the drink of Surtr’s clan, that is,
poetry; Skjaldedigtning B I, p. 153, st. 15). These staves, particularly the first,
probably should not be taken literally as implying that Suttungr is one of the sons
of Muspell, but rather are typical kennings in which the name of one etin stands
for any of etin-kind.
As the skaldic references tell us, Surtr was already known well in the tenth century, and possibly much longer before that. The association of the word muspilli
with the world’s fiery end was certainly known very early, as shown by the Old
High German poem Muspilli, which blends christian with native eschatological
material. Whether there are elements of early belief in the battle described there,
or whether the burning was merely tacked onto a rather apocryphal version of the
christian apocalypse because everyone in Germany knew that the world would
end in the flames of the Muspilli, is impossible to guess. The word muspilli (probably “destroyer of the world”), which survives in Old Norse, Old High German,
and Old Saxon, is generally agreed to be a Heathen word adapted to the christian context, and quite possibly may be a personal name or title (Bostock, pp.
138–40). If so, the name “Surtr” (the black one) may well have been a heiti used
in order to avoid speaking the more powerful and dangerous name and thereby
drawing the attention of this most woe-willing of wights. This is made more likely
by the reasonably common use of Surtr as a man’s name (different men named
Surtr appear several times in the family lists of Landnámabók, for instance).
Difficult though it may be for anyone who doesn’t live on an island seething
with volcanoes to think of Surtr as a land-wight of any sort, he is known to have
a dwelling, Surtshellir (“Surtr’s cave”) in Iceland, named during the early settlements. Landnámabók mentions that Thórvaldr holbarki “fared up to the cave of
Surtr and brought there that poem (drápa), which he had composed about the
etin in the cave” (ch. 175, p. 241). Sadly, Thórvaldr’s purpose for doing this is
not stated: he might have wished to mollify Surtr in order to stave off a threatening volcanic eruption, to ask for something specific (though there are no other
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instances of Surtr being considered as a possible helper of humans), or merely to
show respect and hopefully keep the etin in a reasonably good humour.
Bergbúa þáttr also describes the cliff-kin as being lessened and driven by Thórr
“below into the company of black Surtr down into the hot fire” (st. 10). It is quite
likely that, until the Norse arrived in Iceland, they were unaware that Surtr’s realm
touched the Middle-Garth—but once there, they could see ample signs of how
much harm could be done and how little the battle-might of men availed when
the flames of the Muspilli broke forth to flow over fruitful fields and dwellingplaces.

Chapter IV
Water-Wights

4.1—The nature of water-wights
The various water-wights of Scandinavian belief—näck, nökk, or fossegrim
(Swedish and Norwegian names for the dwellers in streams, lakes, and waterfalls),
nykkur (the Icelandic water-horse that is safe to ride until it is called by name or
gets within sight of water, at which time it charges into the water and tries to
drown its rider)32, haffrú or hafgýgur (Icelandic mermaids—“harbour-maid” or
“harbour-trolless”), marbendill (Icelandic sea-bottom dwellers), and so forth may
also be considered as types of land-wights, though water-wights, while sometimes
friendly to those who deal well with them, are, by their nature, more likely than
many land-wights to prove dangerous to humans (Grendel and his mother are
extreme examples of ill-willing water-wights, coming forth from their lake-bed
home to do harm to men in a manner that the trolls of mountain and glacier-field
seldom attempt). The wights of the earth embody the might and being of their
dwellings: just as water is less sympathetic, and more perilous, to humankind than
land and stone, so water-wights tend to be less sympathetic and more perilous
than those who dwell in rock and earth and tree.

32

Landnámabók (Hauksbók 71, p. 121) describes what was probably such a creature.
Auðun stoti sees a dapple-gray horse running over from the lake Hjarðarvatn; he sets
the horse to work, and it works so hard that its hooves are sunken to the fetlocks in
the field, but after sundown it breaks all its harness and runs back into the lake; he
never sees it again.
-45-
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4.2—Ægir, Rán, and their daughters
The greatest water-wights of the Norse beliefs are, of course, Ægir (“the sea”),
also called Gymir (“sea”, originally “throat/gaping abyss”, perhaps “the swallower”—de Vries, Wörterbuch, p. 196) and Hlér (“sea”, origin uncertain—de
Vries, Wörterbuch, p.237), and his bride Rán (“robber”). Perhaps surprisingly,
given the variable mood of most water-wights towards humans, there seems to
be no foeship between the water-etins and the god/esses. Ægir not only hosts the
gods to feast in his underwater hall (Lokasenna), but, once Thórr has gotten him
a cauldron of sufficient size, brews their beer (Hymiskviða—the view of Ægir as
a brewer may well stem from the likeness of foam on the beach to foam on a fermenting ale-vat). Ægir most often seems to embody the friendlier side of the sea,
whereas his frowe Rán is its dark and life-hungry aspect (Simek, p. 260).
Rán is most often mentioned in regards to the drowned. Sinking a ship is
referred to as giving men to Rán (Helgakviða Hjörvarðssonar 18); as Orchard puts
it, she is “consistently blamed in skaldic poetry as responsible for drownings” (p.
129). In Sonatorrek, written after the drowning of his second son, Egill SkallaGrímsson speaks at length of the harm Rán has done him; unusually, he also
blames Ægir, saying that if he could bear sword in his vengeance, the ale-smith’s
life would be ended. He would go against the storm’s brother (Ægir) and his wife
(Rán); but he has no power to fight against the ship-killer (difficult text interpretation after Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry, pp. 32–3).
Rán is known for her net, in which she catches drowned men (Snorra Edda,
Skáldskaparmál ch. 32–3); the net also is referred to in the prose of Reginsmál,
where Loki borrows it in order to capture the dwarf Andvari in his fish-shape.
Grimm mentions (but fails to attribute) a curse “mæla rân ok regin” (II, 496)
to invoke evil spirits upon a person. While Rán’s name makes some sense in this
context, this curse must be (at the very least) well post-Heathen, since regin is
normally used for the gods (de Vries, Wörterbuch, pp. 436–7); it may perhaps be
considered in the same genre as the “shot of Æsir shot of alfs” from Wið Færstice.
Grimm also compares various folklore-accounts of lesser water-wights, such as
the nökk, keeping the souls of the drowned to the same belief about Rán (II,
496–97).
Gold is often referred to in skaldic poetry as “fire of the sea”, “fire of Ægir’s
hall”, or variants thereof (Meissner, pp. 229–37). The late and romantic Fridþjófs
saga (ch. VI) includes a scene when the hero, expecting shipwreck, divides his gold
between all his comrades, saying that they should have some gold to show in Rán’s
hall, a sentiment repeated in the following stanza: “one should have gold for guesting, if we must guest in the middle of Rán’s hall” (Finnur Jónsson, Skjaldedigtning
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B II, p. 295, st. 14). This may suggest a belief that Rán would give a better reception to the drowned who brought her gold. Clearly the mood with which she
received her guests was a matter of some concern, as seen by the gladness with
which the drowned ghosts in Eyrbyggja saga were initially greeted (because it was
thought that, if the ghosts of the drowned came back to the drinking of their
funeral ale, it was a sign that they had been well-received by Rán—chs. LIV-LV).
Whether it was really ever the custom in the Heathen era to carry a little gold
when sailing to ensure Rán’s warm hospitality in case of drowning … is anyone’s
guess, though the massive number of gold-kennings referring to Ægir, Rán, and/
or the sea do suggest a strong interest in the precious metal on their parts.
Rán is also called “Gymir’s (Ægir’s) spray-cold völva” (Hofgarða-Refr Gestsson,
“Et rejsedigt” 2, 11th century; Finnur Jónsson, Skjaldedigtning B I, p. 296). Völva
is an unusual kenning-element for females—aside from this example, it occurs
only once to describe a human maid and once for an etin-woman (Sveinbjörn
Egilsson, p. 629)—and thus is more likely to present a deliberate suggestion that
Rán may share in the foresight of the lesser water-women (see section 4.4). Hilda
Ellis-Davidson also notes the Ljósvetninga saga description (ch. XI, pp. 59–60)
of the wise-woman Thórhildr, who, when Guðmundr asks her whether he will
come to harm from a man-killing, dresses in helm and man’s garb and wades into
the sea, swinging an axe about; Ellis-Davidson comments that “the account of
the consultation of the sea in this story is of some interest … the use of the sea
as an augury is in keeping with other practices in the sagas, such as the throwing
of the high-seat pillars overboard to guide settlers to the place where the gods
wished them to make their homes” (“Divination”, p. 135). This, also, suggests
that “spray-cold völva” is meant as a literal description of Rán as well as a poetic
phrase, and offers a guide to the means of gaining her rede.
For Rán’s daughters, Snorri lists the very obvious wave-names Himinglæva
(heaven-glow), Dúfa (either “dipping” or “dark”), Blóðughadda (bloody-head),
Hefring (raising), Unnr/Uðr (wave), Hrönn (wave), Bylgia (wave, billow), Bara/
Bára (wave) or Dröfn (foaming sea), and Kólga (cold wave). To what degree these
were truly used in Heathen times for the names of the nine sea-daughters, or
whether some of them are a Snorri-esque construction (or extrapolation/misunderstanding of earlier skaldic diction similar to his identification of the treasurewords gersimi and hnoss as Freyja’s daughters), is an open question. Himinglæva,
Unnr, Dúfa, Blóðughadda, Kólga, and Hefring are mentioned as apparent people
(ubestimmlige vers, 17) by Einarr Skulason; however, he was writing in the latter
half of the twelfth century, and the other verses Snorri quotes in regards to the
names of Rán’s daughters seem to use the poetic wave-words without obvious
personification (I, Skáldskaparmál, ch. 61, pp. 500–02). Hrönn and Uðr/Unnr
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are also mentioned in a (probably) personal sense in Gróa’s charm against lifethreatening waters (Svipdagsmál 8), but that text, too, is late and questionable.
Nevertheless, Snorri’s list of names is certainly fitting enough for addressing the
daughters of Ægir and Rán, should one need to do so.
Heimdallr’s etin-mothers are sometimes identified with the nine waves (de
Vries, Religionsgeschichte II, p. 239). In Hyndluljóð 37, their names are given as
Gjálp, Greip, Eistla, Eyrgjafa, Úlfrún, Angeyja, Imðr, Atla, and Járnsaxa. However,
Gjálp and Greip are also the names of Geirröðr’s daughters, according to Snorri;
Imðr is mentioned in one of the lists of etin-wife names and in the flyting in
Helgakviða Hundingsbana I; Atla, “the fearsome one”, is an obvious giantessname; and Járnsaxa is Thórr’s concubine. Hence, either Heimdallr’s nine mothers
are not the nine waves, or this list is a late collation of female etin-names tacked
onto Heimdallr’s mothers and/or Ægir’s daughters, or both.

4.3—The Marbendill
Marbendills, in particular, while not necessarily malicious, are generally wights of
ill-omen: to see one often foretells death by drowning or shark (Jón Árnason, I,
p. 126). The marbendill appears as a dwarfish figure with an oversized head and
large hands, but shaped like a seal from the navel down. Like many land-wights,
the water-wights are generally gifted with spae-sight, which they may use to warn
their human friends of approaching storms and shipwrecks—or maliciously.
Jón Árnason cites the common ironic expression, “Then the marbendill
laughed”, as the introduction to a story in which a fisherman captures a marbendill, who laughs when the man embraces his wife, kicks his dog away, curses a
tussock he trips over, and complains about the thinness of the soles of the boots
he would buy. Finally the marbendill agrees to answer all the fisherman’s questions
if he is returned to the sea. After several details about fishing,33 the fisherman asks
why his captive laughed. The marbendill says, “At your foolishness, farmer. Your
dog loves you as his own life, but your wife wants you dead and she is the greatest
whore. The tussock you cursed covers your treasure, with great riches under it …
But the black boots will last for all your life, for you have not many days left to
live: they’ll last you these three days!” (I, 126–27).
33

“Chewed iron and trodden have for the hooks, and set the hook-smithy there where
both wave and river can be heard, and temper the hooks in the foam of tired horses;
have gray bull-sinew fishing line and raw horse-skin cord, for bait have birds’ gizzards and flounder bait, but human flesh on the middle bight—and you must be fey
if you get no fish. The fisherman’s hook must point forward.”
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4.4—Water-maids
Havfruen (harbour-frowes) and water-maids of various sorts are known through
the Germanic world. In contrast to their male counterparts, the females of the
ocean are more likely to be well-meaning towards humans (though not invariably), while those of fresh water are more likely to take human lives. This is an
odd reversal from greater to lesser as well, since among the greatest of the seawights, it is Rán rather than Ægir who is greedy for the drowned.
Like the marbendill, both salt- and fresh-water women have spae-sight, and can be
made to answer questions, or give prophecies uninvited, as in Thiðriks saga when Högni
sees three water-maids bathing in the Danube, and they prophesy to him that all who
cross the river must die. In the mediaeval Danish ballad “Havfrus Spaadom” (the harbour-frowe’s prophecy), the water-maid foretells the future of the three sons of the king
and queen, as well as the queen’s afterlife (Grundtvig, 89–91). A Norwegian tale (in the
same genre as “Then the marbendill laughed”) has a fisherman asking a mermaid three
questions, but they are all about very mundane things. She tells him that he should
have asked what happens to his brewing water, the answer to which might have helped
him and his children (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, p. 261). The tale does not give any
more helpful details, but, considering the folktales regarding care about tossing scalding
or dirty water out the door, one may suspect that the answer might have had something
to do with the alfs or land-wights around the fisherman’s homestead.
Water-maids are often drawn to human men as husbands or lovers. The women
of the Fin Folk (Orkney/Shetland sea-wights), should they marry a human, are
able to discard their tails and stay fair, whereas if they wed a man of their own
race, they become progressively uglier (Marwick, p. 25). The reverse, water-men
attracted to human women, is also common. One of the most popular mediaeval
Scandinavian ballads was “Agnete og Havmanden” (Agnete and the Merman), in
which a young woman is lured beneath the sea to marry a water-man and bears
him children, but at last returns to the land (Grundtvig, 48–57).
Óðinn himself boasts of seducing unruly sea-maidens:
Lively we would have had the women
if loving they were to us,
wise we would have had the women if they were well-disposed to us,
out of sand strands they wound,
and from deep dales
they dug the earth.
I was to all of them wiser of rede.
I whiled with sisters seven,
and had pleasure with them all, and delight
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(Hárbarðsljóð 18). These sea-women battering the earth from the shore might have
been Rán’s daughters, although those are usually spoken of as nine, not seven, as
in Snæbjörn’s “nine skerry-brides” (Lausavísur 1; Finnur Jónsson, B I, p. 201; ca.
1010–20 C.E.).

4.5—Nökk/näck
The Norwegian nökk or fossegrim/Swedish näck can be especially dangerous. The
word is the same as our English “nicor” or the much diminished form, “nixie”. In
the Anglo-Saxon sources, they are fearsome etin-kin, worthy foes for Beowulf to
do battle with; however, in the Scandinavian folklore, they can be helpful as well
as dangerous. He (the Scandinavian nökk is always male, although the German
and English nix-cognates are more often female; the name for the female waterwight in Sweden is sjorå, “lake-ruler”) dwells in rivers, lakes, and occasionally
fjords—though he is likeliest to dwell in waterfalls, as the Norwegian name fossegrim (waterfall-spook) suggests—and claims a human life once a year (although
German and English folklore remember less of the wights themselves, there are
many rivers of which the same is said, including the small and sluggish English
Cam [I can verify the truth of this legend; in my three years at Cambridge, the
Cam did indeed take its yearly life—KHG] and the German Saale, who claims
her victims on Walpurgisnacht or Midsummer’s—Grimm, II, p. 494). Grimm
also quotes the Norwegian saying about a drowned person, “the nix (nökk) has
sucked him”, referring to the red nose characteristic of corpses found in the water
(II, pp. 496–97). When going out on a river or lake, it is recommended to make a
small gift of food and drink so that the Nökk does not get the idea of choosing its
own sacrifice, or else to perform one of the bindings described below.
As well as claiming his own offerings, the Nökk is also known to prophecy
death: “When someone is fated to die soon, the Nökk is often heard calling out,
in hollow tones, ‘Cross over!’ This ominous cry can also be a wailing, moaning
voice, like that of a man at the point of death” (Simpson, Scandinavian Folktales,
p. 230). The Nökk is particularly dangerous after sunset: Simpson cites an apotropaic incantation used in Norway when approaching a stretch of water at this time:
“Nyk, Nyk, nail in the water! Our Lady Mary throws steel in the water! You sink,
I float!’ (p. 230). Presumably a steel nail is actually tossed into the water, as many
wights dislike iron or steel. For Heathen usage, I would suggest “Thórr Véurr
throws steel in the water”, in memory of Thórr’s combat with the greatest of all
water-dwellers, the Miðgarðsormr. Danish Yule-customs also included casting
steel into springs against ill-willing wights at this most perilous of all year-tides
(Feilberg, I, p. 141). A Swedish incantation for binding the näck is,
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Näck, näck, needle thief,
your father was a stable thief,
your mother was a whore,
did wicked things and more!
Näck, you are bound!

Kvideland and Sehmsdorf comment on this that, “People protected themselves
against a näck by binding him with steel, throwing a stone in the water, and
reciting a magic formula. This formula combines naming the preternatural being
with the magic effect of insult and accusation” (p. 259). A similar use of insult
and accusation against a dangerous wight appears in Helgakviða Hjörvarðzsonar
12–30: the troll-woman endangering Helgi’s ship is distracted by a flyting until
the sun turns her to stone.
In Sweden, most of the alf-sicknesses are thought to come from the Näck,
who is also called an alf or water-alf (Norlind, pp. 93 ff.)—this suggesting at
once the “Water-Elf disease” (Griffiths, pp. 193–94) in the Anglo-Saxon charm.
A direct relationship between the two is made more believable by the close ties
which existed between Sweden and England at least through the seventh century, as proven by the East Anglian burial customs and the very close relationship
between the artifacts in the great Upplandic howe-burials (Vendel, Välsgärde) and
Sutton Hoo.
The Näck is not, however, always ill-willing; he will tune fiddles and teach
folk to play the fiddle if he is offered a black lamb; if a fiddler lets this wight suck
blood from his finger, the Näck will teach him a certain tune that everyone who
hears must dance to. A large joint of meat is also considered a fitting offering; but
one must not be stingy, or the teaching will be very limited.
In Sweden, the Näck appears as a gray man in a three-horned hat. The
Norwegian Nökk is a dark man with long, shaggy, black hair and beard. His
German equivalents usually have green hair and clothes, and sometimes green
teeth (Norlind, p. 108), similar to the child-devouring English water-maiden
Jenny Greenteeth.

4.6—Sjorå
The sjorå (a word which can be applied to salt-water idises, but more usually to
fresh) is more likely to be friendly to fishers and boaters than the Näck. While
occasionally she can be provoked to aggression, she generally aids with good
catches and warnings of storms (Simpson, p. 205). In smaller bodies of water, she
can be reluctant to allow too many fish to be taken; she can then be bound by
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making a hallowed circle of earth or seeds around her pond on a Thursday night,
with no openings except the one where the fisher stands and casts his line. After
her best efforts to lure or frighten him away, she will ask what he wants. The fisherman must say, “Fish.” She will ask, “Large or small?” and he should say, “Both
large and small.” She will then ask what body of water he wants to send her to;
he tells her, steps away, and she flies off, whereupon he can take as many fish as
he likes (Lindow, pp. 128–29). However, I should warn against doing this on the
grounds that if the sjorå feels the need to protect her fish-stocks, pushing her out
in order to be able to over-fish is an unworthy thing to do.

4.7—Friendship and offerings to water-wights
Nevertheless, there are also many water-wights who are like land-wights in being
and helpfulness to humans. The wights of waterfalls seem most likely to be friendly.
A bishop’s ruling in 1281 forbids Icelanders from “waking up trolls or land-wights
in waterfalls or howes” (Matthías Viðar Sæmundsson, p. 46). If a water-wight is
treated in the right way, it can be as close a félagi as a land-wight—at least while its
friend lives, though it gets its payment in the end. In Landnámabók, it is written
of one Thórsteinn rauðnefr that he “was a great blessing-man (blótmaðr mikill);
he made blessing to a waterfall, and should bear all his leavings [from his meals]
to the waterfall. He was also greatly foresighted (framsýnn mjök).” He had a huge
herd of sheep, “because he saw in the autumn which were fey, and he let them be
slaughtered”, that is to say, he was able to tell which would make it through the
winter alive and therefore was able to keep the strongest and luckiest; but in his
last autumn at the sheep-fold, he said, “‘Slaughter now those sheep which you
will; I am fey and all the other sheep, both of us.’ And that night, when he died,
all the sheep ran into the waterfall” (S355/H313, p. 358).
Olrik and Ellekilde note that, as well as the usual wight-offerings of shared food
and drink (bread, eggshells, and money were recorded in 1690 for Asarumkilden
in Bleking), springs often receive offerings of simple stones, coins, jewelry, greenery, and flowers; while in the Bronze Age and perhaps the later Stone Age, pottery
was a frequent gift. Likewise, in the Bronze Age, it was common to offer an animal at a holy spring; this custom may have survived in the black lamb to be given
to the näck. The clothing of a sick person may be given to a holy spring for their
healing; hair might also be given to the spring in hopes of healing (the custom
seeming as much magical as religious in such cases). It was also the way in southern Sweden to bathe a new babe in a hallowed spring, while in Jutland, water was
taken from such a spring to wash the child with. Holy springs were sought out by
women who wished to bear children; in Østergötland, the practice was for such
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a woman to fetch a red bowl to a particular spring and drink from it on seven
Thursday evenings. Holy springs were also strongly associated with bringing rain
or sun; the former, in particular, was often a women’s practice (pp. 372 ff.).
It is hard to tell to what degree most of these old ways were meant to deal with
a living spring-wight, as opposed to simply being steads of might. Many springnames suggest that they were holy because of a god/ess’ might flowing through
them and hence likewise being a gateway through which the deity could receive
offerings (Olrik and Ellekilde, pp. 388–90). One may compare Thórr’s bidding
that his former worshipper Thorgils cast silver into a tarn which the god owns
in order to reconcile things between them after Thorgils’ conversion (Flóamanna
saga ch. XX, p. 274), and Adam of Bremen’s account of the offering-spring or
well at the great hof in Uppsala: “There is also a spring, at which the pagans are
accustomed to sacrifice, and to immerse a live man in it. And if he is not found,
the prayer of the people will be granted” (IV, 138 [134], p. 258). Nerthus’ thralls
are drowned in the lake about her island (Tacitus, Germania 40:5, p. 196), perhaps “[providing] the people proof that the ritual had been properly performed
and that the ministering slaves had been accepted by the powers of generation”
(Bauschatz, p. 64). The remains of large-scale offerings of objects (the weapons of
the defeated after large battles, most likely given to Óðinn) have been found at
Illerup, Thorsbjerg, Kragehul, Vimose, and Sørup (Ilkjær, vol. I, pp. 333–39) as
well as Hjørtspring, which also included a war-boat (Kaul, 15 ff.) and a number
of animal offerings (horse, dog, puppy, lamb, and calf ) marking the bounds of
the sacrificial area (Kaul, pp. 29 ff.). Indeed, the custom of making offerings at
or in lakes and bogs runs uninterrupted from the Stone Age onwards (Jensen,
Munksgaard, and Ramskou, pp. 22–23, 36).
However, it is likely that a fair number of such springs were originally known
to have in-dwellers or at least wights who watched over them and dealt out
their might with the water, perhaps in the same manner that the Norns do with
Urðarbrunnr, Mímir with his own well, and the god/esses whose names were
given to springs do with those waters; and that, after the conversion, those local
spring-wights known to be the most weal-bringing were quickly forgotten as individuals as an alternative to allowing their demonization or partial demonization
by christianity to deny the folk around them all the good they brought.

4.8—Seal-folk and whales
As with mound-alfs and land-wights, there is often some overlap between the
dead at sea and the wights of the sea. In the Faroes, it is believed that seals are folk
who have deliberately drowned themselves, and are able to take off their sealskins
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and become human again at Twelfth Night, at which time, if the skin is stolen,
the seal must remain human (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, p. 264). The motif of the
seal-wife whose husband has won her by stealing her skin, and who escapes at last
(usually after bearing several children) when she gets into the chest where he has
locked it, is common throughout the British Isles and Scandinavia, although the
origin of seals as the suicidally drowned and the Yuletide metamorphosis is particularly Faroese. Whether that was the original belief, forgotten elsewhere over
time (as is quite possible; the Yuletide date of the transformation, as contrasted to
the Orcadian Midsummer or every spring-tide or ninth night, suggests a particular authenticity to the identification with the dead), or not, the belief in seal hideshifters is widespread and surprisingly well-documented: Marwick notes that, “In
1895 members of the Folklore Society were shown a slide of ‘Baubi Urquhart,
Shetland, the great-great-granddaughter of a seal-woman’” (p. 28). A seal-version
of the more common tales in which a human woman is seduced by an alf-man is
known from Orkney, in the ballad “The Grey (sometimes Great) Selkie of Sule
Skerry” (Sule Skerry is one of the smaller islands in the Orkney archipelago): a
woman has a son out of wedlock; the selkie (Orcadian/Scottish term for a sealperson) appears to her, giving her a present of money as her “nurse’s fee” and taking his child, but making the doleful prophecy that she shall marry a hunter who,
with his first shot, shall kill both the silkie and his son; one may compare also
Marwick’s citation (end of section 1.1) of the current Orcadian family descended
from a match between human woman and selkie man. Marwick notes that only
the larger seals, such as the grey seal, were considered to be folk in disguise; also
that, while sometimes it was needful to kill seals for survival, the folk of Orkney
and Shetland considered it ill-luck to do so (pp. 27–9).
There are direct associations between seals and the dead in Eyrbyggja saga: one
of the hauntings manifests as a tail like a cow’s tail, but covered in seal-hair (ch.
LIV, pp. 149–50); and the dead Thórgunna appears as a seal coming up through
the earth (ch. LIII, p. 147). Later Icelandic folklore identifies seals with the soldiers of Pharaoh drowned when Moses let the Red Sea cover his people’s escape
(Jón Árnason, I, 632, p. 629); post-conversion as this obviously is, it may recall
a genuine belief in seals as the souls of the drowned. In the late Thórsteins þáttr
bæjarmagns, in which Thórr’s deeds in the house of the etin Geirröðr have been
transferred to a fictional human hero, the ball of glowing iron is replaced with a
huge, red-hot seal’s head, again suggesting an otherworldly character to the animal, as does the marbendill’s seal-tail (section 4.3).
In the Icelandic tale of Red-Cap, a man who has received an alf-woman’s curse
leaps from a cliff into the sea and at once becomes a murderous whale, called
Red-Cap (Rauðhöfði) because of the distinctive patch of red colouring on his head
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(Jón Árnason, I, 83–84, pp. 81–82). Icelandic folklore includes a number of preternatural and generally ill-willing types of whale (Jón Árnason, I, pp. 625 ff.).34
It is possible that some of these whale-wights may, like Red-Cap and seals, have
at times been thought to have once been human—particularly the narwhale, the
name of which could mean either “corpse-whale” (from nár; its mottled graywhite colour and general shape are reminiscent of the colours and bloated form
of a drowned body) or “whale that approaches” (from ná, near; Jón Árnason
notes that narwhales are inclined to approach boats and are generally harmless to
humans—I, 631, p. 628. This is hardly surprising, since they are not particuarly
large whales and the male’s long tusk is the only tooth in the animal’s mouth—
Paine, p. 55). Etins are also called by whale-kennings (“whales of the dark-bone
of Haki’s land” = whales of the cliff, Haustlöng 16, North, pp. 70–71); “lava-field
whales”, Hymiskviða 36), which may be a simple reference to their size, or may
hold more significance, considering that animal-kennings for etins, humans, or
gods are quite rare. The name Hvalr, “whale”, is also listed as an etin-heiti (Jötna
heiti I, 2; Finnur Jónsson, Skjaldedigtning B I, p. 659).

4.9—The draug
The word draug in modern Norwegian is used both for a sea-wight and for a
drowned revenant. A like blending can be found in the Danish story of “The
Merman at Nissum”: a corpse is washed ashore and buried in the churchyard,
whereupon sand from all the beaches is blown inland. This goes on and keeps getting worse, until the local folk turn to a wise man for help. The wise man advises
them that the corpse is a merman, and the sand-drift has begun because he is
buried in hallowed ground. They must dig him up: if he has sucked his forefinger
far enough into his mouth to cover the second joint, there is nothing to be done,
but if not, he must be reburied in the sand dunes, and the drift will stop. When
exhumed, the merman had sucked his forefinger only to, but not over, the second
joint; they buried him in the sand-dunes, and the drifting stopped (Simpson,
34

The only surviving kennings for “whale” are “Viðblindi’s (or Víðblindi’s) boar” and
“Viðblindi’s swine” (Meissner, p. 116). Snorri lists the name Viðblindi/Víðblindi
among etin-heiti (Finnur Jónsson, B I, IV b, p. 655) and explains that it is the name
of an etin who angled for whales, but this is clearly a late justification for the kenning. If Víðblindi, “He who blinds against” or “Wide-Blinder” is, as seems likely, the
correct form (the alternative “Wood-Blinder” does not make much sense), it seems
more to have the character of an Óðinn-name (compare Helblindi, Gunnblindi, and
so forth), which in turn might suggest the transformation of the dead again.
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p. 240). This story shows an unusually clear blending of the sea-wight and the
undead. The sucking of the finger to cause external disaster is very similar to the
North German Nachzehrer (“after-devourer”; a plague vampire), whose chewing
on his own fingers and toes in the grave keeps the course of the plague running
until he is dug up and dealt with (Barber, p. 42); and the close geographic proximity of the two legends also suggests a likeness of being.
Wards against the draug include physical resistance, calling on the hallowed
dead as defenders, and—as with the alfs—putting human excrement on items to
keep a draug from touching them (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, pp. 266–269).
I am inclined to think that, just as some folk may, after burial, choose to dwell
as alfs in that border-realm between the Middle-Garth’s earth and the Otherworld;
others who have died in the ocean may become sea-wights. Seal-folk are generally
likely to be of good will towards humankind unless attacked; the ill-will of the
draug or merman may have something to do with the being of the ocean itself,
and something to do with the involuntary nature of their deaths.
The special danger of the drowned revenant shows up clearly in Eyrbyggja saga.
When Thóroddr and his men come back from Rán’s hall to sit dripping by the
fire, they are met with joy at first; but their very presence there, though they
mean no harm, seems to be the cause of a prolonged epidemic (chs. LIV-LV, pp.
148–52).

Chapter V
Light and Dark Alfs

5.1—Types of Alf
The word alf (álfr, elf ) is used for many sorts of wight: not only the Light Alfs,
Dark Alfs (mound-elves), and Swart Alfs (dwarves) that Grimm separates out of
German folklore and the Norse sources, but also different sorts of land-wights.
Simek cites the Anglo-Saxon compounds bergælfen and muntælfen (mountainalfs), dñnælf (downs-alf ), landælf (land-alf ), feldælf (field-alf ), waterælfen (wateralfs), sÞalfen (sea-alfs), and wuduælfen (wood-alfs—p. 73); the Saxons, in fact,
seem to have used ælf in much the same general way as the Norse used vættr.
Followers of the Elder Troth today, as seems to have been the case in Heathen
times, most often speak of the Light Alfs and Dark Alfs collectively as alfs, the
Swart Alfs as dwarves, and the rest of them as land-wights. However, there is also a
good bit of overlap between the alfs and dwarves: dwarf-names in Völuspá include
“Álfr”, “Gandálfr” (the alf with a wand/staff ), and “Vindálfr”, while Dáinn, who
teaches runes of might to the álfar in Hávamál, is also known as a dwarf. In fact,
the distinction between the races of alfs is often not an easy one to make, requiring much consideration (Motz, “Of Elves and Dwarves”, p. 93). It is unlikely that
our forebears themselves had an overwhelmingly clear sense of what characteristics constituted what type of alf. Even such apparent markers as the smith-craft of
the dwarves are not necessarily absolutes, as Völundr the smith is called “ruler of
alfs” three times in Völundarkviða, and the German dwarf-name Alberich means
simply “Elves’ ruler”.
Where differences are made clear in Heathen lore, they are generally between
dwarves and the other alfs collectively. In Álvíssmál, for instance, the languages
of alfs and dwarves are different, a distinction based largely on how they see the
world: for instance, to the alfs, the sky is “fair-roof ”, suggesting a clear and bright
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day, while to the sun-avoiding dwarves, it is “dripping-hall”, seen, at best, through
clouds and rain (st. 12). The word-hoard of the alfs gives a sight of a fair and
fruitful world above ground; that of the dwarves is closest to that of Hel’s dwellers
(Moberg, pp. 308–09).
The word “alf ” is likeliest to stem from a root meaning “white”, with the various suggestions of “gleaming” (as in the Anglo-Saxon man’s name Ælfbeorht—“alfbright” and adjective ælfsciÂne—“beautiful as an alf ”), and “white mist-form”
(de Vries, Wörterbuch p. 5). The latter reading may be tied to the mysterious
Nibelungen (“mist-folk”—ON Niflungar), who are a supernatural tribe in the
first part of Nibelungenlied but whose name is also attached to the Burgundian
royal house in the later half of the poem and in the Norse materials—perhaps by
assimilation through the character of Hagen/Högni, who, Thiðriks saga tells us,
was the son of an alf, and whose son, avenger, and the last surviving Burgundian
heir bears the name Niflungr (Völsunga saga, ch. XXXVIII, p. 180). This also suits
with their likeliness to appear in mist and/or at twilight or dawn (see discussion
in section 7.3). The other possible etymology has the alf-word stemming from the
Indo-European *rbhu and hence related to the Ribbhus, the gifted artisans of the
Vedas (Motz, pp. 94–95).

5.2—Alfs and like beings
Though we see little or nothing directly of the Light and Dark Alfs in the Eddas—
the dwarves are the only alf-kin that take an active part in the god-tales—the alfs
are clearly a holy folk, as the alliterative phrase “Ases and alfs” is often used in
the Poetic Edda. The question, “What is (the trouble?) with Ases? what is with
alfs?” (Völuspá 48) is also asked in Thrymskviða 7, showing that the happenings
of the two are closely bound. The land which Thórólfr Mostrarskeggi claimed
for worship, “was such a great holy stead, that he would let none defile the field,
neither with the blood of enmity, nor was it allowed there álfrek ganga (to drive
out the elves: to relieve oneself ”), and there was a skerry called Dirt-skerry for this
purpose”. Eyrbyggja saga, ch. IV, p. 10). The specific phrase used and the general
belief that excreting on holy ground defiled it, again, hints that the alfs and the
god/esses go closely together. As Turville-Petre points out, this same binding of
the two appears in the Anglo-Saxon charm “Against a Sudden Pain” (Wið Færstice)
in which the phrases “shot of Ases … shot of alfs … shot of hags” appear together
(Myth and Religion, p. 230)—though the context of the charm suggests rather that
the Ases had sunk to a level where they could be counted together with witches
and lesser wights, than that the alfs were seen as godly beings at the time the
charm was composed.
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In his Edda Snorri tells us that the Light Alfs are bright and shining, very fair
to look upon, which fits well with the first reading of the word’s etymology. The
Sun is also called “álfröðull” (glory of the alfs), which seems to suit largely with
the Light Alfs, as neither the Dark Alfs nor dwarves care for her light; according
to Alvíssmál, the alfs also name the Sun “Fair Wheel”. These alfs are closely tied
to Fro Ing, the lord of Álfheimr; as airy and bright wights, they may help in the
bringing of fair weather. The Freyr-name Yngvi is, on several occasions, linked
with the name Álfr: Yngvi and Álfr appear as brothers and grandsons of Dagr
(“Day”) in Ynglinga saga ch. 21; as brothers in Helgakviða Hundingsbana I; and
are listed together as dwarf-names in the “Dvergatal” section of Völuspá (st. 16),
which Motz considers to both reinforce the association of Freyr with the alfs and
of the alfs, or some of them, with brightness and the sun (p. 90). Grimm comments that, “Of the dwellings of light elves in heaven the folk-tales have no longer
anything to tell” (Teutonic Mythology, II, p. 454). It is also possible that the term
“Light Alf ” may have been a synonym for “god/ess”, with “alf ” being used poetically as a broad term for “spiritual being”. This is the sense in which Wagner uses
it in the Ring Cycle, setting the “Lichtalben” (gods) against the “Schwarzalben”
(dwarves) and “Licht-Alberich” (the Light Elf-Ruler = Wotan) against SchwarzAlberich (Alberich). Heathens today sometimes see the Light Alfs as godly messengers, bringing might down from the Ases’ Garth to the Middle Garth.
In later texts, the alfs often appear as malicious beings. In Grettis saga, the
etin Hallmundr recalls with pride that he has slain “þursar, óvættir, hamarsbúa,
meinvættir, álfa kind” (thurses, unwights, crag-dwellers, evil wights, and the kin
of alfs—ch. LXII< Sp. 204). The late romantic Bósa saga ok Herrauðs includes a
curse (thought to be much older than the saga—Motz, p. 122) calling on all sorts
of supernatural nasties—“Tröll ok álfar/ok töfranornir35/búar, bergrísir”—to burn
a house. A like stave (though meant for warding instead of cursing), which also
includes a sort of valkyrja among the óvættir, was found among the collection of
inscriptions at Bergen: “ristek: bot:runar: rist: ekbiarh: runar: eæn: faluiþ
aluom: tuiualtuiþ: trolom: þreualtiuiþ: þ—uiþenneskøþo: skah: valkyrriu” (Liestøl, p. 47)—probably: “I rist bettering-runes; I rist helping runes,
onefold against elves, twofold against trolls, threefold against thurse, against the
scatheing skag-valkyrja”. A direct formulaic relationship would seem unlikely. In
all these cases, rather, a post-Heathen spell deals indiscriminately with a number
of Heathen beings which are expected to cause trouble, in the latter case lumping
elves, trolls, and possibly a thurs (assuming that the single rune abbreviates a full

35

“Charm-norns”, from taufr, a magical item.
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writing of the runestave-name) together with the “scatheing skag-valkyrie” (an
unclear term, but probably carrying the same general sense of an untoward, but
mighty, female wight as is suggested by the töfranornir; the scathe-word is particularly worth marking in this context, as discussed in section 3.7). In Beowulf, the
elves are classed with Cain’s kin as relations of Grendel (lines 107 ff.).
The Anglo-Saxon charm spells include several wardings against elves or cures
for their woe-working (Storms, pp. 244–46), and sickness or death is often, in
Scandinavian folklore, the result of unwary dealings with them, as seen, for instance,
in the various versions of the “Herr Olaf ” ballad (discussed further below). This
perception probably stems from two main sources: the christian marginalization
of the Otherworldly wights with whom men dealt in the fields and woods, and
the realization that Otherworldly wights of all sorts must be approached with care
and courtesy—which may make a friend of a troll when applied correctly, or, if
ignored, make an enemy of the most well-disposed alf. It is also possibly the case
that the word “alf ”, like “troll”, could have sometimes been used even in Heathen
times, and even more likely in the two to four centuries immediately following
(from which time-period all the above formulae stem) as something of a generic
for supernatural wights: in the southern parts of Sweden, for instance, the näck
and other water-wights are all called alfs (Norlind, p. 80).

5.3—Cult of the alfs
The alfs had a very strong cult in the Viking Age; the Winternights feast was sometimes called álfablót (as well as dísablót and Freysblót). When the skald Sigvatr, a
christian converted by Óláfr inn digri, came to a farmhouse in late autumn, he
was told that he could not enter because the Alf-Blessing was being celebrated—as
a christian, he was presumably unwelcome at the family’s holy feast. We do not
know what sort of alfs were being hailed at this blessing, though the harvest-feast
date suggests that it is likeliest to have been the mound-alfs. The name Freysblót
for the feast, as well as its timing, suggests strongly that both the alfs and idises
were understood as bringers of fruitfulness to field and beasts. This understanding
was dimmed in later times, if not altogether lost. It is my suspicion that, under the
influence of christianity, the ancestral or mound-alfs who take an active interest
in their descendants’ well-being may have faded into or been conflated with the
tomte-beliefs, while the alf-word was relegated entirely to the less-familiar and
more dangerous of the elvish breed. One of the Norwegian names for the houseghost is haugbo (also appearing in Orkney dialect as hogboy)36—“howe-dweller”,
36

The Orcadian word is probably directly from Old Norse haugbúi (“howe-dweller”).
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or haugbonde, “howe-farmer”; and sometimes nissen or tomten are also said to
live in mounds on the land. Solheim suggests that the house-ghost was the first
owner of the farm, who dwells there as the embodiment of its prosperity—and
perhaps to make sure that things are done rightly by those who come after him
(“Gardvoren og senga hans”). This also suggests that the house-ghosts of modern
Scandinavian folklore may be much the same as, or at least close kin to, some of
the wights who were known as alfs in the Heathen era—the ancestral mounddwellers who look after their kin. This idea may also be strengthened by the fact
that the house-ghosts are always, with no recorded exceptions, male, which supports Turville-Petre’s male álfar/female dísir theory (discussed below).
Oddly, although the alfs are usually thought of as being tied to the Wanic
cult, Sigvatr tells us that the housewife told him “I am afraid of Óðinn’s wrath”
(Austrfararvísur, ca. 1019 C.E.), suggesting that Wodan, also, had a special relationship with them. Since Sigvatr was a first-generation convert, he is not likely
to have confused Óðinn with Freyr, (who would have seemed the likeliest god
to be offended by a christian presence at the harvest/slaughter feasting) or used
the name without reason. A few of the tales of Óðinn do bear a likeness to alftales, in particular, those tales where the god’s gifts are dealt with (Kroesen, pp.
308–09): the most notable of these appears in Hrólfs saga kraka in which, when
Hrólfr refuses the weapons the disguised god offers him, his luck leaves him and
he is killed soon after. More to the point in regards to the álfablót, those fruitfulness-aspects of Óðinn which survive in folk-tradition are largely tied either to the
harvest (de Vries, “Contributions”) or to the riding of the Wod-Host (de Vries,
“Wodan und die Wilde Jagd”), both of which fit with the timing of the álfablót.
Since the worship of the mound-dead has been carried out from the Stone Age
onward, the cult of the alfs is one of the oldest strands in the weave of the Elder
Troth. From the oldest times, that worship has been characterized by the offering
of food and drink to the howe-dwellers. In Kormáks saga, it is told how a badly
wounded man was instructed to put the blood and flesh of a steer on a hill in
which the alfs dwelt. Gifts of food and drink put on the howe nearest the house
at holy times, especially Yule, were known up through modern times (Feilberg,
Jul, II, p. 20); it is quite likely that in older days this was done whenever there was
need. Even the offerings of slain beasts survived into the nineteenth century: in
1909, a 40-year-old farmer in Raundalen (Voss, Norway) declared that when his
father died, the family had slaughtered a heifer for the mound-dweller (Marwick,
p. 40).
In the Bronze Age, many holy stones were marked with small round depressions, now called alf-cups; till modern times, again, offerings were poured or set
into these little holes in the rock. Their original use was probably for offering-liq-
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uids; up through modern times, milk, beer, and butter or fat were commonly put
in them, also twigs, flowers, and copper coins were left on such stones by young
girls asking for luck in love (Olrik and Ellekilde, pp. 344–46). A similar custom
was recorded from Orkney in 1833 regarding a wight called “Wilkie” for whom
two burial mounds, “Wilkie’s Knowes”, were named: “… there is a tradition prevalent that all the natives of Westray were in the habit of dedicating to him daily a
certain proportion of milk. The milk was poured into a hole in the centre of one
of the tumuli” (J. Paterson, in a letter on Orkney antiquities, cited by Marwick, p.
40). Marwick goes on to mention that, “If the offering (to Wilkie) was neglected,
goods might disappear, cattle sicken, or houses become haunted.”
A stone with an offering hollow in it was also found at the excavation of the
hof at Þyril, the home of Thórsteinn gullknappr. According to Harðar saga, when
Thórsteinn stood in his hof with his deadly foe Indriði outside, he prayed to the
stone that he was used to worshipping, and Indriði heard a voice from the stone
speaking a stave that told Thórsteinn that he was about to be slain—which he was
(ch. XXXVIII, pp. 90–92). Whether Thórsteinn had brought an ancient alf-stone
with him to Iceland, found one with a natural hollow and in-dwelling wight,
or made the hollow in order to offer to the wight within (or even invited it?) is
uncertain, although Thórhallur Vilmundarson and Bjarni Vilhjálmsson suspect
the first (Harðar saga, pp. 91–92, note 1).
Those true folk of today who do not live near Germanic Heathen howes can
chip or grind small cup-shaped depressions into whatever rocks are near their
homes so as to make offerings of a like sort to the alfs. Earth-fast stones (large
boulders with their roots deep in the ground) were favoured in the Bronze Age
and are probably best, having a considerable might of their own, but moveable
boulders were also used.

5.4—Dark Alfs or Mound-Alfs
We know far more about the Dark Alfs, or mound-alfs, than about the Light Alfs.
It is clear from both Norse sources and Scandinavian folklore that the Dark Alfs
are usually dead folk, especially those ghosts dwelling in the howe. One of the
many Norwegian kings named Óláfr, after his burial, was thought to bring fruitfulness and good to his kingdom even from the howe, and therefore was called
“Geirstaðaálfr”, the Elf of Geirstaðr. As mentioned earlier, the Old Norse word
álfkarl (male elf ) was taken over in Irish as alcaille, “ghost of the dead” (de Vries,
Wörterbuch, p. 6), which emphasizes Turville-Petre’s theory that the álfar were the
male ancestors, the dísir the female (discussed further below). In Hávamál, when
Óðinn is speaking of those who teach runes to the various folks, he says, “Óðinn
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among the Æsir, but Dáinn for the alfs, Dvalinn for the dwarves …” The name
“Dáinn”, also a dwarf-name, simply means “Dead One”. Before making too sharp
a distinction between the races of alfs, one should, however, give some serious
consideration to Lotte Motz’s opinion that, “fundamental to the special quality
of elves is the duality of the race with a habitation in the sky and a stated relation
to light in one branch … and with a fully felt stream of raw power discharged by
those elves only who dwell in and on the earth” (pp. 101–02). It does not do to
forget that Freyr has aspects of the deep earth, of the mound-king and forebeargod as well as the shining figure riding his gold boar through the air; both aspects
of the alfs fall within the range of his might.
Turville-Petre suggests that the álfar may have been manly counterparts to the
womanly dísir—the dead men of the clan, as the dísir were the dead women—and
this has often been taken up by true folk today, Freyr and the alfs being called on
together with Freyja and the idises. Aside from Óláfr, there is no reason to think
of the mound-alfs as being necessarily manly: women were buried in howes as
often as men, and individual alfs are not seen often enough in Norse sources for us
to know whether they are likely to have been of one sex or not. However, it may
be that the actual words, while referring to the same wights, were indeed distinguished by gender in the Viking Age. Certainly álfr is a masculine word and dís
is feminine, so, at least regarding their use in the cult of the dead, the two could
quite easily have been polarized. Turville-Petre supports this theory by mentioning that, according to Heiðreks saga, “the woman who reddened the altar during
the dísablót was called Álfhildr; she was daughter of Álfr, king of Álfheimr” (Myth
and Religion, p. 231). Since the source is relatively late, antiquarian consistency
might have changed dísablót to álfablót, or Álfhildr’s name to one of the many
names with “dís” as an element, but this did not take place, suggesting that a tradition may have been reported accurately. The identification of “Álfr” as king of
Álfheimr shows an interesting double etymology/symbolic etymology: as a man’s
name, the Old Norse Álfr is derived, not from *albh, but from *Aþawulfar (“noble
wolf ”, cognate to Anglo-Saxon Æðwulf, German Adolf, and so forth—de Vries,
Wörterbuch, p. 6); however, the Norse were clearly also aware of the use of the
name as a sign of an alf-nature.
If such a distinction did indeed exist during Heathen times, it was lost later, and
all the mound-folk called alfs; in Swedish folklore, in fact, the beings called alfs
are significantly more often women than men (Norlind, p. 81), but Scandinavian
folk ballads offer tales which suggest that these alf-women still acted as the idises
(in their darker shape) could. One of the oldest Danish ballads, “Herr Oluf Han
Rider”, tells of a man who rides through a grove where elf-folk were dancing on
his wedding-eve. One of the women asks him to dance with her, but he refuses.
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She strikes him over the heart; he rides home to his betrothed, and the two of
them are dead by the next morning (Grundtvig, pp. 112–19). In the Icelandic
“Ólafur liljurós” (collected in Thórunn Björnsdóttur, Hvað er svó glatt), the alfwoman asks the man to dwell in the hill with them; he refuses on the grounds
that he is a christian. She asks him for a kiss, which he gives “half-heartedly” (with
half-hugr); she stabs him with her knife, mortally wounding him. As spoken of
under “Idises”, such bidding and its consequences are typical: one way or another,
the chosen man will join the Otherworldly woman in death. Alfs are known for
dancing, and rings of mushrooms or the dark rings they leave in the grass are
thought to be where the alf-dance has left its traces (Olrik and Ellekilde, p. 275).
Their dance-rings are always around a burning light, clear, blue, green (Norlind,
p. 83), or red (“Óláfur liljurós”): such lights are characteristic of the dwellings,
dances, and processions of the alfs all over the Germanic world.

5.5—The alf-ride
The alfs are often seen riding in procession, particularly on holy days. According
to Danish folklore, one who sits under an elder tree on Midsummer’s Eve will
see the King of Elfland (Freyr, ruler of Álfheimr, perhaps?) riding by with all his
train (Grieves, p.266). As with the keeping of Yule, it is likely that such ridings
often serve a hallowed purpose, spreading blessing through the land in a manner
like that of the Nerthus- and Freyr-wain procession. In Iceland, the alfs also fulfill
some of the functions of the Wod-Host: the álfareið is more likely to take place in
the winter, especially around Yule, and is dangerous to see or to come near. Here,
again, we see the difficulty of making a clear distinction between the alfs and the
dead: the álfareið in Iceland bears the same wild might from the Otherworld to
the Middle-Garth that is brought elsewhere by Wodan and his train, the wild
might which is characteristic of the riding dead in their Yuletide freedom. One
account has the álfareið, on New Year’s Eve, chasing down a man who has previously drawn the alfs’ interest, with the song,
Ríðum ok ríðum
það rökkvar í hlíðum
ærum og færum
hinn arma af vegi
svo að hann eigi
sjái sól á degi,
sól á næsta degi”
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(We ride and we ride/it darkens on the slopes/we run wild and bear/the wretch
from the path/so that he may not/see sunlight at day/sun on the next day” (Jón
Árnason, I, p. 33, # 31–4). The slightly varied repetition of the last line is typical
for verses spoken by the Icelandic dead from saga-times (cf. Gunnar of Hliðarend’s
posthumous stave, Brennu-Njáls saga, ch. LXVIII, p. 172), to modern times
(“Móðir mín í kví, kví”—Jón Árnason, I, #225, pp. 217–18), strengthening the
likeness to the Wod-Host.
In general, when alf-rides or dances are seen in the summertime, they are less
likely to be as dangerous (assuming that one is careful about neither offending nor
getting too closely involved) as in the wintertime; it is possible that the turning
of the seasons may shape the being of the alfs themselves. The Yule procession
can be seen by sitting out at a crossroads, but one who does this should take great
care not to speak to the alfs or (and this is an exception to the normal rule about
accepting gifts from them) accept any of the presents, food, or drink with which
they may try to tempt one.37
Of all wights, the mound-folk are especially interested in human babies, whom
they will steal if they can, leaving changelings in their place (further discussion in
section 8.1). According to folk belief, they can breed, but this is rare and difficult,
and there are several tales of human women called to midwife alf births.

5.6—Alfs and humans—perils of interaction
Alfs, like trolls, etins, and god/esses, can mate with humans. This happens often in
Scandinavian folklore. From the late heathen/early mediæval period, perhaps the
most notable example is Högni (Hagen) of Thiðriks saga. According to the saga,
he was the son of an alf and Queen Grímhildr, “gray as ash, and sallow as bast,

37

Jón Árnason gives a more elaborate ritual for sitting out in order to see and gain rede
from the unseen worlds: while the rite is stated to be for the dead, he also gives a less
complete summary of the same manner of sitting-out for the alfs (I, #123, p. 118).
One who would sit out should take with him or her a gray cat, a gray sheepskin with
its fleece on, the hide of a walrus or old bull, and an axe. The crossroads’ four paths
should lead straight to four churches. One should lie on the crossroads, spread the
hide over and under oneself so that none of one’s body can be seen. One should hold
the axe in one’s hand staring at the edge of it, looking neither right to left whatever
appears, and not answer if one is spoken to. First the dead of one’s kin, if any are
buried in the four kirkyards, will pass by and tell all one wishes about past and future
happenings through many generations; but he or she must lie absolutely still until
dawn, without speaking a single word (I, #436–37, pp. 422–23).
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and pale as a dead man”, easily mistaken for a troll in a dim light. The belief that
Hagen was the son of an alf may have come to Scandinavia through the original
German source for both Thiðriks saga and Nibelungenlied (though, as mentioned
above, the Níflungar/Burgundian association suggest the possibility of an older
connection which, like Siegfried’s spear-death, was lost in the Norse but retained
in the German materials); but the description is typically Norse. There are a number of later folk stories of men who are seduced by alf women (and father children
on them), and of brides who are stolen by the alfs on their wedding day. There
are also stories of men who cast steel over their elvish lovers to bind them to the
Middle-Garth so that they can marry them.
Folk who spend time with the alfs often come back mad, or at the very least
sorrowful and wandering in their wits. The expression “taken into the mountain”
was used whenever someone underwent a sudden psychological change, which
was often associated with getting lost in the mountains or woods. The ringing
of church bells was thought to force the alfs to let their captives go (Kvideland
& Sehmsdorf, Scandinavian Folk Belief and Legend, p. 212). Simek tells us that
the German “Erlkönig”, on whom Goethe’s ballad (set as a song by Schubert) is
based, “originates from an incorrect translation of Herder’s who misunderstood
the Danish elverkonge (‘elf-king’) to be Erlenkönig (‘alder-king’), but attributed to
it some of the darker attributes of elves (Dictionary, p. 74); that is, trying to lure a
child away, then taking it by force, leaving a corpse behind.
The theme of a person who spends a short time in the alf-hill, only to find
that a lifetime or more has passed when they come back to the Middle-Garth
(common in tales of the sidhe) is also found in Scandinavia. In the Danish version, a woman leaves her wedding-feast to join the mound-alfs’ dance and dances
a round; when she comes back, she recognises no one, until an old woman hears
her laments and says, “So it was you who disappeared an hundred years ago, at
my grandfather’s brother’s wedding!”, at which point she drops dead (Simpson, p.
207). A Swedish variant on the same theme has a man fulfilling an oath to invite
a dead friend to his wedding; the living and the dead men leave the party, whereupon the dead man shows the live one through the land of the dead. The live man
falls asleep, and when he wakens he finds he had been sleeping for seven hundred
years (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, pp. 90–91). The border between the realm of
the mound-alfs and the realm of the dead is hard to find, if it can be found at all;
but the borders between both and the Middle-Garth are perilous for the living to
cross.
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5.7—Alf-shot and alf-sickness
Alfs are well-known for “alf-shot”—little invisible arrows which cause effects in
humans and cattle ranging from sudden sharp pains, local swellings, and inexplicable wasting sicknesses to bone cancer and even death. Lumbago and arthritis are
especially thought of as the result of alf-shot. This belief is common throughout
the Northern world, with forms of the word appearing in all Germanic dialects
(together with the similar “troll-shot”, “witch-shot”, and “dwarf-shot”); it probably stems from the eldest times. There are a number of charms against such preternatural shot. There is a simple version from Sweden:
If you shoot one, I shoot two,
If you shoot two, I shoot three,
If you shoot three, I shoot four,
If you shoot four, I shoot five,
If you shoot five, I shoot six,
If you shoot six, I shoot seven,
If you shoot seven, I shoot eight,
If you shoot eight, I shoot nine,
If you shoot nine, I shoot ten,
If you shoot ten, I shoot eleven,
And you none!

(Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, p. 142). This charm can be strengthened by firing
a gun or arrow (or, if neither is available, casting an arrow-shaped stone) over
the person or animal injured as the chant finishes; this draws the shot out and
returns it to its originator. For a more persistent case, I recommend the charm
Wiþ Færstice (Against a Sudden Pain), the text and translation of which can be
found in G. Storms’ Anglo-Saxon Magic. In addition to elf-shot, the Anglo-Saxon
leech-books also give a magical-medicinal cure for “water-elf disease”, which is
thought to refer to chicken-pox or measles (Griffiths, pp. 193–94). In Småland
in the seventeenth century, it was thought that one could heal oneself of an “elfblast” (elves were thought to “blow” sickness into humans) by scraping gold, silver, and tin into a glass of drink; it was more lately believed that a man who had
lived through snakebite could blow out the alf-blast by blowing through a dry
nettle-stalk (Olrik and Ellekilde, p. 276).
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5.8—Ælfsiden, demonic possession, and the Anglo-Saxon ælf
The Anglo-Saxon materials contain a good deal on alf-sicknesses. Here it should
be marked that, since these texts were written after the conversion of England,
there is a very strong tendency to either darken the character of the alfs or emphasize their darker side. Further, not only is much of the surviving vocabulary and
the information about it is in Anglo-Saxon glosses on Latin texts, meaning that
the definitions are approximate at best. A good number of the surving alf-references outside the glosses are in medical (or quasi-medical) books, which, in a
christian setting in which the alfs could not be called upon for helping the sick,
likely means that a disproportionate amount of what knowledge we have is in
regards to the role of the alfs in harming the sick.
The word ælfsiden (alf-seiðr) is apparently used as a rough equivalent of
“demonic possession” (North, Heathen Gods, pp. 54–55). North also associates
this with a gloss for epilepsy, “wan-seōc”, which he translates as “made sick by
the Vanir”, interpreting both as referring to the sexual license/ecstatic experience
of the Nerthus/Freyr procession (pp. 44 ff.). However, considering the Heathen
understanding of seiðr as a magically-caused disorder of the mind and/or soul, and
indeed the association of both seiðr and alfs with the Vanir, it seems more reasonable to accept ælfsiden as a straightforward description of the spells of woe that
the alfs can cast on human consciousness (while, though North’s interpretation of
wan-seōc looks good at first glance, wan-is an extremely common negative prefix
in Old English and has nothing to do with the Vanir; one would have to accept
the Vanic element in wan-seōc as a singular usage in the face of the vast number
of examples of the normal uses of wan-). The use of the word in the gloss suggests
that it was a word the meaning of which was already well-known, rather than
being made up for the occasion: “alf-seiðr”, in fact, seems quite an accurate term
for most of the punishments the alfs of Nordic folktales and mediaeval ballads
inflict when they are angered—their wrath striking first at the mind and/or soul,
leading shortly to physical illness and sometime to death.
North argues that the contexts in which ælf is used suggest that the word is
always better translated as “demon” than as “elf ” (p. 52), and that the first elements in the Ælf-names, in particular, should be translated as “demon”, with
these “demon”-compounded names being given to children as a sort of protective inoculation (p. 54). While the christian Anglo-Saxons undoubtedly did, at
least in theory, necessarily class the alfs and all the heathen deities as demonic,
the “inoculation” idea seems extremely unlikely. It is far more plausible that the
ælf-names (Ælfgifu, “Alf-Gift”, Ælfrǽd, “Alf-Rede, Ælfnōþ, “Alf-Courage”, Ælfwin
“Alf-Friend”, and Ælfbeorht “Alf-Bright”, among others) were retained out of a the
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intrinsic conservatism of most naming conventions: some of these names (Alfred,
Alvin, Albert) still linger today, long after the general English belief in alfs as
helpful wights or demons has died out. In early Anglo-Saxon times, that conservatism would have been made even stronger by the ingrained Germanic custom of
repeating names and name-elements in the family line, and allowing the folk-culture to hold the memory of an original close and good relationship between alfs
and humans in the English tradition (however it was fouled by christianity later).
The use of the alf-word to translate demonic possession was almost certainly
a makeshift, since there really is no native Anglo-Saxon word which corresponds
exactly to “demon”. Lacking the convenient Norse generic for magic/frequently
woe-willing beings, “troll” (and the accompanying adjective trollaukinn and verb
trylla; see sections 2.2 and 8.3), ælf was probably as close as the Anglo-Saxon
language and culture could come to expressing the sense of a supernatural being
which could interfere directly with human consciousness, often in an unfriendly
manner, while “alf-seiðr” seems as good a translation of “demonic possession”
as can be imagined in un- or lightly-christianized Anglo-Saxon. Further, as the
English grew further away from their native culture and Latin education spread,
it may well be that the glosses worked in a backward manner; that in the later
centuries of the Anglo-Saxon era, the “demonic” terminology came to define the
ælf-word to some degree.
In these regards, Griffiths argues for the darker aspect of the alfs, especially
regarding their magical arrows, being taken up into the Anglo-Saxon imagery of
demons. He suggests that “the aggressive, human-harming aspect of elves, as disease-causers or (to give them their formal title) ‘projectile-discharging supernatural beings,’ comes from a fusion of elf and demon, in a Christian context, and
relates to a strict dichotomy of good and evil typical of Christianity” (pp. 51–52),
as contrasted to the more individualistic and practical morality of the Germanic
folks.

5.9—Alfs as Friends and Healers
The alfs get along well with humans at least as often as they do harm; indeed a
great deal more so, in the usual way, so long as they are treated as is fitting with
offerings of milk or ale (as is the way in southern Sweden and Norway), silver
or other wrought metal (the northerly half of Sweden—Olrik and Ellekilde, p.
278), or greater things if a special favour is needed. As Kormáks saga shows, the
alfs can heal even very severe injuries as well as they can do harm, should they be
asked nicely. In parts of Sweden, it was the custom to make a blanket of a baby’s
own linen, in which are folded the child’s first-cut hair, fingernail, and toenail
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clippings, to give over to the alfs, who then would ward the child through their
magic; such blankets were often laid upon stones carved with alf-cups (Olrik and
Ellekilde, pp. 277, 344).
Tales abound of folk who have done favours for the alfs and are well-rewarded
for it. As mentioned in section 1.1, if offered a gift by them, especially in payment
for services done, it is far safer to take it than to refuse it. Food and drink are
quite common; there is also a recurring theme of an alf-gift which seems worthless
(dead leaves, wood-shavings, and such) turning into gold38—quite the opposite
of the Celtic belief in “fairy gold” which looks valuable, but is actually something
worthless.
Alfs can be seen through knot-holes (elf-bore), holes made by an alf-shot in an
animal’s hide (Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, II, p. 461), and probably natural holes
in stones, which were thought to be especially magical.

5.10—Alf-names and by-names
Magnus Olsen makes the interesting observation that many alf-names are very
similar to human by-names: Faksa from faxi (“mane”), Glora from glóra (to glare
like a cat’s eyes); Skrika from skríkr (twitterer; cognate to English shriek), and so
forth. In regards to this, he quotes an old farmer’s words to a friend regarding an
alf the old man had met: “When you come upon an alf, so you ken yourself that
you know not where you are”. The alfs, Olsen suggests, as contrasted to humans,
are self-defined by their being and complete in it (pp. 50–51).
In this context, we may also consider the fact that the use of by-names for
humans declined after the conversion, to a significant degree for men (one in five
compared to one in four) and an extremely significant degree for women (18.3
% of the smaller total as contrasted to 24.3 % of the larger total), with those
few female by-names that occurred afterwards being contemptuous rather than
respectful (Jón Steffensen, p. 182); and the type of by-names that disappeared
were almost wholly based on preternatural characteristics: Blót-, gandr, inn hamrammnar (the hide-mighty), inn rammni (suggests a type of soul-might that must
38

Like tales are told in regards to the Wod-Host/Wild Hunt, both of Perchte/Frau
Gauden (Perchte offers wood-chips as wages to a man who has helped her; he
refuses, but the one that gets caught in his shoe has become a gold piece when he
gets home—Grimm, I, p. 276; in another case, the gold begins as the droppings of
Frau Gauden’s hounds) and of “Wod” (the Wild Hunter fills a man’s boot with the
blood and meat from his hunt and gives him a stag’s hindquarter; the boot’s contents
become gold and the hindquarter silver—Grimm, III, p. 925).
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have been particularly Heathen in character, since it was no longer used after the
conversion; see also the discussion of Steinrøðr inn rammni in ch. VII), spaki or
spaka (spae-wise), gyðja, völva, and so forth (Steffensen, pp.184 ff.). We may guess
that, like the alfs, if to a lesser degree, Heathen folk were capable of self-definition
and manifestation of their might in a manner that faded (though was never lost in
Iceland, but continues, if in a lesser form, to this day) after the conversion.

Chapter VI
Swart Alfs (Dwarves)

6.1—Origins and being of the dwarves
Norse literature tells us more about the Swart Alfs, or dwarves, than about the
other sorts of alf. According to Snorri, the dwarves were made from the maggots
crawling in Ymir’s corpse when the Middle-Garth was shaped, though Völuspá 9
has them shaped by the dróttin (probably Óðinn) out of blood and bone.39 Four
dwarves, Norðri (North), Austri (East), Suðri (South) and Vestri (West), hold up
the sky—the dome of Ymir’s skull. These dwarves are sometimes called on today
in warding the quarters of the holy ring, by those who feel that they just have to
have quarter-warders.40 Alice Karlsdottir’s reading of the tale of the Brísingamen
also has them as the four forgers of the Frowe’s necklace (who are not named in
Snorra Edda, but are given the names Alfrigg, Dvalinn, Berlingr, and Grerr in
Sörla þáttr, Flateyjarbók I, p. 275).
The word “dwarf ” itself has been variously etymologized as stemming from
Indo-European *dhuer-(damage), Old Indian dhvaras (demonic being), and IndoEuropean *dreugh (the root of “dream”, but also of the German Trug, “deception”). The last reading fits best with the meaning of their ruler Dvalinn’s name,
“deluder”. Simek mentions that “the origin of the concept of dwarves is either to
be found in nature spirits or else in demons of death … (but) Nature spirits are

39

40

Probably Ymir’s; the alliterating but varied names given are Brímir and Bláinn, the
former an etin-name and the latter suggesting a corpse.
The whole idea comes from ceremonial magic, from which it was borrowed by the
creators of Wicca, and seems to have crept from both directions into much of modern pagan/magical practice as a whole.
-72-
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probably more likely to be elves. However, it is possible that there was a mixture
of concepts” (Dictionary, pp. 68–69).
The relationship of dwarves with dreams and delusion has led today to the
understanding that their land, Swart-Alf Home, is mirrored in the human soul
by the subconscious, the realm of shadows where thoughts are forged into being.
The wide variety of dwarf-names fits well with this understanding. For almost
every dwarf-name, an opposite can be found: Sólblindi (“sun-blind”) set against
Dellingr (“glowing”, associated with the dawn) and Ljómi (“brightness”); Sviðr
(“wise”) against Tóki (“fool”); Ingi (“lordly”) and Víli (“drudge”); Thrasir (“raving”) and Uni (“calm”), and so forth. This great range shows the breadth and
depth of Swart-Alf Home.
Dwarves are more than occasionally seen as thieves, as the names Alþjófr (‘AllThief ’) and ‘Hléþjófr’ (‘Mound-Thief ’) suggest. This appears in the German
tradition as well: in the German-derived Thiðriks saga, Álfaríkr (Alberich) is
described as ‘the great stealer’ (Reichborn-Kjennerud, p. 281), and Grimm cites a
number of examples of thieving dwarves (II, pp. 465 ff.). Likewise, dwarves can
be treacherous. The tale of the murder of Kvasir in order to make Óðrærir (Snorra
Edda, Skáldskaparmal chs. 57–58, pp. 216–24) is typically dwarvish, both in the
way the deed is done and in the craft which transmutes Kvasir’s wise blood to the
poetic mead; and it is just as typical that their treasure is wrested from its makers by direct force. The names of the two slayers/brewers are fitting to their deed:
Fjallar may mean “hider” or “deceiver” (Orchard, p. 190), and Galarr is “singer”
or “galdor-singer” (de Vries, Wörterbuch, p. 152).
In folk tradition, the dwarves usually appear to be old, with long gray beards;
they are commonly described as short and gnarled, but powerful. Interestingly,
as Orchard notes, the Old Norse sources do not suggest their small stature, nor
do most of their names in general; Norse dwarf-names include Fullangr, “fulltall” or “tall enough”41 and Hár, “high one” (Dictionary, pp. 35, 190). However,
the Anglo-Saxon dweorg was used to gloss, for instance, pygmaeus (Griffiths, p.
54), and the Norse dwarf-lists also include Nóri and Patti, both of which mean
“little scrap”, suggesting that the small size was at least sometimes part of the
early Heathen view of the dwarves. A few dwarf-names, such as Skáfiðr (“crooked
Finn”), Skáværr (“crooked”), and Bömburr (“tubby”) do also hint at a certain
physical ungainliness on occasion.

41

And suggesting “very tall”; cf. the largest of the strength-testing stones at Djúpalón,
Iceland, called “Fullsterkur”—full strength—which weighs 341 lbs. (Perrottet, p.
239).
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Often dwarves in folklore wear red caps, which make them invisible to human
folk; the Tarnkappe of the Nibelungenlied, which had the same power, was also
a dwarfish product, and part of the Nibelungen-hoard guarded by the dwarf
Alberich (Alf-Ruler). In the Norse version of the story, the magical cap from the
dwarf ’s hoard was the ægishjálmr (Helm of Awe), which made shape-changing
possible and terrified the foes of the one who wore it. In Norwegian folk-tradition, descriptions vary: in Nordland, they have light blue clothes, broad-brimmed
hats, and gold belts; in Bindal they wear black, and in Skjersted the dwarf wears a
helm instead of a hat. In Sunmore, dwarves appear in gray wadmal (shaggy wool)
with a little round hat (Reichborn-Kjennerud, p. 283).
Again like trolls, dwarves are turned to rock by the light of the sun; Thonar
gets rid of his daughter’s dwarfish suitor Alvíss by distracting him with questions
until daylight strikes him, a theme otherwise typical of troll-tales both in Norse
poetry (cf. Helgakviða Hjörvarðssonar) and Icelandic folk-tales. They can, however,
fare above ground by daylight in the form of stags; the four stags that chew at the
World-Tree’s bark all have dwarf-names, and may indeed be North, East, South,
and West in their daylight shapes. The dwarf Andvari, keeper of the Rhine’s hoard,
took the shape of a great pike, and the Old English charm against dwarves also
(possibly; see section 6.7) may describe a dwarf in the form of a spider. Grimm
cites the Swedish term dvergsnät (dwarf ’s net) for a cobweb (II, p. 471).
Though there are no records of ‘dvergablót’ (unless they, as members of the
alf-kin as a whole, were also worshipped at the álfablót; but that seems unlikely),
there are a number of dwarf-compounded place-names in Norway: Dverberg
(dwarf-mountain), Dvergsdalen (dwarf ’s dale), Dvergsnes (dwarf ’s headland),
Dvergsøya (dwarf ’s island), Dvergsten (dwarf-stone), among others. In Iceland is
the Dvergasteinn in Seydisfjörð, and on Orkney is the Dwarfie Stone (ReichbornKjennerud, pp. 282–83). The folk were certainly aware of their presence, and may
have sometimes made gifts at these places in the same way as they did to worship the land-wights. However, the dwarves seem to hold themselves apart from
humans, and indeed from other beings, to a considerably greater degree than do
the other alfs and most other wights, though they seem to prefer living in some
sort of dwarven community (often as groups or pairs of brothers) to being alone.
It is rare, though not unknown, to see a single dwarf, and the two most notable
instances, Alvíss and Andvari, are unusual as dwarves go: Alvíss is the only one
we see making the faring to Ásgarðr, and Andvari, as spoken of below, is the only
water-dwarf in the lore.
Völuspá 48 gives a clear picture of the dwarves’ stubborn self-containment,
even in the face of Ragnarök:
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Hvat er með ásom, hvat er með álfom?
gnýr allr iötunheimr, æsir ro á þingi;
stynia dvergar fyr steindurom,
veggbergs vísir—vitoð ér enn, eða hvat?

(“What is with the Æsir, what is with the alfs? All Etinheim roars, the Æsir are at
Thing; the dwarves stand before stone doors, princes of the cliff-wall—would you
know more, or what?”).
Unlike the alf-word, which is common in both Old Norse and Anglo-Saxon
names, the dwarf-word is never used in personal names. This fits with the lack of
a dwarf-cult to match the alf-cult or cults: just as the dwarfs are not sought after
for help with fruitfulness, luck, and so forth, they are also not called on to bless
children, nor are their likenesses or gifts much desired for children, as the various
alf-names referring to both appearance and ability suggest was the case with the
alfs.
The understanding of the dwarves as inclined to keep to themselves is strengthened by a consideration of Scandinavian folk-tales. While there is a fair bit of folklore about the dwarves, the Nordic stories which describe Otherworldly wights
dealing with humans almost never seem to mention them: it is always trolls, alfs,
or house-ghosts that take part to help or harm humans in Scandinavian accounts.
Despite the appearance of several dwarf-compounded place-names in Icelandic
folktales, the stories connected with them have no demonstrable relationship to
dwarves: they are either alf-tales or mentioned because notable folk dwelt there
(Jón Árnason I, pp. 46, 332, 587; III, 17). Further, only five dwarf-place-names
are listed in Jón Árnason’s compendium, as compared to twenty-five alf-compounded place-names (VI, pp. 183, 192).
Almost all, if not all, of the folktales in which dwarves appear come from
Germany—perhaps because both the terms “troll” and “land-wight” are unknown
there, so that German berg-dwellers are inevitably identified as either giants or
dwarves. Dwarves were also very popular figures in the Middle German romances,
though, by and large, these are far more fiction than folklore.
In a like vein, it should be marked that when dwarves appear in the sagas, it is
almost always in the fornaldarsögur: either in the context of the oldest legends or
of the latest fantasy-sagas, both written down towards the end of the saga-writing age. This is not to suggest in any way that dwarves were not part of Heathen
belief: they are firmly placed as significant denizens of the Otherworld in both
Eddic and skaldic poetry of the Heathen era. It does, however, emphasize that
human interaction with them was neither common nor sought (by either side)
in the usual course of events. The author of Sörla þáttr states, speaking of the
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most ancient of days (when, according to the euhemeristic viewpoint and false
etymology favoured by Snorri and his successors, the Æsir were human beings
who dwelt in Asia), that “(the dwarves) had more to do with humankind than
now” (Flateyjarbók I, p. 275)—which is more accurately interpreted as suggesting
that the dwarves are more accessible from the god-worlds and in godly time than
from the Middle-Garth. In the very appropriate words of C.S. Lewis (admittedly
a christian allegorist, but familiar enough with Germanic literature to be on-target
in this instance), “The Dwarves are for the Dwarves”.
In this context, it seems rather odd that Loki, whose being is so unlike that of
the dwarves, should be not only the one who speaks to them on the gods’ behalf,
but able to ask them for great favours or make wagers with them, as he does in
the tale of Sif ’s hair. The explanation for this may lie in a Danish artifact from
Snaptun, now in the Prehistoric Museum at Moesgård: a soapstone bellows-guard
(protects the bellows from the heat of the forge) graven with a face whose lips are
barred with a number of vertical lines—probably Loki with his mouth sewn shut,
his payment for losing his wager. While there has been a huge amount of argument over the question of whether or not Loki is a fire-wight, it seems to me that
this use of his image is the most solid piece of evidence in favour of that understanding; we may note also that his interference with the heating of the forge is
the cause of Mjöllnir’s short handle. The Loki bellows-guard suggests that, while
smiths knew they could not wholly trust Loki, they also knew that they needed
his flame; and that were as true for dwarvish smiths as for those of the MiddleGarth.
Unlike the alfs and many other wights, the dwarves do not seem to either
migrate or make processions. This steadfastness is likely due to both their secluded
character and their essential being: deep-dwellers in stones and bergs far from
humankind, they are not touched by the shifting of seasons, nor are they often
endangered by human crowds or christian efforts to drive them from their homes.
Inasmuch as they are further from the Middle-Garth than are land-wights or most
alfs, it is also perhaps harder for the shifting tides of the earth, human or otherwise, to move them (see discussion in section 7.1).
The dwarves are the keepers of all the wealth within the earth, and do not
necessarily appreciate humans taking that wealth out: most mining communities
have legends of ill-willing wights who cut ropes and weaken shorings. Those who
work with metals and stones, as well as hailing the dwarves for crafts, would do
well to give them the occasional payment for this sake. In Norway, clear quartz
is often called dvergestein (dwarf-stone), dvergnagle (dwarf-nail), or dvergdrope
(dwarf-drop); and the smooth planes of quartz crystals were thought to have been
cut by dwarf-knives (Reichborn-Kjennerud, p. 287).
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The belief that dwarves lust madly for gold, which has soaked so deeply into
the modern mythos of dwarves from Tolkien to Terry Pratchett, is not really supported by the overall body of Norse dwarf-lore. My guess is that Tolkien started it
based on Andvari’s hoard and Reginn’s efforts to claim it from his wyrm-brother
Fáfnir (whence probably also the idea of dwarves and dragons as foes and competitors by nature). Reginn’s lust for the gold is the result of Andvari’s curse, however; and Andvari is an unusual dwarf—the only water-dwarf in the lore, and not
overly happy about it, as he bewails in Reginsmál 2:
Andvari I hight Óinn hight my father,
many falls I have fared in;
wretched norns wrought in early days
that I should wade in the water.

There is a strong hint in the next staves, where Loki asks about the afterlife fate of
evil speakers and Andvari replies that they are sent to wade in Vaðgelmir’s waters,
that Andvari himself may be reaping a like wyrd.
The use of Rán’s soul-catching net to capture the pike-shaped dwarf is also
suggestive; likewise the ring whose theft drives Andvari to lay his curse: the ring
as a key part of a mound-hoard or inheritance is seen elsewhere. Óláfs saga helga
(Flateyjarbók, II, pp. 7–9) recounts how Óláfr Geirstaðaálfr appeared in a dream
to order a man named Hrani to break into his howe, take the ring, belt, and knife
from the dead man, give them to Queen Ásta, and ensure that her son is named
Óláfr; as later events prove (Flateyjarbók II, p. 135), this is meant to, and apparently does, cause the late king’s rebirth in the child. In Hrólfs saga kraka, King
Aðils ignores the scattered gold over which his men are fighting—but must bend
down to pick up the ring Svíagrís (“piglet of the Swedes”), “which had belonged to
Aðils’ early forebears” (Snorra Edda, Skáldskaparmál ch. 44, p. 394), even though
it not only costs him a chance to strike his foeman, but leaves him open to a cruel
and humiliating blow. Likewise, Andvari does not seem overly concerned about
his gold in general; but when his ring is taken, as both offended dwarf and, perhaps, dead man robbed of the heart of his hoard, his curse proves to be the most
baleful in Germanic history.

6.2—Dvalinn’s daughters
The Swart Alfs are usually male in tales—though modern fantasy writers have
come up with the ingenious (if rather silly) explanation that dwarf-women exist,
but are also bearded, making it difficult for humans to tell the sexes apart. As
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mentioned above, dwarves often tend to dwell with their brothers, and to identify
themselves with their fathers’ names: Ívaldi’s sons (Snorra Edda, Skáldskaparmál ch.
35, p. 340), Andvari’s speech “Andvari I hight Óinn hight my father” (Reginsmál
2); whereas the crucial (to gods and humans) kinship-term “mother’s brother” is
never mentioned. Snorri does quote an older verse regarding the various origins of
the lesser norns who shape the aldr (lifetimes) of each human, which tells us that
“some are of Ase-kin,/some of alf-kin/some are the daughters of Dvalinn” (Snorra
Edda, ch. 15, p. 72). The very late (14th century) romantic Thjalar Jónssaga uses
a feminine form, dyrgja; although this does not appear elsewhere, it is apparently
derived from a Proto-Germanic feminine *dwergiōn (de Vries, Wörterbuch, p.
90), as contrasted to the masculine form *dwergaz, which suggests that the belief
in female dwarves is old indeed. So clearly there are women of dwarf-kin, and
women of some might at that; but little more is said of them in the Old Norse
texts, at least not so that the daughters of Dvalinn can be clearly identified. If, as
some scholars think, the “sister” referred to in the Anglo-Saxon Wið Dweorh is the
sister of the defeated dwarf coming to arrange a settlement (assuming that deores,
“animal’s” either means the dwarf or can and should be amended to dweores,
“dwarf ’s”—Griffiths, p. 188, n. 48), this would prove another example of a female
of dwarf-kin, here acting in a common womanly role of frith-weaver.
Females of dwarf-kind are likewise rare, if they appear at all, in folklore. Grimm
cites a Swedish tale of a man accosted by a little gray-clothed man with a black
face who begs him to send his wife to help his wife in labour; Grimm identifies
the being as a dwarf; but the original states clearly that “he was a troll … such as
the farmer-folk call wights”; and the black face of the dead also appears among alfs
and/or trolls (Jón Árnason, I, #56, pp. 55–56; more details are given in ch. VII).
In every example of a female dwarf Grimm gives, in fact, a close reading of the
details shows the being to be some other sort of wight.
The one certain reference to a female dwarf I have found is the Swedish ballad
(collected in the seventeenth century; unusually for such songs, there is only one
extant version), “Herr Peder och Dvärgens Dotter” (Sir Peder and the Dwarf ’s
Daughter”. This reverses the usual gender of such stories in regards to dwarves,
though the supernatural female/human male theme is common among most
Otherworldly wights. Sir Peder is riding through the mountains to his betrothed
when he sees the dwarf ’s daughter sitting gold-adorned on a stool. He says that
he longs for his promised bride, and must come to her that evening or die; the
dwarf ’s daughter tells him to go to his betrothed and take his gifts back again,
then return to her. Sir Peder draws his sword and hews her head and right hand
off (Jonsson, #27, p. 390). Although enchantment is not mentioned directly in
the song, either it is implied or Sir Peder is over-reacting to an extreme degree.
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The cutting off of not only the head, but afterwards the right hand, also suggests the threat of magic together with emphasizing the supernatural being of the
dwarf ’s daughter: beheading alone may not suffice to keep Sir Peder safe from her,
which certainly fits in regards to the closeness between dwarves and the dead (see
section 6.3).
The closest thing to a female Swart Alf in folkloric function is the gruvrå
(mine-ruler), gruvfröken (mine-lady), or sølvmora (silver mother) of Swedish and
Norwegian folklore. Like the German kobolds, she sometimes guides miners to
ore and protects them while they work or warn them of disasters; but she sometimes also guards her ore by causing disasters and death in the mine. She generally
appears as a fine lady of human size, rather than being small or in any way oddly
shaped (Kvideland and Sehmsdorf, pp. 249–52); whether she is one of Dvalinn’s
daughters, or from a different ætt altogether, can only be guessed at.
One good reason why we see so little of female dwarves may be the close
resemblance between human culture and Otherworldly culture. When dwarves
appear in the Norse texts, it is most often in regards to their chief activity: that of
smithing. Viking Age Scandinavian women do seem to have been active in business and trading, as shown by the weights and measures in the Birka graves, for
example (Jesch, p. 39). However, such evidence as survives seems to suggest that,
with the exception of the textile crafts which gave Icelandic women in particular
their strong social status (Jochens, pp. 141–58), by far the largest if not the entire
part of craftwork (smithing, wood- and bone-carving, and so forth), was done
by men: for instance, there are no surviving runic inscriptions along the lines
of “Thus-and-so made a good comb” which identify a female maker (Jesch, p.
46). Blacksmithing, in particular, requires quite a lot of upper-body strength even
with modern technology (considerably more so than fighting in chainmail with a
single-handed sword), and this was even more true with the low-tech forges and
highly variable quality of iron42 in the Viking Age. While a strong woman might
have been physically able to handle the rigours of ironworking, the social limitations springing from the general practical issue are likely to have prohibited even

42

Low-quality iron must be beaten much longer and more heavily to get out most of
its impurities; the technique of pattern-welding was developed, not because it gave
a better sword than could be achieved by good steel, but because it was often the
only way to get a reasonable and consistent quality of metal throughout the weapon
(not to mention that ingots tended not to come in sword-sized pieces). This is why
it was abandoned in the late Viking Age when a higher quality steel became more
commonly available.
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the occasional attempt, especially considering that the art also required a lengthy
period of hands-on teaching.

6.3—Stolen brides
Male dwarves are known for stealing human women away (Grimm, II, pp.
466–67). The “mountain king” who magically abducts the young woman in the
common Scandinavian ballad “Den Bergtagna” is specifically identified as “dwarfking” in the Danish versions—Grundtvig, pp. 37–48); the one reference Grimm
cites as an example of a female dwarf marrying a human male actually speaks of a
mound-alf ’s daughter, not a dwarf.
The means by which Freyja wins the Brísingamen, on one level, can be seen
to follow this pattern; we may also compare it to the efforts of etin-men to wed
Freyja or Iðunn. One of the chief ways in which the realms of the dead cross over
the realms of the living is through the erotic; it seems fairly straightforward, then,
that dwarves, who are so close to the dead, should be drawn especially to Freyja,
who embodies that life-might and especially the might of life springing up from
death (Dronke, p. 231); and secondarily to those human women in whom Freyja’s
strength runs high. The dwarf-name Vífir (“fornicator”—Orchard, p. 191) also
suggests this strong undercurrent of lust in the dwarvish nature. It seems fitting
that the treasure embodying Freyja’s might should spring from such a mating of
apparent opposites (although the Vanir also have their roots in the under-earth,
the realm of the dead, so that, as spoken of in section 5.4, the seeming conflict
reconciles itself at the root of the thing).
The dwarf Alvíss’ effort to marry Thórr’s daughter Thrúðr in Alvísmál follows
the pattern of etin-wooings even more closely. Of Thrúðr herself, we know only
that she is Thórr’s sole child by Sif, and that her name means “strength”; but this
is enough to suggest that she, too, embodies a mighty life-force. Alvíss himself is
compared to a corpse and a thurse in the same breath (Alvíssmál 2). And, like the
etins who strive to take Freyja from the gods, Alvíss is tricked out of his prospective bride and to his own end. Freyja’s erotic might is such that she can blend her
strength with that of the dwarves to create something new and awesome; but the
sexual freedom that is part of the being and power of the Vanir is not suitable for
Thrúðr; and perhaps even more important is the difference between a brief and
purposeful visit into the stone and the long-term loss God-Home would sustain
in the case of a wedding (see section 3.1).
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6.4—Dwarves and the dead
Like the Dark Alfs, the Swart Alfs are closely associated with death, and may in fact
often be dead folk themselves, as the names Dáinn (a dwarf-name as well as the
alfs’ ruler, meaning “the dead one”), Haugspori (Howe-Treader), Nár (Corpse),
and Bláinn (blue/black—cf. “Hel-blue”, a common description of corpses, especially undead ones) suggest.43 Snorri mentions in Snorra Edda that the Swart Alfs
are black as pitch, but this may well be his own understanding drawn from the
name. In Alvíssmál 2, Thórr comments on how pale the dwarf Alvíss is, and asks
if he has been with a corpse in the night. In Norwegian folk belief, dwarves sometimes appear to be black or dark in the face, but most often they look like graybearded Northern Europeans. However, the black face is as typical of the dead as
the paleness Thórr remarks on (helblár—Hel-blue/black; fölr sem nár—pale as a
corpse—Cleasby-Vigfusson, pp. 185, 254).
A number of dwarf-names are also listed in the þulur as wyrm-names: Náinn
(corpse), Ofnir (inciter), Óri (the beguiler), Óinn (the timid), and Níðhöggr
(vicious blow). This may either support Snorri’s claim that the dwarves were made
from the worms in Ymir’s body, or (since Snorri listed many of the names in
the þulur) may have given him the idea. In any case, the close identification of
wyrms with death in the Germanic world has already been mentioned (section
3.3). There are also a number of dwarvish wolf-names: Aurvargr (“mud-wolf ”),
Hleðjólfr (“shield-wolf ”); Hlévargr (“howe-wolf ”); and Hljóðólfr (“soundwolf ”). As discussed in section 3.3, the word “wolf ” in kennings usually means
“destroyer”. It may also be marked that the wyrm-heiti Grafvitnir means “gravewolf ”, synonomous with Hlévargr: all these names are likely to suggest a close link
between dwarves and the decay of the grave.
Like etins and trolls, dwarves dwell in mountains and stones, which are often
the doorways to the Otherworld. Ynglinga saga tells how the Yngling king Sveigðir
sought for Óðinn’s dwelling a long time, and one evening after sunset, when he
went from the mead-hall to his sleeping place, he saw a dwarf under a great stone.
The dwarf stood in the stone’s door and called Sveigðir, bidding him come in if
he wanted to meet Óðinn. Sveigðir leapt into the stone, and it closed behind him,
and he never came out. The key point in the lore of dwarves, though, however
the tale is read, is that it is a dwarf (or dwarf-likeness) guarding the stone-door
between life and death. The dwarf-name Galarr (singer, galdr-singer), one of the
43

A number of dwarf-names also appear as names for Óðinn (Grundy, Miscellaneous
Studies, pp. 67–83), which further strengthens the association between dwarves and
the dead.
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two makers of the mead of poetry, also recalls and is etymologically related to
the Gjallarbrú (“sounding bridge”) over the river “Gjöll” (likewise related) parting Hel from the upper worlds. A suggestion of dwarves as guardians between
the worlds of the living and the dead also appears in Deutschen Heldensagen, in
which Dietrich von Bern is fetched away at the end of his life by a dwarf (cited in
Grimm, II, p. 455).
Of all the types of being associated with death and the Underworld in Germanic
understanding (with the exception of Óðinn), the dwarves seem to be those that
most strongly manifest the two sides of the realm of the dead, as a place of both
unmaking and making anew. Not only do they in some cases appear to be the
dead (Nár, Náinn, Dáinn, and so forth), but they also appear as or are linked by
name with wyrms as active forces of destruction to the heart of the worlds (Ofnir
and Níðhöggr), as well as the stags that chew on Yggdrasill’s bark (Grímnismál
34–5). Yet they are best known for craft and lore, the mightiest makers in the
worlds. To fully understand the dwarves, it is needful to fully understand how
our forebears saw death and the realms of the dead—or the other way around: by
thinking deeply on the dwarves, one may come to understand death.

6.5—The crafts of dwarves
Many dwarf names relate to their crafts: Næfr (the Capable One), Heptifili (File
with handle), Skirvir (Craftsman), Uri (Smith), Virvir (Dyer). They have magical skills, as shown by the names Gandálfr (Wand-Alf or Magical Alf ) and Galarr
(“chanter of galdor-songs”?), and are wise, as seen by the names Fjölsviðr (Very
Wise—a name shared with Óðinn), Alvíss (All-Wise), and Ráðviðr (Rede-Wise).
They can be deceitful: their ruler is called Dvalinn (Deluder).
In Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, the king Svafrlami (or Sigrlami in an alternate
version) saw two dwarves, Dvalinn and Dulinn, by a stone at sunset and barred
them from the stone with his sword until they had promised to make him the
best weapon possible. That was the sword Tyrfingr: but when they had given it
to him, Dvalinn told him, “Your sword, Svafrlami! will be a man’s bane every
time it is brandished, and with it shall be done three niðing-works; it shall also be
your bane.” Then Svafrlami struck at him, but the dwarf had already gone into
the stone (ch. I, p. 205). Andvari also delivers his curse from safely within the
stone (Reginsmál prose and verse 5). Germanic dwarves can be forced to work by
threats—but they hold grudges very well, and always get their revenge, often, as
with the case of Dvalinn and Andvari, running down through several generations
of misery and death. The theme of magical weapons gotten by force from the
dwarves, which bear a bane in vengeance—as contrasted to the dwarves’ willing-
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ness to repay favours freely with the use of their crafts of smithing and healing—is
consistent through the later sagas and into folklore (Kroesen, p. 311). Although
they never appear as fighters, and seem in tales to be intimidated by physical
threats, a number of dwarf-names—Darri (spearman), Dolgþrasir (strife-keen),
Jari (fighter), and Rekkr (warrior), for instance—suggest that they are quite able
and willing to do battle.
Above all, however, dwarves are the greatest of smiths (with the exception of
Weyland, spoken of later in this chapter). They made all the great treasures of
the god/esses, and many things for human folk. Although there are no traces of
a common cult of the dwarves, as there was for the alfs, it is not unlikely that
smiths might have given these wights special worship and called on them for craft.
Certainly our legends sometimes have heroes being apprenticed or fostered by
dwarves. The German Siegfried is sent to the dwarf Mime as his apprentice; in
the Norse version, Sigurðr is the foster-son of the smith Reginn. According to the
German tradition preserved in Thiðriks saga, Weyland was also apprenticed to
dwarves. In Romsdal, Rogaland, and Telemark (Norway), an excellent mason is
said to have learnt his craft from the dwarves (Reichborn-Kjennerud, p. 287).
The status of the dwarves has often come into question. In the past, the opinion was often expressed that, as smiths, they were a lower social-class equivalent. However, more recent studies have demonstrated that, as Creutz puts it,
“Smithery … could to some extent have been an upper-class occupation at the
same times as there were so-called ordinary smiths. It shows the value put on
this kind of skill and its importance. The interesting point lies in the relationship between the two kinds of smiths. I believe it concerns knowledge, dependence, magic and economic power, and perhaps also friendship” (p. 159). Creutz
cites the connection between the cult-house and iron-working activity in Borg
(Östergötland, Sweden) and the Raatvere complex in Estonia where iron-working
is connected with graves, commenting that, “Perhaps it is possible to describe the
weapon-smith as a half-human and half-divine craftsman” (p. 163). She concludes
after exhaustive examination of both archaeological and textual sources that the
weapon-smith, in particular, and the skilled smith in general was a person of very
high status, concluding with a description which nicely sums up both the human
smith-magician and the dwarf: “I believe that the weapon-smith in the Baltic Sea
area was integrated into society. But he existed on another level than others. His
great responsibility, his power, skill, knowledge, supernatural power and magical
craft represent elements that permeated deeply the atmosphere surrounding him.
This made him an ‘outsider’ even though figuratively he was the spider in the
middle of the net” (p. 164).
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The dwarves are certainly well-known for their magical skills: the rune chanted
by the dwarf Thjóðrørir (“mighty howe-dweller”—Orchard, p. 191, or “mighty
roarer”—de Vries, Wörterbuch, p. 613) before the doors of dawn is a song of great
might through the worlds—strength to the Æsir, luck/valour (frami) to the alfs,
and mind (hyggia) to Hroptatýr (Óðinn); in fact, the knowledge of it is worthy of
Óðinn’s own boasting (Hávamál 160). The combination of smithcraft with warrior-skills and social leadership is also suggested by the warrior dwarf-names mentioned above, along with Álfrigg (alf-king), Yngvi and Ingi (“lordly”), and perhaps
Hár (“high one”—could mean either bodily height or social position).
In support of this understanding, we can see that the skill of smithing itself—
the skill of bringing a mind-shape into reality (and most especially, if not exclusively, blacksmithing, which has power over the strongest of metals)—is one of
the great mights that reaches between the Otherworlds and the Middle-Garth.
Völuspá 7 tells us that, as soon as the gods had shaped the seasons,
Hittuz æsir á Iðavelli,
þeir er hörg oc hof há timbroðo;
afla lögðo, auð smíðoðo,
tangir scópo oc tól gorðo.
The Æsir gathered at Iða Field,
there where harrow and hof high they timbered;
they laid the forge-hearth, they smithied treasures
tongs they shaped and tools readied.

The phrase “afla lögðo” is of special interest because of its similarity to the
workings of the Norns: “þeir lög lögðo”, they laid laws/layers. The Æsir are not
simply lighting the forge, they are carefully arranging it for an effect of the greatest
meaningfulness; and even the smith’s simplest tools, the tongs, are likewise items
of huge might and meaning. The word for forge-hearth, “afl”, is closely related to
the word for strength, including soul-might (compare Hrímgerðr’s description of
Sváva’s warding of Helgi’s fleet from her harm, “mér þótti afli bera”, I thought she
bore might against me—Helgakviða Hjörvarðsonar 26), and both seem to go back
to the same root, which implies strength, craft-work, and soul-might (de Vries,
Wörterbuch, p. 2). Indeed, Völuspá 7 speaks of the very root and being of smithcraft: of the forge-fire as the source of might, which then is arranged in the same
manner as the Norns use in shaping the wyrd of the worlds. In this context, we
may also note that smith’s tools seem to have been unusually common grave goods
in Viking Age Sweden, while in Merovingian and Viking Age Norway, a full tenth
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of the male graves contained smith’s tools (Creutz, p. 158)—whether the man
buried there was, as has been debated, a professional or aristocratic semi-professional smith (high-quality weapons and smithing tools are not an unusual combination), or whether the smith-gear was included for symbolic reasons (Creutz,
157–59).
The view of smithing as the specific means of shaping the world and at least
the equal of song-craft in magical terms can be seen even more strongly in Finnish
belief, which was both influenced by and had influences upon the Norse, especially
in regards to magic, directly and/or through the closely related Suomi (also called
“Finns” by the Norse—see Page’s discussion in “Lapland Sorcerors”; consider also
Queen Gunnhildr’s magical apprenticeship with a pair of “Finns”—Flateyjarbók
I, p. 43). In the Kalevala, the singer Väinamöinen and the smith Ilmarinen are
brothers, both creators, and matched in might.
One of the guises Óðinn takes in his efforts to woo Rindr is that of a smith;
there is also a Danish folk belief about a troll-smith who leads a procession similar
to the Wod-Host or Wild Hunt (Simpson, Scandinavian Folktales, p. 215). In this
world, smiths are close to the Otherworlds: Egill Skalla-Grímsson’s father KveldÙlfr, for instance, is a smith by profession and also a hide-shifter and berserk, and
it is his side of the family (dark, ugly, intelligent, magically-skilled, followers of
Óðinn) from which Egill gets his poetic and magical gifts as well as his unfortunate looks. Steinrøðr inn rammi (see section 8.2) is also a smith, and his power
to deal with Otherworldly wights seems to come at least in part from his craft.
The tale of the smith of Nesjar not only brings out the ease of interacting with the
Otherworld for a smith, but shows Óðinn’s own affinity for the forging-craft:
That same winter (1208 C.E.) after Yule, before the beginning of summer, a
smith lived in Nesjar. That was one evening, when a man came riding and asked
him for lodgings and asked him to make horseshoes. The farmer said he could
well do that: they got up when it was a long time until dawn, and started to
forge. The farmer asked: “Where were you last night?” “In Melðadal”, said the
guest: that was north in Telemark. The smith said: “You must be the greatest
liar-man, because no one could have travelled all that way.” Then he went
back to forging, and could not forge as he wished. The guest said: “Forge as
you yourself wish to fare”, and the horse-shoes became larger than he had seen
before, but when they carried them to where he had the horse, then they shoed
it. Then the guest spoke thus: “You are a foolish man,” he said, “and unwise:
why do you ask nothing?” The smith said, “What sort of man are you? or from
whence have you come? or where shall you fare?” He answered, “I have come
from the North over the land, and I have long dwelt in Norway, but I expect
now to fare eastwards to Sweden, and I have long been on shipboard, but now
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I must go about by horse.” The smith said, “Where do you expect to be by
evening?” “Eastwards in Sparmörk”, he said. “That must not be the truth”, the
farmer said, “for that can hardly be reached in seven days’ ride.” He mounted
then upon the horse; the farmer asked, “Who are you?” He answered, “Have
you ever heard Óðinn spoken of?” “I have heard him named,” the farmer said;
“Here you may now see him”, the guest said, “but if you do not trust that
which I have said to you, you may now see my horse leap over the wall.” The
horse backed up: then he turned the spurs to the horse and pricked him on;
the horse leapt over the wall, and never came down, so that he (the smith)
never saw him again. Four nights later there was a great battle … between
King Sörkvir and King Eiríkr. The smith told this tale to Jarl Filippó that same
winter in Túnsberg …

(Fornmanna sögur, vol. 9. Sveinbjörn Egilsson and others, eds. Norræna fornfræðafélags, 1828–37, pp. 55–56.)
The shoeing of a horse, in particular, offers the chance for the worlds to meet:
the binding of the holiest of metals, whose might runs through all the realms,
to one of the holiest of beasts, which is the chief means by which god/esses and
many other beings fare from world to world. One may consider the likeness of
the smith of Nesjar’s experience (from the Middle-Garth’s side) to the English
traditions about Weyland, the Otherworldly smith who, for a silver coin, will
shoe steeds left at his smithy overnight (there is a like belief in Denmark about a
mound inhabited by a “mountain man” [dwarf?] which, if iron and a shilling are
left by his howe, will do ironwork on request—Simpson, Scandinavian Folktales,
pp. 215–16). The words Óðinn speaks to the smith of Nesjar, “Forge as you yourself wish to fare”, seem to hint at travel between the realms; they are also the key
to unlock the smith’s own soul-might, as, without thought from his waking mind
(and presumably bypassing all his previous experience and training), he is then
able to touch the Otherworld clearly enough to sense the unusual size of shoes
that Óðinn’s horse will need.
In thinking on the power of smith-craft, both in the god-worlds and among
humans, we can then see the remarkable worth of the dwarves and the respect
that is due to them, whose ability in this regard outstrips even that of the godly
kind, and who are indeed the sources of those tools which focus and embody the
might of the god/esses: Óðinn’s spear and poetic mead, Thórr’s Hammer, Freyr’s
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boar and ship, Freyja’s necklace (or girdle), as well as the only bonds that can
hold the Wolf Fenrir. These craftings are not acts of service, but stem rather from
their own pride in their being: the skilled smith is not, as some might have it, a
servant,44 but a person of very high standing indeed. The word “smith” itself has
come down to us almost unchanged from the Proto-Germanic *smithaz (Bibire,
“Proto-Germanic Lexicon”), suggesting its great meaningfulness through the ages.
In Indo-European times, it may have referred to woodcarving skills (de Vries,
Wörterbuch, p. 520), its meaning evolving to other stuff of craftsmanship as
human knowledge and ability grew. From stone and wood to bronze to iron—and
in the due course of time, to silicon—we have the smiths of this world, and the
Others, to thank for bringing us forward. As the word has not changed much,
neither have the skills: only the materials through which they are shown.

6.6—Dwarves as Healers
According to the more fantastical (and later) fornaldarsögur (sagas of ancient
times), dwarves are medically skilled, making salves and knowing where the best
herbs grew: Göngu-Hrólfs saga notes that dvergsnátturu (a dwarf ’s nature) involves
preternatural skill in healing as well as craftsmanship (f. 3, p. 130). In Egils saga
ok Ásmundar, Egill gives a finger-ring to a dwarf-child; in thanks, the dwarf in the
stone heals Egill’s arm, which has been cut off, so that it grows together the next
morning. In addition, the dwarf also smiths him a sword with a very long handgrip so that he can wield it as usual, but his arm will be guarded in future (cited in
Olrik and Ellekilde, p. 352).
Although Germanic stone-lore is documented in less detail than our plantlore, there is enough evidence to show that stones were of great magical might,
especially for healing: Jón Steffensen comments that, “In Icelandic sources, we
meet stones to ease childbirth, stones to staunch blood, healing stones, stones of
invisibility, wishing stones, stones of life, and others” (p. 195);45 he also makes
44
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As implied, for instance, in Dumézil’s absurd efforts (cf. Page, “Dumézil Revisited”)
to force all Indo-European social and religious arrangements into the “three functions” of magic/judgement (priests/rulers), war (warrior caste), and production
(peasants, artisans, and so forth): like most of the god/esses about whom we know
any significant amount, the dwarves meld all these “functions” within themselves.
In southern Sweden and Germany, for instance, belemnites are used to cure illness,
often by scraping a bit off and drinking it; fossilized sea-urchins are also used as
warding charms in Scandinavia (Norlind, pp. 84–85). Fossil ammonites, or snakestones, bore such might that wyrm-amulets in their form were made in a variety of
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reference to a number of Heathen Icelandic graves in which amuletic stones were
buried,46 in particular one with a considerable heap of them together with fragments of wax and a tweezers, regarding which he remarks, “It is hard to avoid the
thought that the woman buried there was a physician” (p. 194). This lore is all
within the knowledge of the dwarves, the born masters of stone, and is likely a
portion of their healing-skill as well as their magical craft.

6.7—Dwarves as bringers of illness
Like the alfs, the dwarves can cause sickness as well as healing. In Norwegian
folk tradition, they lame animals, especially horses. They can also harm beasts by
sucking on them, and the ON dwarf-name Móðsognir (Mood/Courage/SpiritSucker) suggests that an ill-willing dwarf can act as a psychic vampire (ReichbornKjennerud, pp. 282, 284–85), as does Mótsognir (Battle-Sucker; suggestive of a
male counterpart to the “treacherous dísir” who cause harm to warriors in battle—Reginsmál 24). ‘Dwarf-shot’ is as common in folklore as ‘alf-shot’ or ‘witchshot’, and in Rørås an outbreak of oral herpes is called ‘dvergkyss’, dwarf-kiss
(Reichborn-Kjennerud, p. 286). Two possible readings of the difficult and muchargued runic inscription on the Ribe skull-piece (which was pierced to be worn
as an amulet), have the staves calling for “Úlfr and Óðinn and High-Týr” to help
either against a “dwarf-king in his seat” (suggesting the removal of the cause of
disease from his place) or against “pain and dwarf-stroke” (Moltke, pp. 161–62,
note 3). Moltke himself is not over-enthused about the reading of tiurkuniG/
tiurguniG as either “dwarf-king” or “dwarf-stroke” (p. 153), though either is at
least quite plausible.47 “Dwarf-struck” (dverg-slagen) is a Norwegian term describing inexplicably lamed cattle (Grimm, II, pp. 460–61). In Old English medical

46
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materials—silver, wood, and jet—and found throughout the Western Viking world
(Roesdahl and Wilson, cat. #s 408–10).
This was also the practice in Heathen England. Quartz pebbles and amethyst beads
were especially popular, as were fossils of various sorts (Wilson, pp. 112–13, 138;
Lucy, pp. 45–6).
In a wonderful example of just how difficult runic inscriptions, especially in the
Younger Futhark, may be to interpret: the initial t-can also be a d-; u can also be a v;
doubled letters are not doubled in runic writing; n-is lost before g; and vowel-sound
representations can just be strange: hence tiurkuniG = dvergkuning, “dwarf-king”
or dværggunju, “dwarf-stroke”. Or something else altogether. Or a really severe misspelling (even though runic spelling was never standardized). Or a nonsense word.
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texts, dweorg can refer to a fit or fever (Griffiths, p. 54), possibly as a result of a
post-Heathen transfer of the name of the agent of a disease to the disease itself.
In this aspect, the Anglo-Saxon charm ‘Wiþ Dweorh’ (Against a Dwarf ) calls
for the writing of saints’ names on consecrated wafers (perhaps originally a runic
charm carved on a piece or pieces of wood?) and the singing of a chant into each
ear and over the crown of the head, after which a virgin is to hang the wafers
around the sufferer’s neck. The chant itself is interesting, if not wholly clear:
Her com ingangan in spiden wiht.
Here a spider-wight48 came walking in.
Hæfde him his haman on handa.
He had his coat (or hide; cognate to ON hamr) in hand.
Cwæð þæt þu his hænegest wære,
Said that you were his stallion,
legde þe his teaga an sweoran.
laid his cords on (your) neck.
Ongunnan him of þæm lande liþan.
They began to set off from the land.
Sona swa hy of þæm lande coman,
As soon as they came off the land,
þa ongunnan him ðah þa colian.
then, however, they began to cool.
Þa com ingangan deores sweostar.
Then the sister of the animal came in.
Þa geændode heo and aðas swor
Then she ended it and swore oaths
ðæt næfre þis ðæm adlegan derian ne moste, that this would never hurt the sick man
ne þæm þe þis galdor begytan mihte
nor him who could get this galdor
oððe þe þis galdor ongalan cuþe
or who was able to sing this galdor.
Amen, fiat.

(Storms, p. 166) There is some doubt as to whether the wight (spider or otherwise) is the dwarf himself (tormenting the sick man by mare-riding him) or
whether the wight is a helpful being who harnesses the disease-causing dwarf and
rides it away. Storms supports the latter view, suggesting that “immediately … the
disease spirit and the spider began to cool and the fever began to leave off. At the
same time a sister of the beast, i.e. another spider came in and she completed the
cure” (p. 169). Alternatively, it is possible that the “sister of the animal” (perhaps
embodied by the maiden who hangs the charms about the neck) is actually the
helpful wight who ends the dwarf ’s riding of his victim.
It is also worth noting that the description of a dwarf riding a victim into
illness, if that is what the charm-spell describes, is very similar to the common
Nordic belief in the mara or night-mare: a human being who fares forth from
(usually, but not always) her body in the night, sometimes voluntarily and knowingly and sometimes not, in order to “ride” another to sickness and/or death. If
48

Griffiths comments that the first line in the text may be unrecoverable, but suggests
amending “spiden” to “swiðen”, powerful, rather than “spider”, since miniscule w
and p look very alike in ms. (p. 188, n. 47).
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ham in the Anglo-Saxon charm spell is meant to have a connotation similar to its
meaning in Old Norse, the magical transformation of a victim through imposing a different hamr on him is also similar to some versions of the night-mare
belief. The High German word for “night-mare” is Alptraum, “alf-dream”; as with
the Northern mara, the night-visit characterized by terror, often a sense of suffocation, and a consequent illness, is specifically attributed to alfs of some sort,
whether swart or dark.
One Swedish dialect-charm against the mara, which may well serve also against
riding dwarves (or alfs), is:
Mura, mura minne (or: Dverge, dverge minne/alf, alf minne)
æ du her inne
så ska du ut.
Eille jordfaste steine ska du löyse,
og eille krokåte björkje ska du rette.

(Mara, mara [dwarf, dwarf ] mine/if you are here within,/so shall you go out/
either you shall loose an earth-fast stone/or else you shall straighten a crooked
birch—Raudvere, p. 161). The dwarf ’s similarity to the mara in this regard also
recalls the name Móðsognir, as the mara has similarly psychic-vampiric characteristics; and if the “wight” in “Wiþ Dweorh” is meant to be the disease-causing
dwarf himself, which I find a likelier reading, this shape-shifting is also characteristic of the mara (Raudvere, p. 124). While dwarves, unlike most other alfs
and wights, are not vulnerable to iron as a metal, they can be threatened with
iron edges; in this context, it may be noted that leaving sharp knives, sickles, and
so forth around one’s bed or around the stables of affected animals is a specific
against a riding mara (Raudvere, pp. 136 ff.). Storms also cites the medicinal use
of a plant called dweorge dwostle (pennyroyal) against a sudden dumbness, which
“can only be caused by spirits or dwarfs” (p. 168). The pennyroyal is dunked in
vinegar and put under the sufferer’s nose; presumably dwarves find its scent or
something about it unpleasant. The meaning of dwostle is unclear; Griffiths suggests it may be a corruption of ðistel, “thistle” (p. 54, n.51), which would support
the sense of a plant that is a supernatural threat or annoyance, in this case specifically to dwarves (see section 8.2 on the uses and meanings of the thistle in regards
to magic and Otherworldly beings).
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6.8—Human transformation to dwarves or alfs
Human beings can become dwarves or alfs. Such a transformation appears in the
Norse Völsung/Nibelung legend, where Reginn—originally a human, the brother
of Fáfnir and the skin-changer Óttarr—turns into a dwarf, even as Fáfnir becomes
a dragon. Since the Germanic dragon, as Professor Tolkien pointed out in “The
Monsters and the Critics”, is never a natural animal, but rather the ghost of a
dead man guarding his hoard, and some dwarves also seem to be dead people, it is
possible that the transformations of Fáfnir and Reginn were brought about posthumously by their obsessions with the hoard of the Rhine (originally belonging to
the dwarf Andvari). As a smith, Reginn was naturally closest to the dwarf-kind.
Another such change seems to take place in Weyland, as spoken of in
Völundarkviða. Although the legendary smith is called “prince of alfs” early in the
poem, he seems wholly human: he eats, hunts, and is overcome by sleep, making it easy for his foes to capture him. However, during the long trial in which
he is imprisoned, hamstrung, and made to forge for Niðuðr, the might of need
and his craft begin to change him: he has already been linked to the Otherworlds
through his swan-bride (see discussion in sections 8.2–8.4), and the combination
of trauma to body and mind with a relentless will and constant absorption in a
craft of great might allows him to strengthen that linkage into a full transformation. He does not need sleep any more, but smiths continuously, becoming as
tireless and mighty a smith as any of the Swart Alfs. By the time he has wrought
his full revenge, he has passed wholly outside of the human world and become an
alf in truth. When he says “Well I … would be on my feet, those which Niðuðr’s
warriors took from me”, he is acknowledging the destruction of Weyland the man;
when he takes to the air on the wings he has forged for himself (perhaps to seek
out his swan-bride and become her mate again in her realm?), he becomes wholly
Weyland the Smith of our folk-legends, the “wise alf ” who lives yet and was given
gifts and worship throughout the Teutonic world.

Chapter VII
Otherworldly Migrations and
Finding Wights

7.1—Migrations
Just as all of the wights follow the seasons of the year even as humans do, so many
of the other tides that move us, move them as well. Bárðr’s dream, which leads
to himself and a crew of various preternatural folk setting sail for Iceland and
establishing themselves there, is like to the tide that brought many of Iceland’s
human settlers to its shores. And once folk had established themselves there, it was
the great idis Guðrún Gjúkadóttir (the same Guðrún who had been the wife of
Sigurðr Fáfnisbani) who fared from her native homeland by the Rhine to become
Iceland’s guardian, as Jöreiði Hermundardóttur dreamed in the late summer of
1255, when Guðrún appeared to her, riding a gray horse and wearing dark clothes,
and answered her questions about what would become of various Icelandic chieftains in the coming struggle (Sturlunga saga ch. 292; II, pp. 220–21).
One of the more common themes that appears in descriptions of the alfs and
wights is the account of their house-movings for different reasons. Sometimes, as
with Old Man Klasa or the family who dwelt in the rock at Keflavík, they leave
because human folk are crowding them too closely in one way or another, either
by overrunning the land or through spiritual harassment. Flateyjarbók describes
something similar: the spae-man Thórhallr sees many hills opening and every living thing, great and small, packing their baggage and readying themselves to move
before the christians can arrive to drive them out by force (I, p. 421). Even etins
and trolls dislike being disturbed and will move to avoid it, as in one Norwegian
folkstory: “One day the jøtul at Kall-Hill at Listeid shouted: ‘There’s a cow bellowing!’ Seven years later the jøtul in Dubingen on Duvold answered: ‘Couldn’t
-92-
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it just as well be a bull as a cow?’ Another seven years passed before the jøtul in
Solslotte screamed: ‘If you don’t keep quiet and stop this commotion, I’ll have to
move!’” (Kvideland & Sehmsdorf, #55.4, p. 303).
Migrations may be seasonal rather than permanent, as is the case with the alffolk at Hvammsgil (Iceland), who were regularly seen by an eighteenth-century
farmer named Jón, moving every harvest-time and early summer; the size of the
harvest-time migration was a good indication of how hard the winter would be,
with more alfs moving when the weather was going to be bad (Jón Árnason, I,
pp.120–21, #127–8). The times between the winter half of the year and the summer half of the year are common migration-times for Otherworldly wights (this
is true for the Irish sidhe as well as our alfs; the sidhe commonly move house on
Beltaine and Samhain, the Celtic half-year marking days). Those of them who
are most closely tied to the earth may shift in being and/or duty with the seasons;
we can, perhaps, see this with the greater as well as the lesser, with the might of
Gerðr’s faring from Etin-Home to wed Freyr and Skaði’s travels between mountains and seashore mirrored in the natural world; the difference is that the movements of the gods shape the shifting of the earth,49 whereas the wights who dwell
closest to us echo those great tides. It is also possible that some of the twice-yearly
migrations of the alfs may hold to a faint memory of those hunter/gatherers who
were our eldest forebears, moving between steads with the seasons.
Sometimes alfs and wights simply move at their own times and for reasons
of their own or, as with Bárðr and his crew, because the shaping of Wyrd moves
them. In all cases, it is clear that the might of the land, and the degree to which
any given place may cross with the other worlds, is not fixed, but shifts according
to many different causes; and perhaps the clearest way to see how it shifts is to
watch the movements of the alfs and wights.

7.2—Alfs and wights in the New World
In considering how to deal with alfs and wights in the New World, we can be
sure in saying that the wights of the land were there already when Leifr and his
crew arrived, just as some were in Iceland and Greenland. The Native Americans
49

The Heathen point of view regarding “nature-myths” is not that our “ignorant”
ancestors made up the god-tales to explain natural phenomena such as thunder and
lightning, wind, the changes of seasons, and so forth; but rather, that our forebears
in their wisdom understood that the expressions of the natural world in the MiddleGarth shadow the greater tides of the gods’ (and occasionally the mightier etins’)
doings.
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recognised many of them and worked with them in their own ways, according to
the customs of their nations; today, it is not uncommon for true folk in the New
World to add a pinch of tobacco to offerings to land-wights, as they are used to it
(and, in fact, when tobacco came to Scandinavia, many of the wights there took it
up gleefully; a pouch at New Year’s is a traditional part of the tomte’s wages, and
Kvideland and Sehmsdorf quote a tale of a Danish farmer who gave a moundalf a light for his pipe, and was rewarded by being allowed to fill his own pipe
from the mound-alf ’s pouch, that being the best tobacco he had ever tasted—pp.
230–31).
There is, however, also good reason to think that other wights than the native
land-dwellers may have come with our forebears when they migrated further across
the ocean, just as alfs, trolls, and such beings moved to Iceland and thrived there.
There are a number of accounts of house-ghosts, both beloved and troublesome,
packing up to move with their families; and, in fact, an Icelandic family of immigrants at one point advertised in the papers for a female wight (unfortunately, it
was some time ago that I read this account, so I can’t remember the exact term
that was used) to keep their own (male) house-spirit company, as he was growing lonely. A Danish folkstory describes a tribe of alf-folk renting a ship to fare
from Æro (Denmark) to Norway when their human neighbors become annoying
(Troelsen, pp. 87–88); while other alfs have boats of their own (Jón Árnason II, p.
14). Such beings are quite likely to have fared by ship to the New World, perhaps
in search of land where they could live unmolested—and since much of Vinland
is not heavily settled, and the custom of marking one’s land with crosses and christian prayers had already faded a great deal by the seventeenth century, they are
likely to have found good homes.

7.3—Finding alfs and wights
Unless one dwells in a place where the steads of the alfs and land-wights are known
through folk memory, the only ways to find and ken them are through dreams,
soul-senses, and workings for that purpose. From the least wights to the greatest gods, the beings of the Otherworlds speak to humans most often in dreams,
especially when they want something. Many of the tales of wights who have something to say to humans are of this sort (see ch. II, compare also the dream-women
of Gísla saga, chs. XXX–XXXIII, pp. 94–109); while in Flóamanna saga, Thórr
himself appears to a worshipper recently converted to christianity in just the same
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manner as an alf or wight warning against moving a boulder or disturbing a howe;
and with the same ill results for the man who disregards his words.50
Alfs and wights can also be found by being in the right place at the right time
and under the right conditions, particularly time of day and weather conditions.
In Shetland, the phrase “trollie wadder” (troll-weather) means a persistent drizzle,
and “trollamist” is a particularly dark fog (Marwick, p.33). Even those who have
only a little touch of spae-sight may be likelier to see the shapes of land-wights
in such weather, as when water and air are softly blended, the charge of might is
stronger, and it is easier for wights of the Otherworld to show themselves, at least
as misty shadows—or be seen. On my first visit to Iceland, I went on a horsetrek through the rocky interior, and in the late summer evenings when the mist
fell, I could see the faint shadows of wights moving among the twisted boulders.
Another such account was given by Mr. W.E. Thorner, who spent nearly two years
in the island of Hoy during the Second World War:
One stormy day in winter I was walking or struggling along the cliff top at
Torsness (“Thórr’s Headland”—KHG). The wind was high and howled
about, low-lying, swirling clouds enveloped the land in misty rain … On one
such occasion, on looking up I was amazed to see that I had the company of
what appeared to be a dozen or so ‘wild men’ dancing about, to and fro …
These creatures were small in stature, but they did not have long noses nor
did they appear kindly in demeanour. They possessed round faces, sallow in
complexion, with long, dark, bedraggled hair. As they danced about, seeming
to throw themselves over the cliff edge, I felt that I was a witness to some ritual

50

Thórr comes to Thorgils in anger at the man’s conversion, and tells him to cast
silver into a tarn which Thórr owns. Thorgils says, “God must help me, and I am
thus blessed, that our félag is cut”. When Thorgils awakens, his home-field boar
(the best boar, who was allowed to fatten in the field nearest the house) is dead.
Thórr appears in a second dream; when Thorgils remains obstinate, Thórr threatens
him with harm to his flocks. The next night Thorgils’ old ox dies. Thorgils sits up
with the cattle the next night, and when he comes home, he is blue-black (blár) in
many places, which is attributed to Thórr (ch. XX, pp. 274–75). Killing livestock
in answer to an insult or injury is a common deed among alfs and wights; in this
case, not only has Thórr been offended, but he may also be claiming the last of the
due offerings which he will no longer receive, in the manner of the dísir of Þiðranda
þáttr (Flateyjarbók I, pp. 420–21). The battering Thorgils takes from his estranged
friend-god is also reminiscent of the lifelong blár mark which the seventeenth-century Icelandic child Erlendur received as a result of a slap from an annoyed huldurwoman (Jón Árnason, I, #49–50, pp. 48–49).
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dance of a tribe of primitive men. It is difficult to describe in a few words my
feelings at this juncture or my bewilderment. The whole sequence could have
lasted about three minutes until I was able to leave the cliff edge

(quoted in Marwick, p. 38).
In the Icelandic account of the álfareið chasing down a victim, cited in ch. IV,
not only do the alfs themselves say that “það rökkvar í hlíðum” (it darkens on the
slopes), but it is particularly noted in the story that “Veður var dimmt mjög” (the
weather was very dark/cloudy—Jón Árnason I, p. 33, #31–4). In Bergbúa þáttr,
the evening when Thórðr and his house-carl meet the berg-dweller is one of heavy
driving snow, which causes them to take shelter against the weather and night’s
darkness in the berg-dweller’s hollow, but also sets the mood and circumstances as
fitting for encountering such a wight (p. 441). Even in the darkness of the cave, all
they see of him is two huge eyes like moons or lanterns, but they hear him moving
and he chants twelve verses in a loud and frightening voice, repeating himself in
each third part of the night (pp. 442 ff.). The berg-dweller also describes his own
travel between the worlds as “I wade like powdery snow” (st. 11), which further
strengthens the understanding that rain, sleet, or snow in the air make it easier for
such wights to come, fully or partially, into our world. The interpretation of the
alf-word as possibly “white mist-folk” and the connection with name Niflungar or
Niebelungen (also “mist-folk”; see discussion in ch. 5.1), likewise strongly suggests
this relationship between weather and the appearance of alfs and wights.
Twilight is generally the likeliest time to see alfs and wights clearly, as most of
them become active after sunset, and the twilight seems to be the natural state of
some of their realms; the berg-dweller in Bergbúa þáttr tells Thórðr and his man
that, “We are all together in the dusk-world” (húms heimr—st. 8, p. 447). Further,
the borders between the worlds are thinner at the border-time between day and
night; it is, for instance, specifically in the evening after sunset (Um kveldit eptir
sólarfall) that the Yngling king Sveigðir sees the dwarf who invites him into the
stone (Ynglinga saga ch. XII, p. 27). One of the advantages in this regard to living
in northern latitudes is that twilight can last for a very long time after the sun is
down, and so the time when eyes of the Middle-Garth can see beyond the human
realm is longer. As well as being a holy tide of the year, Midsummer, especially in
Scandinavia, is also the brightest night, and hence offers the best chance of alfwatching.

Chapter VIII
Changelings and Shifting Between
the Worlds

8.1—Changelings
As has been mentioned several times above, humans and wights are strongly
drawn to each other, and can shift between each other’s worlds or change places
in other ways. One of the most common themes is that of the changeling: a child
before its baptism (or name-giving, when it receives its soul) is vulnerable to being
taken by alfs or trolls, with one of their own left in its place. It is never made clear
why alfs and wights so want human children and human spouses: my guess is that
because we are so alike in many ways, and yet different, that there is something in
the human soul-might that draws them, just as humans are often drawn to wights
of the otherworlds. The christian folk-tales often have alfs or wights desiring baptism for themselves or their own children (the latter to be achieved by producing
children with humans), but this is by definition a late and distorted interpretation. In some cases, it is possible that the mound-dead who no longer have either
a direct kin-line to watch over or folk bringing them due offerings may at times
wish to weave themselves into a living clan again; sometimes the “wedding”, particularly in the stories of men who take alf- or troll-brides into human society,
may be a mundane understanding applied to such relationships as that of Skeggi
and Helga in Bárðar saga or Helgi and Sváva (who also appears as a troll-woman)
in Helgakviða Hjörvarðzsonar.
In most changeling-tales, the switching of children is discovered because the
wight-child is in some way very obviously defective: becomes sickly and wizened
overnight, will not learn to speak, and so forth. One was described as 74 cm. long,
with long arms, a head as big as a grown man’s, and dark-skinned (af Klintberg
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#148, p. 148). Means of forcing it to reveal itself and/or making the otherworldly
kidnappers return the human child range from tricking the changeling into talking (brewing in an eggshell is a common method) or taking it for baptism to the
actively cruel (severe and regular beatings, throwing it into the fireplace, setting it
on a red-hot griddle).
As well as perhaps a few instances of the genuinely preternatural, it is more
than passingly likely that the changeling-belief was most often used as a socially
acceptable excuse for disposing of a visibly defective or severely retarded child
which could not reasonably be supported in the hard and frequently marginal
life of a Scandinavian farmer prior to the twentieth century; Lindow mentions
that, in German dialect, the same word (Kielkropf) is used for “changeling” and
“aborted fetus”, and compares that word to the Swedish changeling-name “Kille
Kopp”, commenting that there are even some variants of the story where that
name appears in which the changeling and the troll who addresses it on the way
to its baptism speak Low German to each other (pp. 92–93). Grimm also cites
kielkröpfe for a changeling as well as the synonymous dickkröpfe. Both names refer
to the exceptionally thick necks and heads thought to be typical (II, p. 468);
hydrocephaly may have been one of the conditions contributing to the changeling-belief, as might mongoloidism.
I suspect that true changelings may often have been far less obvious than the
folk-stories suggest, recognisable chiefly by the character and strength of their
soul-might (and that of their descendants), by strong innate inclination to the
Otherworlds, and differences in personality (and perhaps sometimes slight bodily
differences) from other folk. A good example of this appears in one Swedish tale:
a changeling is swapped for one of a pair of identical twins, and is not discovered
until an old man spending the night detects the presence of a changeling. To tell
them apart, the girls are made to turn their backs and touched with a live snake.
The human one shrieks; the changeling says, “It is not dangerous; it is only a hair
from my father’s head” (af Klintberg #151, pp. 149–50).

8.2—Otherworldly Influence in humans
There are various degrees and ways by which a human may shift into the
Otherworld. Those who are skin-strong (hamrammnar), that is, able to take
another shape in soul- or earthly form; workers of magic, and those who are
trollaukinn are already partially of the Otherworld. The same is true for those
descended from Otherworldly wights, or from those who have had close contact
with them: Bárðr’s seduction of the daughter of his daughter’s former lover to
father and then foster Gestr is a marked case in point. The crew that Bárðr takes
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to Iceland also shows this range. In addition to Bárðr’s own relatives, it includes
a couple called Svalr and Thúfa, who “väru trylld mjök bæði” (were both greatly
be-trolled); one man, Thórkell, has the interesting nickname “skinnvefja” (skinwrapped or skin-wound, which suggests the practice of shape-shifting through
the use of beast-hides; the explanation given is that in the north of Bárðr’s paternal lands, sealskins were used in place of wadmal; but Thórkell’s appearance is
described at very unusual length for a saga character and is rather bizarre, suggesting someone well beyond the normal range); another is called Ingjaldr Álfarinsson,
suggesting a family interaction of some sort with the alfs, and another is described
as the son of Ketil Thistle (chs. 3–4, pp. 107–12)—a plant often associated with
both etins and magic, particularly curses, as seen, for instance, in För Skírnis and
later runic formulae, most notably the þistil-mistil-kistil (thistle, mistletoe, small
box) formula, common to Sweden, Norway, and Iceland in the eleventh century;
used on the Gørlev and Ledberg runestones (perhaps as a warding-curse); cited as
part of a curse in the late Bósa saga ok Herrauðs (Moltke, p. 168); and risted on
the floor in the apse of Borgund church in Norway, where premature infants were
buried, perhaps to keep their ill-willing ghosts from walking (Dronke, “Art and
Tradition”, p. 256, n. 3). Dronke also suggests that the För Skírnis reference to a
“thistle crushed at the end of harvest” may have been related to a specific piece of
harvest-magic (ritually driving out all wights of woe?—KHG); and that “Þistill,
implying ‘hated, malevolent thing’, might be written or spoken to give a man
power over what he feared, or to bring fearful things upon an enemy’ (Dronke,
ibid.). The thistle likewise appears in Icelandic folk-magic, most notably in a
charm to render poisonous plants harmless, in which the thistle is placed in a box
with a hole in it (gluggakistu) and a stone above (Matthías Viðar Sæmundsson, pp.
362–63). Thistilbarþe (Thistle-beard) is listed as an etin-heiti (Þulur IV b, from
Snorra Edda; Finnur Jónsson, B I, p. 654).
A number of Heathen Icelandic by-names (of a type which disappears entirely
after the conversion) also show traces of otherworldly being in humans. The
clearest of these are by-names such as hálftröll (half-troll), Jötunn-, þurs (thurse),
and svartiþurs (black thurse—Jón Steffensen, p. 184). Such names may speak of
bodily or ancestral traits, or they may refer to regular dealings with the wights in
question: compare, for instance, the eighteenth-century Álfa-Árni was so called
because he dealt often with the alfs (Árni Björnsson, Vættatal, p. 95).
The by-name inn rammni is not too uncommon in the Heathen period; in
most instances, it is simply mentioned in a list of names, but in one instance in
Landnámabók, it is said of Steinrøðr inn rammni that he “offered many men aid,
to whom harm-wights (meinvættir) had done harm”, and describes his destruction
of an ill-willing witch named Geirhildr, mentioning that he was a smith who came
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to confront her with an iron goad in his hand, whereupon she turned herself into
the likeness of an oxhide full of water. The original verse from which this description is drawn calls Geirhildr a troll and speaks of how Steinrøðr rammed the
iron goad between her ribs. (S225, H191, pp. 258). Steinrøðr’s father Thórir was
known by the by-name þursasprengir (thurse-burster); the mark of the Otherworld
was clearly passed down in his son’s soul-might (rammr), though, like many of our
heroes, the two of them used their strength to ward humans against ill-meaning
wights; Jón Steffensen comments that, “There can be no doubt that the nicknames of father and son in this case … have closely related meanings” (p. 185).
Reginn and Fáfnir may be particularly susceptible to transformation because
strangeness runs in their family even before Andvari’s curse takes effect: their
brother Óttarr is a natural shapeshifter. Having this head-start, Fáfnir sunders
himself wholly from clan and humanity by killing his father; this, perhaps together
with the Otherworldly might of the water-dwarf ’s hoard, makes his transformation more overwhelming and anti-human than his brother’s; whereas Reginn
achieves his through obsession and long plotting to kill his brother—as anti-social
and monstrous a set of deeds as the Germanic mind could imagine.
It should be marked that most of the Germanic heroes, particularly the older
ones, have a strong touch of the Otherworldly, even the monstrous, about them,
from which they draw much of their strength. The gods are closely mingled with
the etin-kind; Thórr himself is the son of Jörð, who, though a being of great weal,
is also considered an etin in her own right, and, like many men in the folk-tales
of Scandinavia, he has not only a wife within the garth, but a concubine outside
(the etin Járnsaxa) who is the mother of his sons and heirs. One of these, Magni,
as a small child, proves to be stronger than any of the gods when it comes to lifting a fallen etin’s leg off his father’s neck (Snorra Edda, Skáldskaparmál ch. 17,
p. 276)—not least, in all likelihood, because of his heritage from the Outgarth;
Óðinn remarks specifically on him being the son of a giantess (gýgjar sonr).
The hero of Thórsteins þáttr uxafóts offers a particularly interesting example of
a person marked by the Otherworld. He is set out to die as an infant, but rescued
by a man named Krumr; he (like Magni) grows up remarkably large and strong,
so that by the age of seven, he has the strength of a grown man (Flateyjarbók I, p.
252). As an adult, he does battle with a family of etins, the last and most dangerous of whom is the old mother. She vomits in his face, which is nearly enough to
kill him; after that, he is said to be not truly of one hide (eigi einhamr), “either
because of (the troll-woman’s) vomit or because he was útborinn” (set out to die
as a child. Flateyjarbók I, pp. 259–60). It is possible that having been set out laid
the potential Otherworldly nature in Thórsteinn, while the troll-woman’s spew
activated it; but either by itself might have been enough to shape him, as his
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unusual size and strength as a child also suggest. The idea of vomiting as a means
of projecting/transferring magical might is strange and kind of revolting, but not
unique to this text: it appears, most notably, in Óðinn’s winning of the mead
of poetry where the mighty draught is spewed for future distribution, and may
be echoed in Egils saga (ch. LXXI, p. 226), either as an Óðinnic imitation (cf.
Dronke, “Óminnis hegri”) or as a straightforward blast of personal might which
the recipient—who, like Thórsteinn, is nearly killed by it, but unlike Thórsteinn,
cannot keep himself from throwing up in turn—can neither ward off nor, as
Thórsteinn apparently did, assimilate to his own use. Thórsteinn’s story also mentions that after this “Now they both lay between the world and Hel” (p. 260), a
phrase which generally means unconscious, perhaps dangerously so, but which in
this context also suggests an overwhelming transference of Otherworldly might
and temporary separation from the Middle-Garth.
The border-state between normal humanity and the Otherworld is a condition of might, but can also be perilous: the further one goes, the further removed
from the society of humans one is, and the more likely one is to become both
alienated and even dangerous. Grettir is a good warning example. At home when
dealing with the dead and trolls (whether fighting the latter or, as is the case
with Hallmundr, befriending them), his temper and strength make him a hazard
to ordinary folk, leading to his multiple outlawings and, finally, his isolation on
Drangey and his death. Slightly troll-like in his own being from the beginning
(for instance, he responds to being given chores as a child by playing cruel and
destructive tricks of a sort that could well be attributed to ill-willing trolls), the
more he has to do with the Otherworld, the more troll-like he becomes. At one
point, after an impressive feat of cold-weather swimming, he comes out of the
water and it is stated directly that, “he was very strange and frightening in appearance, as if he were a troll” (ch. XXXVIII, p. 130). Starkaðr’s Otherworldly nature
(aided and used by Óðinn) causes him to be similarly alienated, causing strife
where-ever he goes (see ch. III, section 3.4). Further, for those who have shifted
into the Otherworld, the transition back becomes hard, if not impossible, after a
certain point; a number of folktales throughout Scandinavia mention that those
who have wholly gone into the Otherworld for a time and been returned are never
entirely happy with life in the Middle-Garth.

8.3—Shifting between the Worlds
Those who are most likely to undergo involuntary shifting into the Otherworld
to some degree are those who are in a border-state in their own lives: children
before their name-giving; young women or men who are engaged, but not yet
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married; and women who have given birth but not yet been churched (a woman
had to wait forty days after birthing to be taken officially back into the christian
church—Lindow, p. 94). Also susceptible are those who spend long periods of
time in wild places either alone or with a small group of their own gender. Most
of the Norwegian stories about young women seduced by elf-men take place in
shielings (the high mountain meadows where cattle were taken to graze for the
summer, tended by a maiden or a few maidens), just as hunters staying out in the
woods are open to the skogsrå.
In one of the most distinctive Icelandic stories of transformation, two men are
gathering edible moss in the mountains; one stays awake, but the other falls asleep,
and the first sees the sleeper walking out up the mountains towards the glaciers,
where a huge troll woman sits on a spur of the glacier, beckoning by stretching
out her arms with her hands crossed and then drawing them in towards her breast,
until the man she has enchanted runs straight into her arms, and then she goes
off with him. One year later, when the moss-gatherers are back, the man who left
with the troll-woman appears; he is short-spoken and surly, but when asked what
he believes in, he says he believes in God. The next year, he comes back again, and
looks enough like a troll to frighten his former companions, and when asked what
he believes in, he says nothing. The third year, he is altogether a troll (and a very
ugly-looking one); and when they ask him what he believes in, he says, “Trunt,
trunt, and the trolls in the fell,” and then is never seen again (Jón Árnason, I, #
193). “Trunt” may be a variant of “Trond”, the name of the Norwegian king of
the trolls (as in the Trondheim mountains).
In a somewhat similar Icelandic tale, it is a farmer’s daughter who is lured
away; her father asks a priest for aid, but is told that she has been taken by the alfs,
and it will give him no joy to see her again. Eventually the priest takes the farmer
by night to a certain place on a cliff-face, where the cliff opens so that they can
see in. The farmer sees a bright light, with folk going to and fro, and marks one
woman whose face is all black except for a white cross on her brow. The priest tells
the farmer that the black-faced woman is his daughter, and he will get her out if
the farmer wishes, but she has been enchanted into a troll (tryllt orðinn) through
being together with these folk (Jón Árnason I, #56, pp. 55–56). These two tales
make it clear that staying with wights of the Otherworld for too long, without
human company to balance them, ends in full transformation. It is also worth
noting that, in the second tale, it is specifically stated that the álfar have taken the
girl, but that she has become be-trolled (in both senses, apparently); and the black
face is particularly characteristic of the dead; this, again, suggests the absence of
clear divisions between the various sorts of wights.
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The Old Norse verb trylla is of special interest in the context of shifting towards
the Otherworld. The root word is “troll”; it is perhaps best translated as “betrolled”. It can mean “made into a troll”, “enchanted”, “mad or possessed”; the
adjectival tryllskr is “to be a troll or a witch” (Cleasby-Vigfusson, p. 643). Like the
less well-defined trollaukinn, it suggests a spectrum of effects within the general
range of becoming oneself more a part of the Otherworlds than of the MiddleGarth.
For beings of the Otherworlds to shift into the Middle-Garth almost always
requires a wedding. Usually this is by choice, and involves an Otherworldly
woman who marries a human man. Occasionally it is forcible, as with the theft
of an animal hame such as appears in the selkie-bride stories (see section 4.8) and
Völundarkviða, which follows the same pattern, although the hide in this case is
that of a swan rather than a seal. One tale from Iceland gives us a startling example
of an alf-woman whom her human lover Sigurðr Andrésson, with the aid of his
father and a priest named Eiríkur, manages to drag from the Otherworld and,
over time, make fully human. Sigurðr disappears looking for the lost family sheep
one day; the sheep come home without him, and shortly thereafter the farmer
Andrés has a dream in which a woman tells him not to fear for his son’s life, since
the young man is alive and well with her, and she is an alf-woman; she had stolen the sheep, but Sigurður told her to give them back. Her name is Valbjörg or
Vandráð. After three years, in the autumn the farmer has another dream in which
his son comes to him, telling him to come to Ullarvötn51 on the evening before
Yule, with the priest Eiríkur; they will see Sigurður’s house by the lake-shore with
the door open. Andrés should come in; Eiríkur should stand in the doorway and
grasp the woman tightly when she tries to leave the house, but Andrés should go
into the bathing-room and call out, “God”. If they fail on this night, they will not
see Sigurður again. The farmer and priest do as they are told. When they get to
the house, Sigurður is sitting on a chest and carding wool, while Valbjörg has a
child in her arms and another in her cradle by her feet, and a candle-light burning. The woman drops her child and runs, but the priest catches her; and though
he is stronger than two men and skilled in wrestling, he finds it difficult to hold
her. André and Sigurður bring the light out of the bathing-room; now the priest
gets a good grip on her, and she becomes quiet and calm. They are there all night
and the priest keeps watch on her; and sometimes she weeps and begs the priest
to release her, but he does not. When day comes, they leave, taking Valbjörg, the
children, and flocks with them. And folk hold that Sigurður had cast a conceal51

This can mean either “wool-lakes” or “Ullr’s lakes”; there is a hint in Grímnismál 42
that Ullr may have a particular might in opening the ways between worlds.
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ment over the dwelling so that it would remain hidden. The weather being good,
they travel without resting by day and moonlight back to Andrés’ farm, where
Sigurður keeps Valbjörg over the winter, and “she was greatly set right in that
time”. In the spring, Eiríkur marries them; they have four children, of whom it is
said that they were more wonderful (or “stranger”—undarlegri) than other folk;
one of their descendants was Sæmundr Hólm of Helgafell, who was often visited
by “huldufolk” (Jón Árnason, I, # 101–4, pp. 97–99).
While I have earlier warned against confusing the alf-folk with the Celtic sidhe
on the grounds of superficial likenesses, the motif of holding a person tightly
regardless of what happens in order to bring that person from the Otherworld
to the Middle-Garth is markedly similar to the description in the Scottish ballad
“Tam Lin”. While the sidhe attempt to free the subject by a series of transformations or transformative glamours (Tam Lin, in Janet’s embrace, appears to turn
into a stag, a snake, and a large red-hot ingot), the Icelandic alf relies on strength
and wrestling skill, and, like a draugr, must be chiefly subdued by these physical
means, although the use of the alf-woman’s candle (and the spell Sigurður casts
on leaving her house) suggest that he has also been able to absorb some of her
Otherworldly might and use it for his own purposes. It is further possible, considering that Valbjörg’s full “disenchantment” seems to take the whole winter, while
Tam Lin’s is over in a very short time, that the dramatic changes of the ballad
could represent a compression of the spiritual or psychological states that must
be gone through in the process of shifting from the Otherworld to the MiddleGarth.
It may also be worth marking that Tam Lin’s lover Janet of Carterhaugh is pregnant when she does this, the production of half-human children could be a necessary condition for pulling the Otherworldly partner through to the Middle-Garth
(see the discussion of Helga Bárðadóttir and Skeggi in section 2.2, esp. note 19,
for the converse). As noted above in 8.2, however, the mark of the Otherworlds
remains in the bloodline for generations.

8.4—Seeking out wights of the Otherworlds
Should one wish, not only to stay on good terms with the alfs and the land-wights
through offerings at holy times and to bid their aid when needed as was the usual
way in Heathen times, but to seek might and lore directly from the wights of the
Otherworlds, the means are fairly clear. Here let me repeat myself in no uncertain
terms: being on good terms with the alfs and wights where you live is a very fine,
even a needful thing: that may well be the very deepest-reaching and longestthriving root of the Elder Troth. Having one who is your close friend (félagi) can
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be even better, so long as you are able to stay grounded in the Middle-Garth yourself. Seeking out a wight to learn lore from can turn out well, but it can also be a
very tricky and delicate thing to achieve without paying more than you wanted to
for what you gain. Leaving the Middle-Garth for the company of alfs or wights,
or becoming too deeply (that is, erotically) attached to a particular one, is highly
perilous: in a few cases, good has come of it, but most often quite the opposite.
Even casual and helpful contact can leave a deep mind-mark: the 20th-century
union leader Tryggvi Einarson had his life saved by an alf-maid after he had fallen
down a gully, and said that her beauty haunted him the rest of his life (Perrottet,
p. 269). Be warned!
Whether one is seeking a close friend and/or soul-helper, or wishes to gain
the otherworldly might in one’s own person, the key appears to be staying or
going out often alone in the right sort of wilderness, and/or regular contact with
the wight or wights one seeks to meet or mingle with. One of the most constant
themes in tales of transition (in both directions), as opposed to the simple friendship between a human and a wight, is a strong erotic element, sometimes formalized in a wedding (in which case one of the pair joins the other’s world irrevocably,
or nearly so), sometimes not (in which case both stay at least partially in their own
realms, but usually remain in frequent sexual contact, which may have long-term
consequences for not only the human, but his or her descendants, even if they are
born to or sired by another human).
There is often a strong distinction in the character and effect of relationships
with individual wights and alfs depending on whether the relationship is sexual
or not. Those folk who reliably gain from such relationships without losing their
own ability to function as humans are those who are not erotically involved, but
merely befriend wights of their own gender (presumably incompatible sexuality
would have the same result), especially if they are able to do so without leaving
their ordinary lives. This probably works best when that ordinary life involves
being close to the earth or sea in some manner: farmers and fishermen are almost
invariably the human centres of the “friendly land-wight” tales. This is probably not only because those were the most common careers in Scandinavia, but
because their work also kept them in at least fringe contact with the realms of the
land-wights; and, indeed, the two professions are among those regarding which
the direct friendship of a land-wight is most helpful. The erotic connections reach
much more deeply and have a far stronger effect: one party or the other is usually
transformed in some manner, and the one at most risk is the one who has come
the closest to the other’s realm. One whose desire is to lure a close helpmeet in this
manner should stay near to the edges of the wilds, and go often, but never stay
too long.
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Those who consider doing this should also keep in mind that such a relationship can damage (or be damaged by) another relationship in the Middle-Garth:
the stories of women who are left sorrowful by husbands who go off to sleep with
wight-maids are balanced by tales of women who find ways to stop their husbands
from doing so. Breaking up with a wight-maid is also perilous: in one Swedish
story, when the sjorå’s lover, against her orders, buys his lover the customary bridegift of a hymnal (excluding her from the relationship through the christian influence), she appears to him to tell him he should not have done so; there is a great
uproar at his wedding, “and then the bridegroom got sick and strange and never
got well again” (Kvidelund and Sehmsdorf, 263–4).
While the tale of Sigurðr, Sigrdrífa, and Guðrún involves what one might call
a higher realm of the Otherworlds, the same theme can be seen: Sigurðr, himself
already bearing elements of otherworldly might from his parentage and having
strengthened them greatly by tasting Fáfnir’s blood, is able to awaken Sigrdrífa,
love her, and learn lore from her. Upon returning to the Middle-Garth and finding a fully human love (although Guðrún herself, in the course of time, makes
the shift to the Otherworld, appearing not only as the idis watching over Iceland,
but as the leader of the oskorei or Wod-Host in Norway—a transition probably
aided by both the preternatural elements in her own family and her wedding
to Sigurðr), albeit assisted by Grímhildr’s draught, he forgets Sigrdrífa together,
and, like a number of men in Scandinavian folk-tales who leave or deny their
Otherworldly brides, suffers her vengeance.
For those who only seek to learn lore, rather than to gain a long-term friend or
soul’s mate, singular visits often suffice. Again, unless the wight has already been
drawn into the Middle-Garth in some way (by capture, as with the marbendill,
or through sexual intercourse with a human, as with the skogsrå), the most usual
means seems to be going wholly into the wight’s earthly realm for a short time:
sitting under a waterfall, guesting in the mountains. I myself, in Iceland, had such
an experience of receiving lore upon the spur of the glacier Vatnajökull, putting
my head through a natural hole in an overhang of ice and hearing the etin-voices
(which, in mature hindsight, was probably a really stupidly risky thing to do. I
also nearly killed myself on the way there when I slid on an ice-sheet and came
within an arm’s length of falling into the seething river and being swept under
the glacier. Many steads where wights, especially the etin-kind, dwell, are not safe
places to be running about alone).
One should bring an offering; bread and ale are the most common gifts to
land-wights, while the alfs are especially fond of milk and meat, and the nökk
insists without exception on a large helping of meat, or some of one’s own blood;
silver is well-liked by almost all. Approach the wight as you would an honoured
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elder professor, who may or may not want to make time for you: the better your
manners and the nicer your gift, the likelier you are to get an answer.
When entering the realms of the alfs and wights, if there is any steel on your
person (even so little as can be found in a cigarette lighter), it should be wrapped
firmly in black linen where it won’t fall out at the wrong moment. The linen
serves to shroud the steel’s might; but should matters go wrong, it is not a bad idea
to have a ward ready to hand. In dealing with the etins, however, the only really
effective wards are your own might and wit, and the threat of Thórr’s Hammer.
As with the steel, if you bear a Hammer among the berg-dwellers—and you probably should—it ought to be kept hidden except in times of great need. While
some berg-folk are friends of Thórr’s, many aren’t, and the implicit threat of the
Hammer shown at the beginning is not the best way to start a relationship.

8.5—Magical aids for speaking with wights
While it is a really bad idea to try to compel a wight or alf into doing what
you want it to do against its will—you may succeed, but you are likely to find
you don’t like the final result much—vitki-craft may prove useful in reaching
such a being to begin with, either to better your own ability to see and hear the
wight you would speak with, or to make the opening between the realms clearer
and easier to reach through from both sides. The sixteenth-century Danish ballad
“Jomfruen og Dværgekongen” (The Maiden and the Dwarf-King”, a variation
of “Den Bergtagna”) has the dwarf king striking the maiden with a rod of “elvish wood” (possibly elder or alder) in order to enchant her into the mountain
(Grundtvig, p. 44); this rod was quite likely a magical tine of some manner. The
same technique can be used by one who wishes to open the way or cross over in
some degree from the side of the Middle-Garth. Such aids are not necessary, especially if you already have training in dealing with Otherworldly wights, but may
prove to ease the way.
The most fitting wood for tines depends on what manner of wight you wish to
speak with and what you wish to see or do. Elder is best for alfs, particularly the
Light Alfs. It is also known as a tree of aiding soul-sight: Grieves cites Folkard’s
Plant-Lore, Legends and Lyrics as saying, “The pith of the branches when cut in
round, flat shapes, is dipped in oil, lighted, and then put to float in a glass of
water; its light on Christmas Eve is thought to reveal to the owner all the witches
and sorcerers in the neighborhood”. As mentioned in section 2.4, before elderwood is cut, one must ask permission, saying with bare head, crossed arms and
partially-bent knees, “Lady Ellhorn, give me some of thy wood, and I will give
thee some of mine when it grows in the forest” (Grieves, pp. 266–67). Alder is
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also very suited to alfs, though perhaps somewhat more to the darker sorts. Birch
is fitting for land-wights of all sorts. Pine is also a good tree for land-wights,
while linden (lime-tree; the American version is basswood) is particularly associated with dwarves (Grimm, II, p. 653); roots, rather than branches, are more
fitting to dwarves, though a greater gift of thanks should be made to the tree if
taking a large enough piece of root to rist a tine, as it is more hurtful to the tree
than taking a twig. Although ironwood is actually a tree of the New World, it is
nevertheless suited by name and nature to etins; birch is fitting enough for them
as well, being among the hardiest of Northern trees, as are pines that grow high
in the mountains where no other tree can live. Birch will also do for mound-alfs,
as will holly and (if one is dealing with those who once dwelt as humans in the
Middle-Garth) apple or yew. For fresh water-wights, willow, alder, or other trees
growing by a stream, especially if the tree has roots in the stream, are best; for
salt-water wights, use driftwood. Avoid oak, juniper, and rowan; these are trees of
warding, not of welcoming.
For the brighter wights, it is best, if possible, to cut the tine and herbs on
Waluburg’s Eve, May first, or Midsummer; for dark alfs and wights of the homefields, around harvest-time; and for berg-dwellers, in wintertime. In order to find
water-wights in their best mood, any work having to do with them should take
place from Midsummer to Loaf-Feast (the former, after sunset on Midsummer’s
Eve, being the tide of greatest might for many holy springs—Olrik and Ellekilde,
p. 386—while the latter was especially a time when hallowed wells and springs
were adorned, given offerings and called upon).
If the tine is for one’s own sight and hearing, it should be rubbed with fresh
mugwort when it is coloured; dried mugwort can be mixed with the blood or
pigment to colour the runestaves on it, or it can be held in the smoke of dried
mugwort to charge it. A tine with a natural knothole in it is by far the best for this
purpose, as the knothole itself, once the plug of wood has dropped out, is, like a
stone with a hole in it or the hole made in an animal’s hide by an alf-shot, a natural way of looking between the worlds (Grimm, II, p. 461). In a pinch, holding
your arm in an arch with elbow akimbo and looking through it, as the shield-idis
Ruta advises Böðvar-Bjarki to do in order to look at Óðinn, whom he senses but
cannot see in his last doomed battle (Saxo, II, ch. 60), will also serve.
Other herbs suited to this purpose are, for the brighter wights, Sunnawort
(hypericum perforatum); yarrow (used in Icelandic galdrar as well as English folkcharms for scrying of sundry sorts—Matthías Viðar Sæmundsson, p 374); elecampane for alfs; eyebright and clary sage for soul-sight; trollwort (lousewort/red
rattle, pedicularis sylvatica—which is closely related to eyebright, and should not
only ring true to the troll-might, but also aid soul-sight’s clarity in their direction)
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and thistle for trolls; and dwale (deadly nightshade, atropa belladonna—the name
“dwale” comes from the same root as “Dvalinn”) for the dwarves—note that this
herb is very poisonous: do not eat it, inhale its smoke, use it in ointments, or
handle it if there is any break or abrasion on your skin! Also do not confuse it with
woody nightshade (solanum dulcamara), which is off-putting to many wights.
Mistletoe may be used for those alfs and wights who take part in the realms of the
dead, and for opening the way between realms.
Herbs for working with the alfs should not be cut with an iron knife or dug
with any iron tool. If you are forced to rely on dried herbs cut by someone else,
this will be almost impossible to achieve. In such a case, lay a rock crystal over the
herbs and say thrice, “Etin-stone draw iron out/Járngrímr, Járnsaxa, Járnskjöldr!”
while seeing the crystal suck the dark glitter of iron dust from the herbs. Then
mince them fine with a knife that is not iron (silver is best; if you cannot get a silver or bronze knife, I recommend hammering the edge of a piece of sheet-copper,
which makes the metal denser and harder for edge-taking, then using a fine file to
get a good edge on it).
The best runestaves for the purpose of soul-sight and speech are ansuz (for
speech and hearing between realms); kenaz (the dual nature of torch/corruption,
and the connection with the alf- or troll-lights in their dwellings, particularly
mounds); elhaz (may be risted either in the Elder form with the tines upwards, the
Younger ýr-shape with the tines downwards, or the doubled shape where both are
used, as is fitting to the type of wight you wish to speak with); mannaz (for the
other runestaves to open and awaken your mind to soul-sight); and, if not dealing
with wights who prefer darkness alone, dagaz.
A piece of clear rock crystal (quartz) may also be enchanted by the above means
as a seeing-stone. It will suit best to berg-wights (the etin Hymir is described in
Hymiskviða 28–31 as having a hard crystal cup, which seems to hold a large part
of his might; and rock crystal is called berg-crystal in all the Nordic languages)
and dwarves, but be usable for all unseen beings. There is a very fine tenth-century necklace from Sweden which is made of large half-spheres of rock crystal
set in filigreed silver (Graham-Campbell, p. 117; the Finnish jewelry company
Kalevala Koru makes, or used to make, a beautiful reproduction of the largest of
these); it was common in the Migration Age for Germanic women to wear spheres
of rock crystal in silver, usually hanging from their belts nestled in the bowl of a
silver spoon (Wilson, p. 113), and crystal beads or unpierced quartz pebbles were
found in a number of Heathen Anglo-Saxon cremation burials (Wilson, p. 138).
Whether any of these were originally meant to better soul-sight or not (the halfrounds have been suggested to have been used as mundane lenses, for which they
are very effective—Beck, I, p.260; given the amuletic functions of rock crystal,
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this use makes it even more plausible that they could have served in regards to
soul-sight as well), both styles are certainly suitable for this purpose, though, for
the wilder wights, a natural crystal may work best of all.
To open the gateway to the Otherworlds, use cowslip, keyflower (orchis
maculata), and/or elder blossoms instead of or in addition to mugwort. If seeking an Otherworldly lover—which I have already cautioned taking greatly careful rede about—sweet woodruff plucked in May should also be used; May wine
was known in Denmark and southern Sweden by 1557 as a traditional means to
quicken hearts to love (Gløb, Brændevinsbog, p. 86).
The best runestaves to use for opening a gateway are, as before, ansuz, kenaz,
and elhaz; to which should be added raidho and perthro. To make a long-lasting
way between the realms for the two of you, the tine may be shaped of silver or
made from a stone of might (as the Icelandic nátturusteinar; see the discussion in
ch. II) and given to the wight, rather than kept for your own use.
Runestaves can be added to your tine to make it easier to reach wights of certain types or for certain reasons. For example: thurisaz (for a troll or etin); ehwaz
(if the purpose is to find a félagi); laguz (for any of the water-wights); ingwaz
and/or wunjo (for the Light Alfs); mannaz and ansuz in a bind-stave (to learn
lore); ansuz, raidho, mannaz, and laguz in a bind-stave (to learn music); gebo
(for an erotic relationship; the colour for the runestaves, blood or pigment, may
also in this case be mixed with more personal fluids, though if the tine is given to
the wight, the tie will be much harder to break should things go wrong), and so
forth.
Unless seeking to speak with greater etins, dwarves, or the alfs of one’s own
bloodline, the staves should be risted with something other than iron; a sharp
piece of silver is likely best for the purpose, as that metal is especially pleasing to
alfs and wights, though bronze, copper, or flint will also do; for berg-wights, a
sharp stone is best. The variations of staves, herbs, and style of working depend
on one’s need and skill—though one must be very careful not to overstep one’s
knowledge and strength, either with the rune-craft or when dealing with the alfs
and wights!
If you wish to spend much time alone with alfs or wights, especially collectively
or for a period when you have no or little human companionship, and yet do not
want to shift too far into the Otherworlds, you should ward yourself as best you
can without being offensive. At the end of Bergbúa þáttr, it is stated that “things
turned out for (Thórðr) no more strangely than before, but yet such are unheardof matters” (p. 229). This is probably due to the cross he rists with an iron spike,
his christian prayers when he hears the berg-dweller moving in the stone, and the
fact that he shows no fear (he makes his panicked companion sit down, be calm,
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and pray), nor does he speak to the stone-dweller: his conduct is reminiscent of
the instructions Jón Árnason gives in regards to a rite to learn from the dead (see
p. 52, note 26).
In general, it is not a bad idea to have the tools and ingredients of wardings
ready before you undertake any of the riskier dealings. Remember that the temperament, will, and wishes of such beings vary as much as do those of humans.
Unless you have some reason to know that the one or ones you are likeliest to find
are well-disposed (though your rune-craft may help you in this), you are always
taking something of a chance when you meet with an alf or wight—especially for
the first time, although, as again is the case with humans as well (sometimes for
the same reasons, and sometimes because the alfs and wights follow their own
laws of courtesy that do not always quite match with those of humans), even a
good relationship can go sour if you say or do the wrong thing.
Dealing with beings of the Otherworlds in their own realms or where they
overlap ours is not for the foolish or the weak of heart, though the rewards may
be great if all goes fairly. But bear in mind that touching the other realms and
their dwellers will shape you as well, in one way or another: think hard on what
you may lose in opening the way to such mights in yourself, as well as on what
you may gain, before you tread the marches between the Middle-Garth and those
worlds that lie beyond, or seek to meet too nearly with those to whom those
Otherworlds are home.

Chapter IX
Rites

9.1—Introduction to the rites
All of the rites here are galdor-magic augmented with runestaves. They can be
used together with other techniques such as soul-faring and spae-trances, or with
other galdor-rites. However, given that working with wights is a matter of seeing,
listening, and sensing, you will find the first three most useful if they are combined with the more intuitive/personally perceptive magical techniques; in fact,
they are designed to aid in augmenting those techniques. They are not designed
to help you control wights; this is not ceremonial demonology, and if you are
courteous, you should get far more good out of befriending the dwellers in the
Otherworlds than out of trying to bend them to your will (if the thought of doing
so crosses your mind, go back and read the book again, especially section 6.5, then
ask yourself if you really want to anger any of these folk. Such things are safer
when dealing with the dead—and they’re bloody dangerous then; it’s like the difference between being hit by a small car and being hit by a vehicle ranging from
van-size to eighteen-wheeler to a 200-car freight train). That was in general not
done in Heathen times, with a couple of short-term exceptions when an ill-willing
wight was kept from doing harm; most wights and alfs were treated with honour
second only to that of the god/esses, if that.
I am not going to go into much detail here, on the grounds that, if you are
going to try working runic magic to deal with wights of any sort, you should
already know what you are doing. These rites are meant for vitkis ranging in skill
and lore from mid-level (might not be able to compose a ritual as well as I do, but
has a reasonably solid understanding of what I wrote and why I wrote it) to very
skilled (able to compose rituals just as good as mine, but likes the way I’ve done
it). I have kept to rites that are relatively safe, as far as any magic can be, in case of
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the over-ambitious trying them: if you want to try something more perilous, then
you had better be good enough to compose your own ritual for it.
I strongly recommend that you go through each rite carefully before working it. If you come to something you don’t understand, such as why I chose the
runestaves I did or what I mean by any part of the galdor, or if you don’t like any
aspect of what I have here, you have four choices. 1: You can trust me and follow the rite exactly (although I don’t advise this if you don’t basically understand
what’s going on; if you have the wrong thoughts in your mind while working, you
can still screw things up); 2: you can sit down and study it, perhaps with the help
of one or more of the books recommended above, until you do understand it; 3:
you can change it according to your own understanding; or 4: you can compose
your own entirely and just use these for suggestions and guidelines according to
your need.
If you are already trained in soul-work and speaking to beings of the
Otherworld, but are not really familiar with runic magic, I recommend following
choice #4 rather than trying to mess with the runestaves. The lists of herbs, the
galdor-staves, and such may be useful to you in whole or in part for this, but if
not, well, if you have the right training to be dealing with the Otherworld’s dwellers directly without outside magical aids, you should already basically know what
to do and how to do it.
If you don’t have solid practical training in this or a closely related field,
and aren’t familiar with runic magic, then I strongly advise sticking to the religious/social aspects of dealing with alfs and wights. That is: sharing your food
and drink when visiting their steads, making offerings and bidding rede and aid
at the álfablót/Winternights feast—but not trying too hard to get in touch with
them otherwise, until you have learned how to handle yourself should things go
badly wrong. Keep in mind that religion is rather like talking to your parents or
grandparents: even if you’re clueless, if you’re trying and your heart is in the right
place, they’ll most likely forgive errors in practice or expression and help you out
anyway. Whereas magic is more like dealing with electricity: no matter how good
your intentions or pure your heart, if you don’t know what you’re doing and aren’t
just unbelievably lucky (and no one is lucky all the time), you’re most likely to fry
yourself and/or those around you. Consider, for instance, the scene in Egils saga
Skalla-Grímssonar where a farmboy has tried to carve love-runes for a girl and succeeded only in making her very ill, so that Egill has to scrape off his staves, carve
new ones on to heal her, and make a very caustic verse about how stupid it is to
mess with magic when you don’t know what you’re doing.
For the same reasons, I have not gone into detail on things like shaping and
grounding your runestave ring. You can use the version in my book, or any of
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the others I recommend below (mine is kind of based on Edred’s anyway), or any
like warding/might-gathering enchantment you please, just as long as you already
know how to set your magical working space up and take it down when you’re
done. Again, this is not an introduction to how to do magic (or all that good a
place to start, for that matter; dealing with other beings adds a level of complexity
and unpredictability that a new vitki does not need). If you can’t set up a working stead, go to one of the books I recommend and learn how to do it, and other
things, before you come back to these rites.
If you see an unfamiliar word or phrase, check the Glossary. I have used a few
Old Norse or Primitive Norse words or phrases because they are mightier than
any English equivalent, because there is no English equivalent, or because they
alliterated and/or scanned where no English equivalent would fit the verse-form.
In regards to learning runic magic or understanding specific staves, etc. better:
there are four really good, complete introductions to the practice of runic magic
that I know of, and a lot of mediocre ones and outright crud. The good books, in
order of publication date, are: FUThARK: A Handbook of Runic Magic, by Edred
Thorsson (Samuel Weiser); Leaves of Yggdrasil, by Freya Aswynn (currently with
Llewellyn, I believe); Teutonic Magic, by Kveldulf Gundarsson (originally Llewellyn,
just reprinted by Thoth), and Diana Paxson’s rune book (Samuel Weiser). Edred
has a few simpler basic guides and one more complex work (Runelore) out there,
but these four are the fundamentals. The less good ones, I will not name (partially
because there’s so many of them), except to say that if anyone is trying to convince
you that a “blank rune” exists, they are either a charlatan who thinks that you are
a fool, or they are a fool themselves.52 The same is true of anyone who claims there
is a real “rune” or symbol called “Odin’s Eye”.

52

The blank rune was invented sometime in the late ’70’s or early ’80s by a man who
realized that he could make money by taking the stave-shapes, jumbling their order—
stable and meaningful through the entire period of runic writing—into meaningless incoherence, cluelessly attaching New Age interpretations with no knowledge
of Germanic culture, and selling his little book with a cloth bag of ceramic runes. If
you own any of this guy’s stuff (and it isn’t hard to figure out who; it’s the only “runic
alphabet” that doesn’t start with something fairly similar to FUThARK), throw it
away; if you see it in a metaphysical bookstore run by folk who care what they are
selling, please try to educate them.
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9.2—Tine or Ointment for Soul-Sight
The object of this tine or ointment is to make it easier for you to see/sense wights
of the Otherworlds. Do remember the warning in section 1.1 about not addressing them first, especially if you are using this rite for making an ointment.
Tools: a piece of debarked elder or birchwood; dried mugwort, yarrow, and
eyebright (other worts may be added if you wish to see a specific type of wight);
recels (incense)-burner with charcoal for burning the herbs; a sharp piece of silver; red madder or red ochre may be used for pigment (the dry pigment can be
blended with linseed oil and your worts; it is best, if painting the runestaves to
redden them, to put in at least a drop of your blood); a clear rock crystal point.
The same rite can also be used to enchant a piece of rock crystal as a seeing-stone;
if it is set in silver, the runes can be scratched on that, or simply painted on the
crystal. If you wish to make an ointment, mix linseed oil with molten beeswax
and the same herbs as you use in the recels to achieve a soft cream.
I. Perform the Circle-rite (as in Teutonic Magic, pp. 274 ff.—to summarize: you
trace the three ættir of the Elder Futhark in three rings about you, beginning
in the north with Fehu, northeast with Uruz, east with Thurisaz, and so forth).
When the runestaves are wrought, instead of shaping the Hammer in each of the
eight directions and bidding Thórr, instead trace Ansuz with the words, “Óðinn’s
keen eye through all worlds sees/Heimdallr hears through all realms.” Above your
head, trace the upward-pointing Elhaz and say, “Bright might streams from Bifröst
down”; below, trace the downward-pointing Elhaz (the Younger ýr-stave) and say,
“Roots through the worlds reach.” Stand with arms spread upwards and legs apart
for a moment, feeling the might flow into you from above and below; then bring
your feet together and stretch your arms horizontally to the sides, saying, “In the
Middle-Garth meet all homes.”
2. Rist with the silver on your tine, then redden with the tip of the rock crystal,
these runestaves: ansuz, kenaz, elhaz, and mannaz; others may be added to make
the tine more specific to your need.
As you rist and redden each stave, chant,
Ansuz … ansuz … ansuz! Open my eyes awake my ears,
			
to see with soul and mind.
Kenaz … kenaz … kenaz! Key to the realms, kindle the torch,
			
to see with soul and mind.
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Elhaz … elhaz … elhaz! Elk-horns to heavens eke hooves in the depths,
			
’twixt realms reach soul and mind.
Mannaz … mannaz … mannaz! Mind is awakened, mannaz through realms,
			
to see with soul and mind.
(if you have added other runes, the staves should be written as follows: the broken
line should begin and alliterate with the letter of the stave; the second line may
repeat “to see with soul and mind”, or may, as the elhaz-stanza, vary slightly, but
maintain the general sense, purpose, and the phrase “soul and mind”).
3. Light the charcoal with a match, not a lighter (flint and steel are bad in this
context) and sprinkle the dried herbs on it. When the smoke is wafting up nicely,
hold the rock crystal to the tine and pass them through the smoke nine times:
right to left, left to right, right to left, and so forth. Say with each pass,
Smoke, that drifts soft as snow through the worlds,
		 shows me the shifting shapes,
		 mirk-shapes in mist grow clear,
		 bright shapes beheld by eye.
At the end of each pass, tap the rock crystal against the tine and say,
Icy-clear the Earth’s fair gem,
bright from the depths of berg
shows the shadow-hulled wights
lights through the worlds’ ways.
4. Touch tine and crystal to the middle of your forehead, and say,
Awaken my sight, awaken hugr,
		 to see those things unseen.
Open my eyes to all the worlds,
		 for alfs and Ases, sight,
		 for wights and wanderers, sight,
		 for sea, earth, and air-folk, sight!
(5. If you wish to make an ointment, scrape the runestaves off the tine into a
blend of linseed oil, beeswax, and herbs of the sort you used for the smoke with an
edge that is neither iron nor steel; stir it with the rock crystal, saying,
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		 Blend the mights to mind and soul,
			
salve of sight, I bid!
		 Runes all risted, rowning songs,
			
herb-might’s earthen awe,
			
stone-might’s clear, fair stave,
			
blend to open eyes!
6. Whirl the tine (or jar of ointment) slowly four times around the circle
widdershins, drawing the might of the four rings of the circle into it. Stand with
feet together, holding the tine (or jar) to your chest with elbows tight against your
body, and saying,
So it is wrought, the realms all through,
		 Worked and deep Wyrd-writ,
as you draw in the might of the elhaz-staves you traced above and below yourself.
Tap the tine (or jar) three times with your piece of silver, and say, “The work is
done.”
When you would use this tine, tap yourself lightly three times in the middle
of the forehead, then on each eyelid and ear with it; or smear the ointment in the
same places.

9.3—Tine For Befriending Wights
Such a tine can be taken with you when you go to seek out a wight or alf. When
you have found the right place, touch it to the stone, smear it with earth, or
sprinkle it with water from the stream, whichever is fitting to the wight you seek.
It can either be given to the wight, or you can keep it to make it easier for the
wight to give you rede and aid when you are away from its home, putting it under
your pillow to seek out your friend in dreams, and so forth.
Tools: birch-wood, mugwort, yarrow (or other woods and herbs as fitting to the
kind of wights you seek; for a present to a wight, use a little piece of silver and
scratch the runes with something non-ferrous); cowslip, keyflower, elderflowers,
or mistletoe (any or all of these may be used); a sharp piece of metal (other than
iron or steel); ale with a bit of bread crumbled into it.
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1) Work the circle-rite as described above.
2) Rist and redden upon the tine perthro, ansuz, kenaz, raidho, elhaz (and any
other staves as may be needed for particular wights.
3. As you rist and redden each stave, chant,
Perthro … perthro … perthro! Roots through the realms run high and deep,
		
Wyrd’s waters flow through all.
Ansuz … ansuz … ansuz! Awaken our hearing awaken our sight,
		
Hugr and heart, friend to friend.
Kenaz … kenaz … kenaz! Kindle ’twixt realms our kenning-light,
		
Where stone open stands (or: where the waters whirl).
Raidho … raidho … raidho! Rise to meet, and ride to meet,
		
Friends to meet in frith.
Elhaz … elhaz … elhaz! Rede is rowned through realms for aye,
		
rede from friend to friend,
		
gifts all good ’twixt friends,
		
easy roads e’er ’twixt friends.
4. On the other side of the tine, rist and redden, chanting each stave-name
followed by the whole phrase as you rist and redden each runestave:
ALU—ALU—ALU—LAThU LANDAWEHT (I invite the land-wight; alternatively: SUNDAWEHT—sea-wight; WATARWEHT—water-wight; ALB—alf;
DWERG—dwarf; BERGAWEHT—berg-wight).
5) Dip the tine in the ale three times, saying each time as you do,
I come in frith, in friendship come,
ale to bring, and bread,
Friend to ken, and kinship find,
well-met with each, each,
with gifts and greetings aye,
in friendship and in frith.
6) Ground yourself and draw the circle’s might down to flow safely into the
earth.
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9.4—For Bidding the Forebear-Alfs
This tine, unlike the others, can be used wholly without finding a stead in which
the wights you seek dwell. Its purpose is to call the alfs of your own kin to you in
order to gain their rede.
Tools: holly- or yew-wood; elecampane, mugwort, yarrow, eyebright, clary sage,
mullein; linseed oil and red ochre pigment or red ochre-based paint (be sure it is
not synthetic; even if you are chiefly using blood, there needs to be at least a touch
of real red ochre mixed in),53 at least a drop of your own blood (absolutely needed
for this tine), sax (the one you usually rist runes or work rites with will suit; it may
be iron or steel, but must be hallowed in some fashion). If you can get some earth
from the land of your forebears, all the better.
1. Circle Rite
2. Rist the runestaves wunjo-ansuz-wunjo-eihwaz-wunjo-othala-wunjo-raidhowunjo on the tine, chanting,
		 Wise alfs wend this way to kin,
			
aid me, awesome of clan!
		 Wise alfs wend with wynn-filled hearts,
			
aye gazing with eyes of might.
		 Wise alfs wend your weal to bear,
			
old wit to offspring grant.
		 Wise alfs wend your words to speak,
			
redes to your kin-bairn rown.
		 Wise alfs wend wind close in blood,
			
to weal and wit and wynn.54
3. Grind your dry herbs together, repeating the chant. When all is well-ground,
say,
		 From earth-roots spring the alfs’ deep might,
			
bright leaves from barrow born.
53

54

Red ochre was sprinkled on our forebears’ bodies in the Stone Age as a needful part
of burial rites; it makes a link right back through the eldest days.
archaic word for joy, cognate to wunjo.
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		 Alf-strength and sight to elder realms,
			
worked by the hallowed worts.
Add the red ochre and linseed oil or red ochre paint. Mix thoroughly, saying,
		 From eldest days the earth’s red shone,
			
on home-folk laid in howe,
		 that loved ones fared might live again,
			
awesome in alf-worlds fair
			
mighty in Middle-Garth’s ring.
Add a drop of your blood and mix it in thoroughly, saying,
		 Blood of our kin borne from first days,
			
weave us a way ’twixt worlds.
		 Blood of our line binding our clan,
			
bound in the barrow’s depths,
			
bound beneath sunlit sky
			
bound dear from realm to realm!
Redden each of the runestaves, repeating a line from the rune from part 2 in
turne, but chanting the stave-name thrice first before each line (thus: “Wunjo …
wunjo … wunjo … Wise alfs wend this way to kin. Ansuz … ansuz … ansuz …
aid me, awesome of clan!”, and so forth).
4. Touch the tine to your loins, heart, and forehead, saying,
		 Kin-alfs, rown your rede to me,
			
wit from the worlds beyond.
		 Through gleaming rune and reddened staves,
			
wisdom-redes, waking, grant,
			
sig-redes in sleeping sing,
			
alf-rede and aid in all!
5. Repeat the touch to loins, heart, and forehead three times. Hold up the tine
and say, “Thus it is wrought.”
6. Ground yourself and let the ring’s might flow into the earth.
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9.5—Warding Tine
This tine is meant as a general ward against ill-willing wights of the Otherworld.
You can use my staves and runes, or the rune from the Bergen stick, or whatever
suits you.
Tools: flat piece of wood from rowan (best) or, if you cannot get rowan, juniper or a
flat piece of iron/steel (either mild or untempered/annealed; tempered steel is very
hard to rist on), berries from either tree or (preferably) both, garlic, Sunnawort,
woody nightshade, valerian (and/or any of the other herbs recommended for
warding in section 1.2), red ochre pigment and linseed oil or real red ochre paint
or blood, steel knife, two short lengths of steel or iron wire with sharpened ends,
two pieces of red ribbon or thread, flint and steel (a lighter will serve for this
purpose at need).
1. Circle-rite, using the sign of the Hammer instead of the elhaz-stave and saying,
“Thórr Véurr ward my works without” (for the outer eight) and “Thórr Véurr
hallow my works within” (for the upper and lower signs).
2. Mix together all herbs and pigments with steel knife, saying,
Steel edge and steadfast herbs,
		 stand to ward from woe!
Strike and sear, strong ’gainst threats,
		 stand to ward stead and stave,
		 scathe to the shrieking trolls,
		 sig to the sibs of Men.55
3. On one side of the wood, carve the staves Raidho, Thurisaz, Thurisaz, Thurisaz;
chant their names as they are carved, but use the name Thorn instead of Thurisaz.
Say,

55

Let anyone concerned about gender issues note that I capitalize the “man” word
through this rune to mark that I am using it in the original Germanic gender-neuter
sense: “human being”, not “male human being”. If you really have an emotional
problem with it even though you know better intellectually, I suggest subsituting the
Old Norse maðr, “person” and changing the line to, “Sig to all maðr-sibs”.
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I rist the runes with regin56-might,
		 ward against wights of woe,
thorn against harm-alf thorn against mare-rider
		 thorn against troll and thurse.
Carve the staves Othala, Berkano, Elhaz, Wunjo, Sowilo, chanting their names. Say,
Burg-runes strong and bettering-runes,
		 awe against unwights all,
against witches’ hate, walkurjas-of-stones,
		 against the Ironwood’s ills,
		 against the shots unseen.
Carve the staves Tiwaz, Sowilo, Othala, Raidho, chanting their names. Say,
I rist the runes with reddened steel,
		 fear to the foes of Men,
with herbs of help and holy worts,
		 ward against water-wights dark,
		 ward against berg-wights’ bale,
		 ward against unwights all!
4. On the other side of the wood, carve ThORR: ROWAN : SUN : B (the final R
of Þórr should be an Elhaz, not a Raidho).57 Chant,
Thórr, strong ward ’gainst thurse-kin all,
		 Hallower’s Hammer I hail!
Trolls, ill alfs, unwights of harm,
		 Flee before lightning’s flash!
Rowan, the help of Redbeard at need,
		 Holy tree’s might I hail!
Dark wights all flee from flames of thy branch,
		 Light thy fair limbs to my aid.

56
57

ON, “the gods”; pronounced ray-inn.
This is because it is from the Proto-Germanic final—Z, preserved as a final R in
many Old Norse names.
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Sunna, thou shining, sig-mighty queen,
		 Doom to all dark and ice,
Turn trees to green, turn trolls to stone,
		 all flees that is not fair!
		

Borg … Björg … Mjöllnir Berja!58

5. Redden the runestaves with the tip of the knife, chanting their names as you
redden each one, and after each set, tracing over them again as you chant the
verse that goes with them. When you have risted the final Berkano, lift the tine
and repeat the last line; with the words “Mjöllnir berja!”, make the sign of the
Hammer with it and brandish it fiercely.
6. Wrap the pieces of steel or iron wire around the ends of the tine, leaving the
sharpened ends of the wire sticking out. Say,
Iron-bound stave strength against foes
		 all troll-kind and treacherous wights.
No ill abides where iron shines,
		 holy metal of might,
		 weapon-metal, to ward.
7. Tie the red string or thread around each end of the tine, saying,
Red are Thórr’s beard and rowan’s fruit,
		 red are the staves of strength,
		 red are the runes of might.
From witch and wight from woe and harm,
		 ward me from waning moon,
		 ward me from night and nith,
		 ward me from witch-hate’s ill.
8. Hold the tine in the hand with the steel and strike three sparks from the flint.
As you do so, say, “Hallow and ward” (strike); “sig to my soul” (strike); “fear to
dark foes!” (strike).
58

This doesn’t really translate all that well, but “borg” is a castle; “björg” is help or salvation, and “berja” is to strike or hammer; the meaning is that the tine should both
defend and (with the strength of Thórr’s Hammer) attack.
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9. Make the sign of the Hammer with the tine three times, saying as you do, “The
rune-staves are reddened” (Hammer); “the sig-staves are spoken” (Hammer), “the
weapon ’gainst wight-woe is wrought!” (Hammer).
10. Ground yourself and let the ring’s might flow into the earth.

Appendix I:
“Mother Earth and her Children”
(originally published in Idunna 36, Harvest 1998)

To true folk, the Earth is a living being, swarming with wights of greater and lesser
might. Earth, Jörð, Erda: we have known her by different names through the ages,
but she is always with us, the “greatly-helpful Earth” (Sigrdrífumál 4). However,
our dealings with the Earth have always been more than the simple image of the
Earth-Mother made fruitful by the Sky-Father: our god-lore is more thoughtful
and varied than that, and our dealings with the wights who are embodied in stone
and tree, waterfall and field, add a further element to the understanding of the
Elder Troth as an “Earth-religion”.
The Earth-Mother/Sky-Father duality is a common pattern throughout human
religion: we share it with most Indo-European folks, ancient Mesopotamians, and
some Native American tribes, among others. It is easy to see the act of human
fruitfulness reflected in the falling of rain to quicken the seed in the body of the
earth: we understand that the doings of the god/esses are shown through the patterns of the Middle-Garth, and thus we have come to know their workings from
the earliest times on. Although the Earth-Mother/Sky-Father relationship is not
as clearly expressed in our written sources as it is in those of other religions, sufficient evidence remains to say that it is, certainly, a pattern which is firmly risted
in the roots of our beliefs. Earth is often called Óðinn’s bride in skaldic poetry, as
in Hallfræðr vandræðaskáld’s Hákonardrápa, where Hákon the Great’s conquests
of land are presented in the images of ravishment and marriage: first he “brought
under himself the pine-haired betrothed of Þriði” (4), then he “was wedded to the
tree-grown daughter of Ónarr” (4) and “took to himself the broad-faced bride of
Báleygr” (5)—a series of images showing the conquering king as a reflection of
Wodan in his role as Jörð’s husband.
The Sky-Father/Earth-Mother relationship is not only carried out by Wodan
and Earth, but has also been theorized to have been fulfilled, and perhaps most
originally, by Tiw and his consort. Tiw’s wife is mentioned only briefly in Lokasenna
-125-
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40, where Loki claims to have fathered a son on her, but she is not named, for
reasons which can only be speculated upon (possibilities include a simple lack
of lore on our part, the apparent fading of Týr’s cult during the Viking Age, and
the often-favoured suggestion that inasmuch as Wodan at some point assumed
certain elements of the Sky-Father role, his husbanding of Earth may reflect an
earlier pairing between Tiw and Earth). A German goddess Zisa, whose name
may be derived from the original *Tiwaz, is known, though in Old Norse, there is
no corresponding womanly form to “Týr”, either as an individual deity-name or
used as a generic for “goddess” in the way that the masculine “týr” is for “god”. In
his article “Tiw and Zisa” (Our Troth, pp. 62–84), Bill Bainbridge cites the sparse
surviving references to Zisa, observing her relation to ships (Tacitus’ Germania,
which mentions the ship-emblem of the Suebian “Isis”) and the mediæval harvestfestival honouring her in the Suebian settlement of Augsburg (Grimm, Teutonic
Mythology I, pp. 291–99) and offering the possibility of comparing her to Nerthus
on these grounds. He concludes, “If one tends, as some do, to see in the original
Sky Father Týr’s most essential nature, one would also tend to seek in Zisa echoes
of his earliest and only known consort, the Earth Mother, a figure in fact quite
like Nerthus” (Our Troth, p. 80), which seems a well-argued and reasonable conclusion.
The same pattern is likewise repeated by other deities, to a greater or lesser
degree: for instance, arguments have been made for Thonar’s wife Sif as the
golden-haired corn-goddess/earth goddess made fruitful by her husband’s summer lightnings; and Gerðr, who, like Jörð herself, is an etin-bride, may also be
seen as embodying the frozen winter earth, which must be melted or broken by
Freyr’s messenger and made fruitful by the god. Gro Steinsland also observes that
“there is good reason to see the jötunn-woman Skade as a personification of the
earth, as described in st. 15 (of Háleygjatal) as Odin’s bride”(Det hellige bryllup, p.
126). Indeed: Skaði’s wintry mourning must be thawed by Loki’s rather painful
offering of laughter, which is characteristic of angered fertility/death goddesses
(as described extensively in Schröder’s Skadi und die Götter Skandanaviens); she
is worshipped in holy groves and fields (Lokasenna 51); and ultimately she bears
sons to Óðinn (Ynglinga saga 21), of whom one, Sæmingr, is the father of the
Háleygjar line. Skaði’s nature tends towards the harsh and wintry, unusual for
a sometime earth-goddess—but we must not forget that the wild places of the
world need their fruitfulness as much as our well-tended fields do. The etymology of *Skadin-awjo, or “Skaði’s island”, has been offered for the Scandinavian
peninsula itself: this interpretation has been much criticized, but the alternative,
“the dangerous island” (tentatively suggested to refer to the treacherous reefs along
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the Skanör coast), is little more convincing—and its meaning is little less fitting
for Skaði.
These many variations on the same theme both strengthen that theme as an
element of our religion and serve as a warning against attempting to reduce or
simplify our understanding of the god/esses. We take it, as one of the points in
which our troth is grounded, that if a straightforward and exclusive identification
of The Sky-Father and The Earth-Mother were the truest recognition of our deities’ manifestations in the Middle-Garth, our forebears would have seen that and
their religion been accordingly different. Instead, the two roles, though always
present in some form, seem to have been neither absolute nor exclusive: several
gods husband several goddesses in their own ways, in order that the fields and
woods of the Middle-Garth may bear fruit.
As well as the Ases and Wans themselves, earth-worship is also found in our
dealings with the land-wights, who dwell in their own places and oversee their
holdings. In the daily life of our forebears, these wights may even have been
spoken and offered to more often than the great god/esses were, perhaps in the
same manner as a Viking Age Scandinavian would have called on a neighbor or
friend for help before going to his or her chieftain. Landnámabók describes how a
man called Björn “dreamed one night, that a mountain-dweller came to him and
offered to go into partnership with him, and he thought that he agreed. After that
a buck came to his nanny-goats, and his livestock thrived so quickly after that,
that he was soon quite wealthy; after that he was called Buck-Björn. Folk with
second sight saw that all the land-wights followed Buck-Björn to the Thing, and
(his brothers) Thórsteinn and Thórðr at hunting and fishing” (ch. S 329). The
word used for partnership is félag, normally used for a business relationship and
hence suggesting that while the one member did well, so would the other. This
offers us a clear picture of the ideal relationship between humans and the land,
as a partnership of mutual benefit. Though no details are mentioned in the saga,
one might perhaps guess that Björn’s félagi advised him on matters like where
and when to move his goats to keep from overgrazing their fields, and guided
his brothers in their choices of fish and game so that the wild stock would stay
strong and healthy. It is a point of interest, perhaps, that the word used for the
wight, “mountain-dweller” (bergbúi), is a common description of an etin or troll;
and in fact, there does not seem to be a neatly marked line separating land-wights
and trolls. The difference may lie chiefly in how wild their homesteads are and
whether or not they are willing to share with humans; indeed, Jörð herself is considered to be an etin, as are at least two fulfillers of the fruitful earth-goddess role,
Gerðr and Skaði.
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It is also worth noting that Björn’s experience mirrors, albeit on a smaller and
less intimate scale, the relationship of King Hákon the Great with his lands: in
both cases, the human relationship with the earth is described in terms of human
partnerships which should bring weal to both sides. That the king’s responsibility
for the land was more than a poetic convention, and was a great part of the troth of
the elder days, is spoken of strongly by the poets of the late tenth century: Eyvindr
skáldaspillr, as a criticism of the christian sons of Eiríkr Blood-Axe, mentions that
“It snows on the earth at Midsummer, and we must bring the cattle into the stalls
like Finns (Lapps)” (Lausavísur 12); Einarr skálaglamm praises Hákon the Great,
the Heathen king following the sons of Eiríkr blódöx, by saying that “the folkneeded gods turn back to offerings … the earth grows as before” (Vellekla 16),
and Snorri adds to this that “In the first winter when Hákon ruled the land, then
herring swam right up to the shore, and the grain was grown before harvest-time,
wherever it was sown” (Óláfs saga Tryggvasonar, Heimskringla ch. 16). By this we
see that humans form a needful link between the god/esses and the land which,
when carried out rightly, brings blessing to all.
This theme appears again in the various Ynglinga saga accounts of a king
wedding a goddess or goddess-like woman who seems to embody the land: for
instance, Snorri describes Gefjon’s winning of the island Sealand and her marriage
to Skjöldr—the Scyld Scefing of Beowulf, father of the notable Skjölding/Scylding
line; and the deaths of several of the other Yngling kings are brought about by
their wives, which may be a disguised rendition of royal offerings to the goddess.
Thórgerðr Hölgabrúðr, the family idis of Jarl Hákon, may have been another
such deity: her name suggests a tie to Hákon’s realm, Halogaland, and when
Óláfr Tryggvason destroyed her image, he said “she has lost her husband (Hákon)
who was very dear to her. And it has also been the custom for a while that the
chieftains of this land, each after the other, have most loyally praised her greatly”
(Flateyjarbók I, p. 408); in this, and similar accounts of Thórgerðr, H.R. EllisDavidson suggests that “it is possible in such tales we catch a rare glimpse of the
cult of the northern goddess seen as the wife of the ruler” (Lost Beliefs of Northern
Europe, p. 110). För Skírnis can also be read as a godly prototype of the kingly
wedding of the land; Steinsland observes that the gifts offered to Gerðr—apples,
ring, and stave—are also characteristic emblems of rulership, as is the high-seat
from which Freyr first sees the etin-maid (pp. 130–68), and indeed that, when the
gifts of horse and sword are included, “För Skírnis presents a complete picture of
the attributes of a mediæval prince”(p. 168), in which Gerðr embodies the earth
as the bride who makes Freyr’s rulership complete. We may notice, however, that
the specific image of the king as husband to his land is limited to the greater field:
good dealings with the god/esses and wights bring blessing on a farm or a general
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area, but neither the sagas nor folktales suggest that a marriage-relationship with a
land-wight for the sake of earth-fruitfulness is part of this.
Of the goddesses who bring fruitfulness, none is more straightforwardly identified with the earth than Nerthus, whom Tacitus’ Germania describes explicitly
as “Terra Mater”, Mother Earth. Some arguments against taking Tacitus literally
on this point have been put forth, but in the main they are grounded chiefly on
the etymological identity between Nerthus and Njörðr and the apparent change
of sex of the deity. This difficulty has been generally laid to rest by the observation
of two surviving feminine forms, the place-name element Njärð and the poetic
goddess-name Njörun: the simplest, and most generally favoured, explanation
shows us a pair of sibling/lover twinned deities similar to Njörðr’s children Freyr
and Freyja (discussion summarized in Näsström, pp. 48–54). However, it leaves
the problem of their spheres of action. We know that Njörðr is a god of shipping
and the sea: his home is Nóatún, “Ship’s Harbour” (Grímnismál 16); he is called
upon for good winds and seafaring (Snorra Edda 30), and Skaði complains about
the crying of the seabirds and the noise of the waves when she is wedded to him
(Snorra Edda 92–94). One or two elements which might suggest that he also has a
role as a deity of the fruitful earth do survive beside his identification as a god concerned with the sea: specifically, the harvest toast to Freyr and Njörðr (Hákonar
saga góða ch. 14), and the various references to Njörðr as wealthy and a giver of
wealth (Vatnsdoela saga 47, Arinbjarnarkviða, Ynglinga saga ch. 9) may also allow
for this interpretation, though they are just as fitting to a god of shipping. De
Vries suggests in this regard that it would not be unusual if “in West Norway,
where according to the evidence of place-names he was particularly honoured,
Njörðr had gotten a more maritime character: the blessings which he gave to the
farmers through rich harvest was understandably taken over on the sea-coast as the
yields of the fish-catch” (Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte II, p. 174). However,
the materials identifying Njörðr with the sea appear to be more deeply rooted
than those which suggest an association with the earth, though the two are not
necessarily contradictory: our forebears had ample chance to watch the interplay
between water and land, marking the greater rainfall and milder weather along the
coast (as contrasted, for instance, with Skaði’s harsh mountain realm).
Tacitus’ description of Nerthus’ procession also offers some problems with seeing her as a direct embodiment of the earth. Her image is enshrined on an ocean
island, from which it is carried about in a wain to much rejoicing and festivity, finally being washed to the accompaniment of human sacrifice and replaced
on the island. The procession is similar to Freyr’s procession in the well-known
example from Gunnars þáttr helmings, in which the god’s wooden image is driven
about by his gyðja in order to spread fruitfulness where-ever he goes. A similar
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procession was carried out by the kings of Sweden after their crowning; and St.
Erik, who inherited many of the characteristics of Freyr, was honoured in Uppsala
with a procession on May 18th in which his banner was carried “to bless with fruitfulness the earth” (de Vries, Religionsgeschichte I, p. 473). The account of Nerthus’
procession suits nicely with what we know of Njorðr as a dweller on the sea-coast
who gives wealth through both sea and land: however, the description and its later
analogues suggest more that Nerthus is herself bringing blessings from her oceanstead to the earth, perhaps in a manner similar to that of Njörðr, than that she is
receiving blessings as the earth herself. Tacitus’ identification of her as Terra Mater,
then, may simply indicate the Roman historian’s desire to classify the Germanic
deities for his readers’ sake, just as he translated various Germanic god-names as
“Mercurius” and “Mars”.
In contrast to the many tales (and, very probably, ritual dramas) in which a
goddess seems to represent or embody the earth or a land for a specific time or
purpose, little is seen of Jörð herself, either as a figure in the dealings of the gods
or as a goddess with her own cult and worship. Her role in the Norse sources is
generally abstract: we know that she is the mother of Thórr and a bride of Óðinn,
and she is mentioned in several genealogies, but she is never seen to give rede or
act. When she is addressed in Sigrdrífumál, the prayer is one of tremendous and
unusual scope. Earth is hailed together with Day, Night, and their children (who
are also unidentifiable as recipients of cults) and with the Æsir and Ásynjur as
collectives: Sigrdrífa is calling on the mightiest of beings for blessing, in a manner which is, as far as the materials remaining to us tend to show, not typical of
the normal practices of Norse religion. In general, it is not Earth whose name is
mentioned when prayers or rites for fruitfulness are carried out. Fro Ing and his
father are called on for ár ok friðr (good harvest and frith); Wodan brings the
blessing of the Wod-Host to make the fields grow (de Vries, “Wodan und die
Wilde Jagd) and may also get human offerings in times of famine, as mentioned
in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks; Thonar’s Hammer hallows both the growing fields
and the bride at her wedding; Gefjon, the ploughing-goddess whose name means
“giver”, can clearly be seen as one called upon for good harvests, and so forth. As
well, there are the wights such as the rock-dwelling ármaðr of Kristnis saga, who
received offerings until he was driven out by a splash of holy water, and the alfs
and idises whose feast was held at Winternights, including such notables as Óláfr
Geirstaðaálfr and Halfdanr svarti, who, having been the “most harvest-blessed
of all kings”, was divided into several pieces after his death: “the head was laid
in a howe at Steine in Hringaríkr. But each chieftain took his piece home with
him and let a howe be thrown up among each folk and those are called Halfdan’s
howes” (Flateyjarbók I, pp. 566–67). The order of address seems to have generally
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gone thus: for daily and local purposes, the land-wights and alfs; for weightier
occasions and causes, the god/esses; and rarely, in the most intense spiritual climaxes, the great wights such as Day, Night, and Earth.
The chief piece of evidence which seems to suggest cultic practice involving
the Earth herself is the Anglo-Saxon charm Æcerbot, “blessing of the fields”:
Erce, Erce, Erce, eorþan modor,
geunne þe se alwalda, ece drihten,
æcere wexendra and wridendra,
eacniendra and elniendra,
sceafte he(hra), scir(ra) wæstma,
and þæra bradan berewæstma,
and þæra whitan hwætewæstma
and ealra eorþan wæstma …

Þonne man þa sulh forð drife and þa forman furh onsceote, cweð þonne:
Hal wes þu, folde, fira modor!
Beo þu growende on godes fæþme,
fodre gefylled firum to nytte.

(Erce, Erce, Erce, mother of earth,/May the all-ruler, eternal drighten, grant you/
fields waxing and thriving,/growing and strengthening,/high shafts, tall crops,/
and the broad barley crops,/and the white wheat-crops,/and all crops of the earth
… When one shall drive the plough forth and cut the first furrow, speak thus:
Hail to you, Earth, mother of men! Be thou growing in god’s embrace, filled with
food for men’s enjoyment)
This, particularly the reference to a god’s embrace in the second-to-last line,
neatly parallels the Óðinnic imagery of the slightly earlier (at least in relationship
of the dates of the poem’s composition and the Cotton ms. in which the charm
is written) Hákonardrápa; a Norse adjectival form of the noun nyt is also used in
regards to the Earth in Sigrdrífumál 4 where she is described as “fjölnýta fold”
(greatly helpful/enjoyable Earth) and hence may preserve a genuinely characteristic Heathen address to the Earth: whether the combination of the Folde-name
and the nyt-word is coincidental or might have derived from a common ritual
form can only be speculated upon. The directions at the end of Æcerbot, to make
a palm-sized loaf of bread and lay it in the first furrow, have also been compared
to Bede’s De Temporum Ratione description of the offering of cakes to the gods in
Solmonath (February) at the time when the year’s ploughing began, suggesting that
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the ploughing in of a loaf may have been an original Heathen ritual (Branston,
Lost Gods of England, p. 51). Branston’s argument, however, has no more than this
suggestion to back it up: it is a matter of intuition, rather than proof.
Here, as well, the point must be made that the Anglo-Saxon charm is postHeathen (the ms. by approximately five hundred years). Heathen practices had
by no means been completely eradicated in England in this period: Cnut’s own
legislation mentions such matters as the worship of “idols, namely if one worships
heathen gods and the sun or the moon, fire or flood, wells or stones or any kind
of forest trees” (II Cnut, 5.1, English Historical Documents, p. 420) and the contemporary The Law of the Northumbrian Priests mentions that “If, then, any man
is discovered who henceforth carries on any heathen practices, either by sacrifice
or divination, or practices witchcraft by any means, or worship of idols, he is to
pay, if he is a king’s thegn, 10 half-marks … If there is on anyone’s land a sanctuary round a stone or a tree or a well or any such nonsense, he who made it is then
to pay lahslit, half to Christ and half to the lord of the estate” (sections 48, 54;
English Historical Documents, pp. 437–38). However, the codes were referring to
the more recent Scandinavian settlers, who were more likely to still hold to the
troth they had brought from their homeland, as well as the native Anglo-Saxons;
and much of their material also suggests that the sources of offense may have been
found less in the worship of Woden, Thunor, and Frige (or, more likely, Óðinn,
Thórr, and Frigg) than in the practices of offering to land-wights at local holy
steads, which, throughout Europe, continued long after organized Heathen worship was long-gone and its theology largely forgotten. In this context, it is not
unreasonable to consider the possibility that—if the charm were to be taken in a
purely religious sense, with which, as will be discussed later, there are some difficulties—the Anglo-Saxon performers of Æcerbot may have addressed the Earth
so directly precisely because they no longer remembered the names of deities such
as Ing and his kin, but still felt that praying to the christian god and saints was
not enough to ensure a good harvest. Although the lore of other deities might
have been suppressed, even the most fanatical christian could hardly deny the
human need for the Earth’s bounty; and, in fact, one might wonder if the mixture
of Heathen and christian elements in this charm shows a direct descent from
the famous letter in which Gregory the Great urged his missionaries in England,
not to try to extirpate native customs completely, but simply to christianize their
forms (Bede, Ecclesiastical History, I, pp. 106–109).
Against this can be set the evidence for Bronze Age rites of ploughing the first
furrow, which emphasizes the erotic/personal elements of bringing fruitfulness to
the Earth. P.V. Gløb describes,
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A carving on a small rock surface at Litlesby shows a hooked ard made of a
forked stick … The handle is at the rear end where it is held in one hand by
a naked and highly phallic male figure, while in the other he has a branch or
small tree. The plough is drawn by curved-horned oxen harnessed to a neckyoke. The man is just starting the third furrow. It is obvious that he is engaged
in the first ploughing of the year to awaken the earth’s fruitfulness after the
sleep of winter with the phallus of the plough, the ploughshare. Several details
of the picture emphasize the importance of the fertility symbolism. The man’s
enormous phallus and the highly exaggerated reproductive organs of the oxen
speak for themselves. The branch is a ‘may-tree’, a feature of the spring fertility
cult. A spring trickles down the side of the rock and adds to the scene the
miraculous power of water. Water enhances fertility, and in southern Germany
until only a few hundred years ago a young man at the first ploughing of the
year used to drive a team of young unmarried girls, who had been harnessed to
a plough, through a stream when work was finished … On Bornholm the old
folk used to say,’Three furrows in Thor give a green spring’, which expresses
the hope that the old god of heaven will send the blessing of rain over the
fields. The significance of the first ploughing is also shown by other pictures
like, for example, the one from Tegneby in Bohuslän that depicts the sacred
draught-animal of the sun, the stallion, drawing an ard tied to its tail.

(The Mound People, pp. 149–50). The character of the Litlesby rock-carving suggests that the Earth may have been both personified and receiving a very personal
rite, which could have been related to both the above-cited examples of the king
as her husband and of the godly relationships of the “Earth Mother/Sky-Father”
type, faintly echoed in Æcerbot. Unfortunately, our knowledge of Bronze Age religion has only archaeological evidence to guide it, with no hint of the names by
which the deities pictured might have been called upon: is it, for instance, Earth
herself who receives the plough in the rock-carving, or an early sister of Gerðr, Sif,
or Thórgerðr accepting the symbolic husbanding of her king? Nor do we know
whether the neck-rings, lur-horns, and like offerings laid into the bogs at this time
were gifts to the Earth herself or to other deities: at best, we can make such guesses
as that, for instance, the necklaced goddess-figures of the Bronze Age are in some
way related to Freyja with the Brísingamen, but fundamentally we have only continuity of image, feeling, and to some degree practice to rely upon in linking artifacts of the Bronze Age to what we know of religion in the Viking Age.
A further objection to Æcerbot preserving in any large part an original Heathen
earth-cult is the character of the charm itself and its stylistic likeness to other
Germanic charms. Although the earth is addressed directly, it is as the object of
a ritual designed to “make your fields better if they will not grow well or if any
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improper thing has been done to them by magic or witchcraft”: Earth is not being
prayed to, but made to receive a combination of blessing and compulsion. The
direct address to a personified subject is characteristic of Germanic magic in general: for instance, the repeated order, “Out, little spear!” of the charm Wið Færstice
(Harley Ms. 585); the direction “Go out, Worm, with nine wormlets” of the
Tegernsee charm (München, 9th century); and the personal address against a wen,
“Wen, wen, ugly little wen,/thou shalt not build here, nor have a house,/but you
shall go north from here to the nearby berg (u.s.w.)” (Anglo-Saxon, Royal Ms. 4).
It is, hence, more likely that although a few elements of a Heathen understanding
of the Earth (the offering-bread, the titles “mother of earth” and “mother of men”,
and the reference to “god’s embrace” while ploughing the first furrow) remain in
the Æcerbot, it should not be taken in itself as a guide to Heathen worship of the
Earth.
The Earth is, indeed, more often seen in magical contexts than in religion: the
great deity of Hyndluljóð, who is never named but is generally thought (from his
list of nine mothers to be Heimdallr, is “aukinn jarðar megni” (made greater by the
earth’s main—verses 38, 43); a similar phrase is used of the drink of forgetfulness
which Grímhildr gives to Guðrún (Guðrúnarkviða önnor 21), and in Hávamál
137, Hár advises Loddfáfnir, “When you drink ale choose earth’s main for yourself/for earth is good against ale.” A similar use appears in the Anglo-Saxon beecharm, in which the worker casts a lump of earth under his/her right foot with the
right hand, saying, “I catch under my foot, I have found it. Hwæt, earth is able
over all wights/and against evil and against jealousy/and against the tongue of the
mighty one”; for “water-elf disease” (pox or measles), the phrase, “Earth reduce
thee with all her might and main” is to be sung many times (Griffiths, Aspects of
Anglo-Saxon Magic, pp. 194–195). In these examples, however, the Earth seems
to be less a conscious being than a great source of might which can be tapped
by those who know how to, emphasizing, perhaps, her general remove from the
human scale in Norse thought. In earthly practice, she appears as “Mother Earth”
only in the rite of blood-brotherhood in which a loop of turf is cut and propped
up with stakes, the two oath-siblings then crawling through it to show that they
are as children born of the same womb.
In a similar vein, we may consider the various uses of the poetic formula Jörð ok
uphiminn, in which Earth and Heaven are paired to establish the order of nature
and, in a magical context, as means of making a spell effective. The pairing appears
in the descriptions of the creation of the world, as in Völuspá 3 and Vafþrúðnismál
20; it is also found in the Germanic-language christian poems Andreas, Heiland,
the Old English Psalms and the Wessobrunner Gebet, but as the formula is not
derived from the Bible and is altered in the Psalms translation to fit with the exist-
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ing usage, it is likely to be Heathen in origin (Lönnroth, p. 315). Lönnroth also
observes that “Earth and Heaven above” are also paired in contexts of disturbance
or destruction of the cosmos (the theft of Thórr’s Hammer in Thrymskviða 1–2;
the Oddrúnargrátr 17 description of Sigurðr’s ride to Brynhildr; the lament on the
Skarpåker stone, which reads, “Gunnarr raised this stone after Lýðbjörn his son.
Earth shall reft and heaven above”). Both the Anglo-Saxon Æcerbot charm (before
1000) and the Ribe lyfstaf’s spell against a trembling sickness caused by demons
(ca. 1300) also use this formula, in words which, save for the language difference,
are nearly identical: “Eorðan ic bidde and upheofon” (I bid earth and heaven
above); “Jorð bið ak uarðæ ok up himæn” (I bid earth to warrant and heaven
above). The sound magical practice of drawing on the greatest natural mights is
obvious here; it is also possible that, as Lönnroth suggests, “Restoring the fertility of the soil or curing a sick person may in fact be regarded as a repetition of
the original act of creation, and it may also metaphorically be regarded as a way
of postponing Ragnarök by driving the powers of evil away” (p. 326). However,
though magic and religion may overlap, their viewpoints differ at the root, and
considering the magician’s use of the Earth’s might does not necessarily shed much
light upon the role of the Earth in religion.
How, then, are Heathens to look upon Earth? Our surviving evidence tends to
show that our forebears’ addresses and prayers to her were sparse, but does that
mean that they did not usually honour her as a living being and mighty goddess? I
suggest that the very opposite was the case: that she was thought too great to deal
with on all but the rarest of occasions, classed with the Norns and other wights of
similar encompassing presence and might. To further the image I began earlier:
the ordinary Scandinavian of the Viking Age would probably go to the landwights often, as to a neighbor; to the god/esses on feast-days and in times of need
or thankfulness, as to a chieftain (and much more often when a close friendship
existed, in both cases); but the Earth herself would be addressed rarely, if at all,
just as the plain farmer or merchant would only on rare occasions deal directly
with a king or queen. The honour we give the Earth is, in the main, shown in
how we work with the wights and the god/esses who, in their varied ways, aid
her to fruitful giving or withholding as our deeds have earned. Befriending the
land-wights, whether in tame or wild places, and listening to their rede; tending
well to such places as are trusted to us; hailing, gifting, and blessing the god/esses
who renew her life and strength: in these ways we, like our forebears, worship the
greatly-helpful Earth.

Appendix II:
Bergbúa þáttr
Because this þáttr has remained so obscure for so long and, to my best knowledge,
has never been translated into English, but holds a good deal of useful lore regarding the wilder wights, I have chosen to include the whole of my own translation here. The prose text is translated from Íslenzk fornrit 13; for the poetic text,
I have followed Finnur Jónsson’s rendition in Skjaldedigtning B II. The bergbúi
Hallmundr appears to be the same being as the Hallmundr of Grettis saga.
I am grateful to Paul Bibire for his assistance, particularly regarding the rather
difficult text of Hallmundarkviða.
Bergbúa þáttr and Hallmundarkviða: Prose Translation
That ford runs off Kollafjörðr, which is called Deep-Fjord. A man was called
Þórðr, who dwelt in that fjord westward of Hallsteinn’s Ness, which is named after
that Hallsteinn who owned the thralls who were called Hallsteinn’s thralls. Þórðr
was then of a good age and well-off.
It happened one winter, when he wished to fare to church for some church
feast-day. He summoned a man of his household for his journey. It was a long way
to go to church-service, so that it was the best part of a day’s journey, and they
fared out early. They went until the day was nearly over. Then a heavy driving
snow began. Þórðr said that they had fared wrongly, and said that he did not want
to walk in the darkness, and said that they had already gone a short way from the
path. “I think it risky in night’s darkness, that we walk underneath the crags.”
They sought then for shelter and went under a steep cliff, which had no snow
under it. At last they found there the mouth of a cave, which Þórðr had not known
to expect. There Þórðr risted a cross-mark with a steel spike, which he had in his
hand, in the doorway of the cave. Afterwards they went in there and sat down on
two stones by the cave’s doors, because they did not want to go any further in.
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But in the first third of the night they heard, that something fared from inside
the cave and out towards them. Þórðr’s house-carle was afraid and ran out, but
Þórðr bade him sit quiet, “and we should say our prayers, because that can be, if
men run out by night, that things will show themselves other than they are, and
that is a risk of getting lost in error.”
Then they signed themselves and bade god for help, for the goings on seemed
better to deal with in the cave, and they looked further into the darkness. Then
they saw that, which seemed to them like nothing so much as two full moons or
large targe-shields, and there was not too little a distance between them. They
did not think anything other than that these were two eyes and that would not
be a very narrow face, which bore those lanterns. Next they heard a very dreadful
chanting in a great voice. The chant rose up and a twelve-verse poem was recited,
and the last line always chanted twice:
1)

Hrynr af heiða fenri;
höll taka björg at falla;
fátt mun at fornu setri
fríðs aldjötuns hríðar;
gnýr, þás gengr enn hári
gramr of døkkva hamra.
Hátt stígr höllum fæti
Hallmundr í gný fjalla,
Hallmundr í gný fjalla.

A loud crash goes out from the heath-Fenrir (jötunn); the sloping rocks begin
to fall; little will be lovely at the ancient storm-seat of the old jötunn; there is a
din, when the gray-haired chief strides across the dark cliffs; Hallmundr treads
high with slooping foot in the resounding fells.
2)

Hrýtr af Hanga brjóti
harðvirkr megingarða
gnýr er of seima særi
sáman, eldr enn kámi;
eimyrju lætk áma
upp skjótliga hrjóta;
verðr of Hrungnis hurðir
hljóðsamt við fok glóða,
hljóðsamt við fok glóða.
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The dark fire bursts harsh-working from the breaker of Hangi’s (Óðinn’s)
mighty garths (breaker of shields; the berg-dweller himself ), resounds around the
dark-clad wounder-of-treasures (man); I let the dark embers spring swiftly up; it is
loud around Hrungnir’s door with the spray of glowing embers.
3)

Laugask lyptidraugar
liðbáls at þat síðan,
vötn koma heldr of hölda
heit, í foldar sveita;
þat spretta upp und epli
aur-þjóð vera jóða;
hyrr munat höldum værri
heitr, þars fyrða teitir,
heitr, þars fyrða teitir.

The arm-flame’s (gold’s) lifting-tree of the limb-pyres (kenning for “men”, the
draugr-word for tree and the pyre-reference also suggests a death-connotation)
wash Fold’s (Earth’s) sweat (water) afterwards; the water comes warm over the
men: they know it to spring up under the folk of the mud-apple-offspring (etins);
hot fire will be no more bearable for men than this, where warriors are gladdened.
4)

Springa björg ok bungur
bergs, vinnask þá, stinnar
stór, ok hörga hrærir
hjarlborg, firar margir;
þytr var of Þundar glitni;
þrammak á, fyr skömmu,
en fagna þess þegnar
þeir hvívetna fleiri,
þeir hvívetna fleiri.

Great mountains and hard mountain-hills burst, and stir land-fortresses of sanctuaries; many men are conquered; there was a roaring about Thundr’s (Óðinn’s
glittering hall); I lumber across it. yet many more thanes are glad of it in every
way.
5)

Þýtr í þungu grjóti
‘þrír eskinnar svíra’;
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undr láta þat ýtar
enn er jöklar brenna;
þó mun stórum mun meira
morðlundr á Snjógrundu
undr, þats ór man standa,
annat, fár, of kanna,
annat, fár, of kanna.
There is roaring in the heavy stone; (unclear); men reckon it a wonder, when
the glaciers burn; though a murder-tree (warrior, man) will find out about another,
far greater, wonder on Snow-ground (in Iceland), from which peril will arise.
6)

Spretta kámir klettar;
knýr víðis böl hlíðir;
aurr tekr upp at færask
undarligr ór grundu;
hörgs munu höldar margir,
himinn rifnar þá, lifna;
rignir mest, at regni
røkkr, áðr heimrinn søkkvisk.

The dark cliffs split; the wide sea’s ill (a storm) presses on the mountainside; a
wondersome grit begins to be cast up from the sea-bed; many men of the harrow
(jötnar) shall come to life; it darkens for rain; rains most, before the world sinks
(reference to the world’s end in Völuspá).
7)

Stíg ek fjall af fjalli,
ferk opt litum, þoptum,
geyst ferk norðr et nyrðra
niðr í heim enn þriðja;
skegg berr opt, sás uggir,
ámr, við minni kvámu,
brýtk við bjarga gæti
bág, í Élivága,
bág, í Élivága.

I tread from fell to fell as from tussock to tussock; I often travel early and late
(lit. in the colours, the light of dawn and sunset); I fare north on the northern way
down into the third world (heimr); the loathsome one who fears my coming in
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Élivágar (according to Snorra Edda, either the rivers flowing from Níflheimr (p.
12) or the river that parts Jötunheimr from the gods’ world (p. 104) often bears a
dark beard; I come to strife with the mountain-warder (jötunn; perhaps a warder
of the way between the worlds, as cf. Möðguðr who watches Hel’s bridge).
8)

Várum húms í heimi
hugðak því svát dugði,
vér nutum verka þeira,
vallbingr, saman allir;
undr er, hví ‘örvar’ myndi
‘eitr … yðin’ mér heita,
þó ef ek þangat kæma
þrekramms á vit, ‘glamma’.
þrekramms á vit, ‘glamma’.

We are all together in the dusk-world (húms heimr); I thought (hugðak) hence,
so that the cave (?) would serve. We had profit of their deeds; it is a wonder, by
what he will swear to me … though if I were to have come hither to meet the
strong one … (several pieces of this stanza are unclear).
9)

[Dauðan] mér frá morði,
mun ván ara kvanar,
handan Hrímnis kindar
hárskeggjaðan báru;
en steinnökkva styrkvan,
stafns plóglimum gröfnum,
járni fáðan Aurni,
auðkendan, réðk senda,
auðkendan, réðk senda.

They bore to me from the other side the hoar-bearded one of the offspring
of Hrímnir (a jötunn), dead from (the) slaying; there is expectation of the eagle’s
bride; but I sent to Aurnir (a jötunn; “the stone- or gravel-dweller”, also a snakename—de Vries, Wörterbuch, pp. 20, 688) a strong, iron-stained (runes carved
with an iron implement) stone-boat, easily-known with the risted plough-limbs
of the prow.
10) Sterkr, kveða ilt at einu
oss við þann at senna,
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Þórr veldr flotna fári;
feldr er sás jöklum eldir;
þverðr er áttbogi urðar,
ek fer gneppr af nekkvi,
niðr í Surts ens svarta
sveit í eld enn heita,
sveit í eld enn heita.
Strong Þórr causes the peril of sailors (lightning); they say it to be only ill for
us to quarrel with him; he is felled who sets fire to the glaciers; the scree’s descendants (etins) are lessened (and brought) below into the company of black Surtr
down into the hot fire; it is not without reason that I am stooped over.
11) Veðk sem mjöll í milli,
mart ’s eimyrkligt, heima;
springr jörð, þvíat þangat
Þór enn kveðk svá fóru;
breitt ’s und brún at líta
bjargálfi mér sjálfum,
heldr skek ek hvarma skjöldu;
harmr stríðr er ek fer víða,
harmr stríðr er ek fer víða.
I wade like powdery snow between the worlds; much is steam-murky: earth
shatters, hence I say that Þórr has gone thus; It is broad under the brows to look
(at?) for me, the rock-alf, myself (either Thórr is broad-faced, or Hallmundr; the
refernce is ambiguous); I move eyelids’ shields (eyes); grief causes torment, when
I fare widely.
12) Einn ák hús í hrauni,
heim sóttu mik beimar
(fimr vark fyrðum gamna);
fyrr (aldrigi) sjaldan;
flokk nemið it eða ykkat,
oddherðar, mun verða,
enn er at Aurnis brunni
óhlít, mikit víti,
óhlít, mikit víti.
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I have a house in the lava-field alone; heroes previously sought me seldom at
home; (I was never quick [nimble, swift-tongued] of pleasures for men); learn this
poem, point-hardeners (heroes—but also a reference to the iron spike used by
Þórðr?), or your punishment will be great; yet the well of Aurnir (the spae-poem
or a reference to Mímir’s Well) is insufficient.
This happening was repeated for them three times, and it was chanted at each
third of the night, and always they saw the moons while the chanting was going
on, but not otherwise. And when the chant was finished the third time, then it
glided away from them into the cave altogether, and moreover they saw it brightening with daylight, and they were urged then out of the cave. But before they
walked away, Þórðr drew his foot over the cross-mark, which he had made in
the mouth of the cave. After that they fared and came to the church, and there
the services were over. Afterwards they fared home and came there, where they
thought they had been at night, and found no cave there, and that seemed a great
wonder. Afterwards they walked home. Þórðr remembered the whole poem, but
the house-man remembered no word of it.
But in the next year after, Þórðr moved his house near the church, but at an
equal length of time after this event, the second season, the house-carle who had
been his travelling companion died. Yet Þórðr lived long afterwards, and things
turned out for him no more strangely than before, but yet such are unheard-of
matters.

Glossary

ætt—“family” or “eight”. Used as a general kinship term (“Ymir’s ætt” for the
etin-kind, for instance), for the three rows (three ættir) of eight staves in the Elder
Futhark, and so forth.
alf—Otherworldly beings who usually appear in human form; include some
characteristics of the mighty dead; some likeness to the gods, though of lesser
might; and some characteristics of land-wights.
ALU—Primitive Norse; literally “ale”, generally, “good luck”; a favoured bracteate
inscription.
atheling—noble
bale—evil, hatred
berg—mountain
berg-dweller—“mountain dweller”, applicable to the etin-kind, trolls and/or
mountain land-wights, and dwarves.
bind-stave—several runestaves written together as a single stave.
blót—ON, “blessing”, a sacrifice.
bracteate—a pressed gold disk hung as a pendant, usually showing something
of magico-religious importance, often with runic inscriptions ranging from the
mighty and meaningful to (it is strongly suspected) gibberish miscopied by a
goldsmith who couldn’t read runestaves in the first place. Popular from about 450
C.E. to 600 C.E., or thereabouts.
burg—fortress
dark alf (see mound-alf ).
dwarf—also “swart alf ”—Underworld dwellers, with some likenesses to alfs, the
dead, and berg-dwellers; known for their skills at smith-craft and magic.
ð—this is an edh; it is pronounced as a soft th as in “the” (see also þ, at the end of
the Glossary).
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Edda—collection of tales of gods and heroes. The Elder Edda or Poetic Edda is a
compilation of poetry, some of which may go back as early as the ninth century.
The Younger or Prose Edda was written by Snorri Sturluson ca. 1220–21 (two
hundred and twenty years or so after Iceland’s official conversion), in an effort
to revive the fading art of skaldic poetry, which depended on an encyclopedic
knowledge of Heathen religious and heroic lore.
Elder Troth—the Germanic religion.
Etin—ON jötunn, OE eoten, “giant”. Most often applied to the larger and more
powerful of Ymir’s kin, though all the beings in the wide class of “troll” can be
referred to as “etin-kind”; some etins are the greatest of land-wights; some seem to
exist largely or wholly in the Otherworlds.
family sagas—the sagas of Icelanders, which are presented in a more or less factual
manner, though some of the accuracy is questionable; began to be written in the
late twelfth/early thirteenth century. Some describe events from two hundred or
more years previous (the ones dealing with Iceland’s first generations of settlers);
some, such as most of Sturlunga saga, were contemporary with the events they
describe.
félagi (fem. félaga), partner (often “business partner”) and friend
frith (ON friðr)—friendship, peace
fornaldarsögur—“sagas of ancient times”; the fantasy-sagas written in the fourteenth
century, some (such as Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks and Völsunga saga) based around
genuine Viking Age or pre-Viking Age poetry.
fylgja—usually either a supernatural ally who holds/manifests luck (often ancestral
luck) for a human (fylgjukona), or a person’s inner nature manifested in semiindependent form, usually as an animal.
fylgjukona—“following-woman”, a female fetch, ancestral fetch, or spiritual ally.
fylgjulag—concubinage
galdr—ON; mod. English galdor. A chanted/sung magical rune (verbal formula/
stave of magical poetry).
gloss—a translation of a word or phrase written in the native language, usually
above the main text, to explain an unfamiliar Latin vocabulary word; very common
in Latin manuscripts from Anglo-Saxon England.
grith (ON griðr)—friendship, truce, peace
hamr—ON “hide”; often refers to a portion of the soul which can be changed to
allow shifting of shape, especially in the Otherworld.
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hamrammnar—ON “hide-strong”; describes a shapeshifter.
harrow—heap of stone where offerings are made.
Heathen era—the conversion of Anglo-Saxon England took place in roughly
the first half of the seventh century C.E. (Common Era). The Viking invasion/
colonization brought Heathenry (at least in the Norse form) back to varying
degrees until the early eleventh century; however, conversion of the Viking settlers
also progressed through this time. On the Continent, the conversion began
around the seventh century and was completed by Charlemagne’s genocidal
war against the Saxons in the late eighth/early ninth centuries. Iceland officially
became christian in the year 1000, although private Heathen practice was allowed
for a considerable time afterwards. Norway and Denmark had their first christian
kings in the late tenth century, but did not become fully converted until well into
the eleventh century, while Sweden seems to have remained largely Heathen until
the twelfth century.
heill—ON; holiness, health, and well-being; also used as a salute, “Heill þú” (“hail
to you”).
heiti—alternate name, alias.
hof—a Heathen temple.
house-carle—ON húscarl; in the kings’ sagas, it refers to a member of the king’s
bodyguard; in Bergbúa þáttr, it seems rather to mean a servant.
house-ghost—a general term for the beings known variously as nisse (Danish),
tomte (Swedish), gardvord or haugbond (Norwegian), etc. Usually thought to be
the founder of a farmstead remaining to look after his land; similar in action and
character to the British brownie.
howe—burial mound.
hugr—ON; a word which can mean “thought”, “soul”, “heart”, or “intuition”,
as in the phrase, “my hugr tells me”. I use it in the rites, rather than a Germanic
English word, because there really is no English word which carries the same range
of meanings.
hulderfolk—“hidden folk”, a general term for land-wights and alfs.
idis—OE ides, OHG idis; ON dís may not quite be the same word, but is used
in much the same way. A female being of considerable power or status, whether
human, goddess (Freyja is called Vanadís, dís of the Vanir), or Ymir’s kin (Grendel’s
mother). Used collectively (ON dísir) to describe the guardian female ancestral
spirits; also used for the supernatural female allies who ward or magically hinder
warriors in battle (dísir, idisi).
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kenning—a Norse poetic technique, in which a thing is defined in terms of
something else appropriate to it: for instance, “Óðinn’s hawks” = ravens.
land-wight—spirit dwelling in/embodying a portion of the land or natural feature;
the larger, wilder, and/or more hostile ones are most often called trolls, etins,
thurses, and so forth.
mara—also “nightmare”. A person or being who “rides” a victim at night, causing
suffocation, panic, sickness, and sometimes death.
mound-alf—also “dark alf ”; the alfs that dwell in hills, sometimes the mighty
dead, and usually come out only at twilight or by darkness.
marbendill—Icelandic deep-sea wight.
nátturar—“natures”, either beings or innate powers.
nightmare—see mara.
niðstöng—pole of shame; a very serious carved insult/curse.
nith—shame, hatred; a nithling is a person lacking honour and/or bravery.
óvættir—ON, “unwights”, a general term for harm-bringing beings.
ramr—“strength”; appears to have some Heathen magico-religious meaning, as it
disappears as a nickname after the conversion.
recels—incense.
rede—advice
regin—ON (pl); the gods
ris—ON rísi, OHG riso, “giant”. Much rarer in poetry and somewhat rarer in
prose than either jötunn or þurs.
rist—to carve
rown—to whisper
rune—a significant/magical phrase or piece of poetry
runestaves—the letters of the native Germanic alphabet, in which runes were
written.
sax—a specifically Germanic type of knife, ranging in size from pretty small to
short-sword length with a straight edge and straight or slightly humped back; the
back shorter than the edge, with a short straight slope down to the point. The
word “sax” is also used among true folk as a more general word for a ritual knife.
sidhe—Irish; literally “hill”, used as a general term for the Celtic supernatural
beings that dwell in the hills of Ireland and Scotland (also called elves or faeries—
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though using those terms out loud, especially the latter, is thought to be offensive
to them; they are often referred to as the Good Folk).
sig—victory
skald—a Norse poet writing in the very elaborate metric forms and kenning-usage
known as skaldic poetry (as compared to the simpler narrative poetry of the Poetic
Edda).
sjorå—“lake-ruler”, Swedish female water-wight; usually used for a lake or pond’s
guardian, but also appearing in the ocean.
skogsrå—“woods-ruler”, Swedish female land-wight who rewards hunters who
have pleased her with game and occasionally seduces men in the woods.
spae—ON spá; prophecy.
spae-idis, spae-wife—a single female protective idis with a special relationship to
her human lover (such as Sváva/Sigrún/Kára in the Eddic Helgi poems).
stave—a runic letter; a verse of a poem.
swart alf—see dwarf.
tarn—small, deep lake.
tine—a piece of wood, usually enchanted in some way.
þáttr—a short saga-section, often about something different from the primary
saga, particularly in the longer Flateyjarbók sagas.
thurse—ON þurs, OE þyrs, “giant”.
tomte—Swedish name for the house-ghost (generally considered to be the first
owner of a farm, who remains as a guardian for either the land or his personal
descendants). Also called nisse (Danish), gardvörd (Norwegian), kobold (German);
very similar or identical to the British brownie.
troll—either one of the etin-kind or a word meaning “magic” in general.
trollaukinn—“augmented by a troll/magic”.
true folk—those who follow the Elder Troth (or “Ásatrú”).
útborinn—ON: “borne out”; describing a child who has been exposed to die
before receiving a name (and hence a soul).
vitki—ON; wizard
völva—ON; a seeress.
water-wight—those beings who dwell in/embody bodies of water, from the ocean
to the smallest streams or pools.
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wight—a general term for intelligent beings of all sorts (vættr—wight; óvættr—
“unwight”, ill-willing wight)
wort—a herb
wynn—joy; cognate to the runestave name wunjo.
wyrm—ON ormr; snake, dragon, worm.
Ymir—the first etin, spontaneously generated either from the waters of the
poisonous river Élivágar (Vafþrúðnismál 31) or from the mixture of primal fire
from Muspellheimr and primal ice from Niflheimr (Snorra Edda); Ymir himself
spontaneously/hermaphroditically generated the first ancestors of the etin-kind;
the earth was shaped from his corpse and the sea from his blood, hence land- and
water-wights are all born of his kin as well.
Zisa (Continental)—feminine cognate to Týr; theorized to be an Earth-Mother
counterpart to his Sky-Father role
þ—this letter is a thorn, the last remnant of runic writing in a modern language
(Icelandic, to be precise). It is pronounced as a hard th, as in thorn. In the interest
of not having folk who are less familiar with modern Icelandic or the earlier
languages wondering who is this strange god Pórr and why were folk worried
about being menaced by Purses, I have Anglicized the spelling of all personal
names and most Icelandic terms beginning with þ to start with the more familiar
th, even though it is a real barbarity when writing an otherwise proper Norse
word. See also ð, at the end of the d-words.

Rough Guide to Pronounciation

1.a—Old Norse
If you don’t speak any languages other than English, this may not be all that helpful, since some of the sounds just don’t exist in English; and even the examples I
give for the vowel sounds may be different in different parts of the world. I’ll do
my best to make it clear; the results may be kind of rough, but will hopefully be
close enough to work with. Alternatively, get a language-learning tape of modern
Icelandic. The pronunciation is generally considered acceptable for Old Norse.
The first syllable is almost always the accented one. Hence Ásatrú is pronounced
ow-suh-true, not uh-sa-true (a common mispronunciation).

Consonants:
ð—soft th, as in the; also spelt dh
þ—hard th, as in thorn
g—as in give, except before e or i, when it becomes a y-sound: Geri = yey-ree
hr—aspirated, sounds almost like kr—.
k—always hard, as in cat
kn—“knífr” = cuhneefr
j—as y: Jörmungandr = Yer-mun-gahndr
r—trilled r
final r—in modern Icelandic, spelt and pronounced—ur. In Old Norse, the vowel
should ideally, but need not, be shortened to as near nonexistent as your mind
and mouth can manage.
ll—this is really difficult. You touch the tip of your tongue to the root of your
foremost two upper teeth, flatten the rest of the tongue about halfway up the
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mouth, and breathe out explosively, so that it sounds somewhere between—hl
and a click. You seriously need the language tape for this one.
nn—kind of press extra hard and push off with the tip of your tongue as you
say—n.

Vowels:
a—ah, as in art (Skaði = Skah-dhih, with a soft th)
á—ow (Ásatrú = Ow-suh-true)
æ—as in German ä; raised kind of halfway between an a and an e.
e—eh, as in then
é—ay, as in bay
i—ih, as in tin
í—eee, as in see
o—as in oh
ó—longer o. Óðinn = Ohh-thinn (with a soft th and that odd double n).
ö (or hooked o, although I have used ö all through)—as in German ö, kind of like
the e in er
æ—as u in burr
u—as in put
ú—oo, as in tool
y—as German ü in Hütte, ue
ý—as German ü in Tür, long ue
au—ow, as in bough
ei/ey—ay, as in day

1.b—Primitive Norse
Same stress on the first syllable as in Old Norse.

Consonants:
g—hard g (go)
h—slightly aspirated (just a touch closer to Scots or German ch-)
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j—y
k—always a hard k (cat)
r—kind of rolled
-R (elhaz-stave)—slightly buzzed, somewhere between an r and the ProtoGermanic—z
Th—hard th (þ, thorn)
Dh—soft th (ð, edh)

Vowels:
a—ah
e—eh
i—ee
o—oh
u—ooo

1.c—Anglo-Saxon
Again, the stress usually falls on the first syllable, unless there is a prefix. Ge-is
always unaccented; for-can be accented but is not necessarily; compound words
have a secondary stress on the first syllable of the second word.

Consonants:
All consonants are pronounced individually, including double consonants.
cg—like English—dge (as in edge).
cn—as Old Norse kn; Cnut = Cuhnoot (not quite mod. English Canute).
sc—as sh (“scip” = ship)
c—k except before e or i, when it becomes ch as in child.
f—as v between vowels, f at beginnings/ends of words and between consonants
g—hard g before everything but e and i; soft g (y) before e and i.
h—as in hound at the beginnings of words, elsewhere as a guttural ch (Scots
loch)
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s—as z between vowels, as s at beginnings and ends of words and between
consonants.
þ—hard th between vowels, soft th at beginnings/ends of words and between
consonants.
ð—same as þ. Don’t ask me why they used separate letters if they were going to
pronounce them the same way.

Vowels:
a—ah
ā—aaah
æ—as in cat
− —slightly longer a as in cat
æ
e—as in Ed
ē as a in mate
i—as in “in”
ī—as in see
o—as in cough
ō—as in gloat
u—as the vowel in “wolf ”
ū—as in cool
y—as i but with pursed lips
long y—as ī but with pursed lips
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Orkney 4, 6, 21, 29, 49, 54, 60, 62,
74, 161
oskorei 106
Óðrrir 39, 40, 73
plant-wights 27, 29

Ruta 108
“She-Troll’s Calendar” 30
Saami 7
Ságadís 26, 29
Saxo Grammaticus 162
seal 6, 48, 53, 54, 56, 103
Shetland 29, 49, 54, 95, 161
sidhe 2, 3, 6, 66, 93, 104, 148
Sif 76, 80, 126, 133
Sigrdrífa 106, 130
Sigrdrífumál 125, 130, 131
Sigrún 13, 149
silver 21, 26, 53, 67, 69, 79, 86, 106,
109, 110, 115, 117
sjorå 50, 51, 52, 106, 149
skag-valkyrie 33, 60
Skaði 22, 35, 37, 38, 41, 42, 93, 126,
127, 129, 152
Skeggi 24, 97, 104
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skogsrå 26, 27, 29, 102, 106, 149

Thiðriks saga 49, 58, 65, 66, 73, 83

Skögul 1

Thjazi 35, 37, 38, 41

Smith of Nesjar 85, 86

Thjóðrørir 84

Snæbjörn 50

Thórbjörg Little-Völva 17

Snorra Edda 7, 8, 9, 28, 30, 34, 38,
39, 46, 72, 73, 77, 78, 81, 99, 100,
129, 141, 150

Thórbjörn dísarskáld 34

Snorri Sturluson xi, 146, 162
Sökmímir 39
St. Erik 130
St. Peter 12
Stalo 7
Starkaðr 33, 42, 101
Steinrøðr inn rammni 71, 99
Sturlunga saga 9, 19, 92, 146, 163
sulphur 9
Sunnawort 10, 108, 121
Surtr 43, 44, 142
Surtshellir 43
Suttungr 35, 40, 43
Svafrlami 82
Svalr 99
Sveigðir 39, 81, 96
Svínfellsáss 21
sweet woodruff 110
Tacitus 53, 126, 129, 130, 163
Tam Lin 104
tar 11, 29
Tegernsee charm 134
thistle 34, 90, 99, 109

Thórgerðr Hölgabrúðr 20, 22, 128
Thorgils 25, 53
Thórgunna 54
Thorner, W.E. 95
Thóroddr 56
Thórsteinn gullknappr 62
Thórsteinn rauðnefr 52
Thórsteins þáttr bæjarmagns 54
Thórsteins þáttr uxafóts 34, 35, 100
Thórðr 7, 96, 110, 127
Thrymheimr 38
Thrymr 33, 37, 41
Thrymskviða 58, 135
Thúfa 99
tibast 11
tobacco 94
tomte 13, 14, 60, 94, 147, 149
troll 1, 3, 6, 12, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25,
28, 30, 35, 36, 40, 42, 51, 60, 66,
67, 69, 74, 75, 78, 85, 95, 97, 98,
99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 108, 109,
110, 122, 123, 127, 146, 149
trollaukinn 20, 22, 69, 98, 103, 149
trylla 69, 103
Týr 11, 41, 88, 126, 150, 155
Tyrfingr 82
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Waluburg’s Eve 10, 108
Ullarvötn 103

wan-seōc 68

Unnr 47

whale 18, 21, 23, 54, 55

Uppsala 53, 130, 158

Wið Færstice 46, 58, 134

Útgarða-Loki 41

Wod-Host 61, 64, 65, 85, 106, 130
wood-wives 27

Vafþrúðnir 30, 36, 40, 41

woody nightshade 11, 109, 121

Vafþrúðnismál 30, 33, 35, 36, 40, 134,
150

Wulfstan 18

Vatnsdla saga 16
Vetrliði Sumarliðason 34
vette 28
Vífir 80

Yggdrasill 35, 82
Ymir 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 41, 42, 72,
81, 145, 146, 147, 150

Víkarsbálkr 42

Ynglinga saga 59, 81, 96, 126, 128,
129, 164

Virvir 82

Yrpr 22

vitki 10, 16, 107, 114, 149
Völsa þáttr 22

Yule xi, 5, 6, 7, 9, 21, 30, 50, 61, 64,
65, 85, 103

Völuspá 20, 30, 32, 33, 35, 38, 40, 57,
58, 59, 72, 74, 84, 134, 140

Zisa 126, 150, 155

“Wilkie” 62

